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Abstract

The aim of this dissertation is to examine, model and estimate firm responses to

demand shocks by focusing on specific industries where demand shocks are well

identified. Combining reduced-form evidence and structural analysis, this disserta-

tion extends the economic literature by focusing on within-firm responses of firms

to two important demand shocks that are identifiable in empirical settings. First,

I focus on how firms respond to a decrease in effective demand due to competition

shocks coming from globalization. By considering China’s accession to the World

Trade Organization in 2001 and its impact on the apparel industry, the aim of these

chapters is to answer how firms react to the increase in Chinese import competition,

what is the mechanism behind these responses, and how important they are in ex-

plaining the survival of the Peruvian apparel industry. Second, I study how suppliers’

survival probability relates to the sudden disruption of their main customer-supplier

relationships with downstream manufacturers, conditional on suppliers’ own idiosyn-

cratic characteristics such as physical productivity.
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1

Introduction

Understanding the nature of demand shocks and their impact on firm survival is

a fundamental economic question. Demand shifts and market power variation cor-

respond to the main determinants for firm’s survival, even above factors such as

idiosyncratic physical productivity (Foster et al. (2008)). Today, this question be-

comes even more relevant given the current environment exposes firms to a new set

of demand shocks. From openness of international markets, firms are exposed to a

larger set of negative and positive demand such as import competition and market

expansion. In addition, given the recent trend to decentralization of supply chains

in the production process, upstream suppliers are exposed to demand shocks coming

from customer-supplier relationships with other firms.

Despite their importance, little is known about the specific channels through

which demand affects firms’ choices and ultimately, their survival. This is mainly

due to considerable data limitations to separately identify demand shocks from pro-

ductivity ones. However, even when there is availability of quantity data, the demand

process is usually estimated as the residue of a regression relating profitability and

physical productivity, and thus, represents an abstract concept which can speak to
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different things depending on the context.

The aim of this dissertation is to examine, model and estimate firm responses

to demand shocks by focusing on specific industries where demand shocks are well

identified. Combining reduced-form evidence and structural analysis, this disserta-

tion extends the economic literature by focusing on within-firm responses of firms

to two important demand shocks that are identifiable in empirical settings. First,

chapters 2 and 3 focus on how firms respond to a decrease in effective demand due

to competition shocks coming from globalization. By considering China’s accession

to the World Trade Organization in 2001 and its impact on the apparel industry, the

aim of these chapters is to answer how firms react to the increase in Chinese import

competition, what is the mechanism behind these responses, and how important they

are in explaining the survival of the Peruvian apparel industry. Second, chapter 4

studies how suppliers’ survival probability relates to the sudden disruption of their

main customer-supplier relationships with downstream manufacturers. By analyzing

customer-supplier relationships between firms in the US automobile industry, this

chapter interprets demand as this long-lasting firm to firm business relationships. In

an industry where car manufacturers are mainly assemblers and depend on hundreds

of other firms to supply them with auto-parts, suppliers’ demand is given by these

customer-supplier relationships. Thus, it not surprising that when Chrysler and Gen-

eral Motors declared bankruptcy in 2009, the number of fillings for bankruptcy in

their suppliers rose exponentially. The aim of this chapter is to understand how im-

portant are these relationships in the probability of survival, conditional on suppliers’

own idiosyncratic characteristics such as physical productivity.

In the remainder of this chapter, I summarize the content of each of the following

chapters.
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1.1 Dissertation Preview

In Chapter 2 and 3, I examine the effects of globalization on industry performance,

a question that has been central to the economic and policy debate of the last two

decades. With the trade liberalization of various developing countries, and more

recently with the rapid growth of low-wage countries such as China or India, gov-

ernments and policy makers have raised a deep concern about the potential effects

of trade for their economies and are seeking for guidance.

Thus, Chapter 2 studies how apparel manufacturers in Peru respond to compe-

tition from Chinese imports. The workhorse models of international trade, which

have emphasized across-firm effects of trade, would predict that import competition

generates selection of more efficient firms and reallocation of factors between them,

contracting the industry. In fact, this is what happened in many apparel industries

around the world following China’s accession to the WTO. However, the Peruvian

apparel industry managed to kept afloat. Despite no government intervention and

the fact that Peruvian firms were losing considerable share in the domestic market,

this chapter provides reduced-form evidence that this industry survived primarily

due to a burst in their export activity and the switch to production of high-quality

garments.

Following on the findings of Chapter 2, Chapter 3 goes a step further and extends

existing models of trade to allow for both increase in exporting and quality upgrading

patterns. I do this by developing a dynamic general equilibrium model that builds

upon recent trade models of heterogeneous firms and extends them by allowing the

redeployment of inputs within the firm, across its products, as well as differences

in taste for qualities across countries. When firms receive a negative shock in their

domestic market, factors would be redeployed to export production. Moreover, given

richer countries have a greater taste for quality, production increase due to factor
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reallocation would be mostly focused on high-quality goods. Furthermore, I take

the model to data, and find that the possibility firms had to switch to high-quality

products and sell them in the export market increases annual industry sales by as

much as 17.5 percent as it also has a major effect on employment (17.7 percent)

and firms’ annual profits (16.4 percent). All of those without any lost in consumer

welfare, whom still gets the benefits from the variety and prices of Chinese apparel.

These effects contrast sharply with the impact of commonly used trade policies to

protect domestic industries such as tariffs. While they can increase industry sales,

they do so at a major cost on consumer welfare.

Policy-wise, the model serves as a tool to examine and predict more exhaustively

firm and industry responses to policy measures that change the level of import com-

petition, considering firms are also responding in this margin. More importantly,

it shows that by considering within-firm responses such as the ones I study, policy

makers should redirect their agenda to foster industry growth and include alterna-

tive policies such the strengthening of the supply chain of high quality products or

lowering cost to access high quality inputs rather than the use of import tariffs to

protect their domestic industries.

In Chapter 4, I consider a different demand shock. Most of the industrial organi-

zation literature has focused on supply-side determinants of firms; growth. However,

as highlighted in the groundbreaking work by Foster et al. (2008), firms’ growth is

not only driven by idiosyncratic factors such as a firms’ productivity but, to a great

extent, explained by systematic demand factors.

In this chapter, I explore the importance of customer-supplier relationships for

the survival of upstream firms. As Foster et al. (2008) suggest, when considering firm

to firm relationships, from the point of view of supplier firms, these highly persistent

and endogenously-formed demand process could be exemplified as customer-supplier

relationships. By using a simple theoretical model and fairly underutilized sections

4



of the Compustat database, I characterize these relationships in the US automobile

industry and estimate their main drivers. Understanding those is important and

could help explain the cascade effect originated by the bankruptcies of major US

automakers General Motors and Chrysler in the late 2000s. Given the big three US

automakers shared several suppliers, the fact that customer-supplier relationships

highly determine suppliers’ survival entails great risk for all agents in the industry.

Results of the analysis show that the formation and dissolution of customer-

supplier relationships, just like firms’ overall entry/exit processes, depend critically

on productivity. However, they are also heavily dependent on variables related to

the existence of the relationship such as the supplier’s previous experience, and the

revenue and diversification of these partnerships. Moreover, the findings also provide

suggestive evidence on the existence of capacity constraints or strategic behavior

of automakers that turn out to be more relevant than diminishing technological

costs or economies of scale when suppliers decide the number of customer-supplier

relationships to hold, even when controlling for other supplier-level idiosyncratic

factors.
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2

Firm Responses to Import Competition

2.1 Introduction

Understanding the effects of globalization and import competition on industry per-

formance constitutes a fundamental economic and policy question. Even more so

today, as governments and policy makers in the developing world are deeply con-

cerned about the potential pervasive effects of the rise of low-wage countries such as

China and India, and where tariffs or other measures to block imports and protect

domestic industries have become the norm.

While there are a large number of studies on international trade that deal with

this issue, they have mainly emphasized the across-firm effect of trade, i.e., changes

coming from the reallocation of factors and selection effects across firms within an

industry.1. However, recent literature has highlighted the importance of taking re-

actions that occur at the firm level into account.2 Although the existence of these

1 For instance, see Melitz (2003), Bernard et al. (2003), and Tybout (2003)

2 Pavcnik (2002) found that one third of all productivity gains following Chilean trade liberalization
were associated with reactions within the firm.
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within-firm responses is now well-established,3 the precise mechanism by which they

occur, as well as their magnitudes and policy implications remain unclear. In this

paper, I focus on how import competition leads to sizable within-firm responses of

quality upgrading of the product mix and an increase in exporting activity.

I examine these responses by analyzing the reaction of Peruvian apparel firms to

the surge of Chinese import competition following China’s accession to the World

Trade Organization, an industry that I have unique firm-level production data on.

My setting is well-suited to measure these within-firm responses, since I am able

both to measure export behavior, and also to directly observe a measure of quality,

and thus avoid relying on potentially biased proxies, such as unit prices.4 Specif-

ically, given the apparel production process, final output quality is predominantly

determined by material quality, which, in turn, can be identified in the data. Taking

this into consideration, along with the fact that in Peru there is a clear hierarchy of

material quality, given the co-existence of high-quality Pima cotton and low-quality

synthetic and man-made fabrics, the Peruvian apparel industry provides a context

to effectively identify high- and low-quality production.

As other Latin-American countries, since 2001, the Peruvian apparel industry

has been considerably affected by the dramatic inflow of Chinese garments. Unlike

neighboring countries, the industry has kept afloat. Despite the lack of government

intervention and even though it has lost a considerable share of the domestic market

to Chinese imports, the Peruvian apparel industry has remained standing. In fact,

in 2012, the Peruvian apparel industry became the second largest manufacturing

industry in the country, making up 7 percent of Peruvian gross domestic product,

and directly accounting for more than 50 percent of formal employment in the man-

3 Recent literature has found that firms exposed to trade tend to innovate more (Bloom et al.
(2015)), change their range of products (Iacovone et al. (2013), Mayer et al. (2015)), upgrade skills
(Mion and Zhu (2013)), and upgrade product quality (Fernandes and Paunov (2013)).

4 For an extensive discussion on this point see Schott (2004).
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ufacturing sector. One of the main reasons behind the industry’s survival has, in

fact, been firm-level responses to import competition. These responses have led to

an unprecedented growth in exports, driven by sales of high-quality apparel.5 Fol-

lowing the exposure to higher Chinese import competition, Peruvian firms have not

only exported up to 32 percent more, but have also included more products in their

export bundle, and have been more likely to survive in the export market. Most of

this effect, however, has been concentrated in sales and products of garments made

of high-quality Peruvian Pima cotton. Together, these effects account for approxi-

mately 30 percent of the total exports observed over the 2001-2012 period.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the

data. In Section 2.3, I present the key facts about the Peruvian apparel industry as

well as the quality definition. Section 2.4 contains the description of the firm-level

measure of import competition and presents the empirical specification and results

for reduced-form empirical analysis. Section 2.5 concludes.

2.2 Data

I study the upgrade in quality and the increase in exports by Peruvian firms following

an increase of Chinese import competition. In order to investigate these responses,

I rely on a unique firm-product level dataset that allows me to observe product mix

quality decisions as well as changes in exporting activity. This analysis is based on

firm-level production data spanning from 2000-2012.6

My primary sources are the Peruvian customs data and the Peruvian Economic

Survey (EEA). I select firms engaged in the production of apparel, either classified

under CIIU (Clasificación Industrial Internacional Uniforme) rev.3. codes 1810 and

5 Similar cases of adjustment are found in the footwear industry in Bangladesh, and the U.S. valve
industry (Bartel et al. (2007)), among others.

6 For a more detailed description of the data and variable definitions see Appendix A.
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1730, or firms classified elsewhere but exporting apparel products under chapters 61

and 62 of the HTS (Harmonized Tariff Schedule) code.

Peruvian customs data is collected by the Peruvian Customs Authority (SUNAD),

and corresponds to all daily registrations of exports and imports of apparel, apparel

machinery, and textiles between 2000 and 2012. For each transaction, the data

includes firm tax ID, US$ value of the shipment, quantity, units, HTS code at the 10-

digit level, a detailed description of the product and its composition, and destination

or origin country, among other variables. Data from the EEA spans from 2007 to

2012. It consists in a representative sample of the Peruvian manufacturing industry

and provides information about net sales, material and labor expenditures, value

added, and capital stock, among others.7 I bring together these datasets by using

the information on the tax ID of Peruvian firms (Registro Único de Contribuyentes

- RUC).

In addition, I complement this firm-level dataset with measures of annual ag-

gregate expenditure and price indices by both product and destination market, as

well as additional aggregate industry characteristics. For the domestic market, I

construct these measures by aggregating the data of my main dataset at the product

and year level. For the foreign market, I use aggregate imports, exports and prices at

the product level for the United States based on information from the United States

Office of Textiles and Apparel (OTEXA), and the United Nations Commodity Trade

Statistics database (COMTRADE).

This detailed information on products exported by each firm allows me to deter-

mine whether Peruvian firms are exporting high or low quality goods. Importantly,

the disaggregation of the export data at the 10-digit HTS code level allows me to

observe both the type of apparel product (i.e. pants, t-shirts or shirts) and also the

7 For medium and large firms in the manufacturing sector, the National Economic Survey is
effectively a census, because all firms are surveyed.
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material composition of the product (i.e. cotton, fur and leather, synthetic). Because

apparel quality is directly related to the quality of materials used in production, the

particular use of a high-quality material would be associated with production of high-

quality final goods, and vice-versa. For the Peruvian case, high-quality products are

classified as exported clothes made of high-quality Peruvian cotton, and low-quality

goods are cataloged as exported clothes made of synthetic and man-made fibers.

Thus, this dataset allows me to use an observed measure of quality in the analysis,

rather than a potentially biased quality proxy, such as unit values. An extensive

discussion of quality definition is given in Section 2.3.2.

2.3 The Peruvian Apparel Industry: Key Facts

This section presents key facts about the Peruvian apparel industry and its status

following the increase in Chinese import competition in 2001. These facts will be

important to keep in mind, since they will ultimately motivate the focus on quality

upgrading and exporting as responses to import competition.

2.3.1 The Apparel Industry

Peru is a country with a strong history of textile and apparel production. The

Peruvian apparel industry is made up of many micro and small firms that coexist

with a few medium and large enterprises. However, the latter concentrate more than

50% of domestic sales and almost all international sales.8 Their flagship products

correspond to basic garments, such as t-shirts and shirts, and almost all firms produce

more than one type of garment. In the export market, trade is dominated by the

United States. To a lesser extent, Peruvian firms also export to Venezuela, Colombia,

Chile and Italy.

8 For instance, in 2012, the number of firms in the industry was 16,143 where 16,022 (99.2%) firms
corresponded to micro firms (15243) and small firms (779).
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Apparel production in Peru is not different from the production of apparel else-

where. Broadly, it follows a sequential process for most products.9 Firms begin the

process with a specific amount of fabric and, given the specifications of the prod-

uct (i.e., pants, t-shirts or shirts), the fabric is cut and pieces are sent to the next

station. Pieces are put together by seamstresses and moved again to another area

to include add-ons such as buttons and labels. Finally, garments are packed and

shipped. While the process is labor intensive, labor remains specialized to tasks and

not to materials or products. The same is true for a large fraction of the machinery,

as it can be used indistinctly for producing different pieces of apparel, for instance,

synthetic or cotton fabrics. Finally, the fabric requirements by product do not vary,

regardless of specific fabric being used. For instance, whether the fabric is cotton,

nylon or any other man-made fiber, one square meter is required for a small size

t-shirt, two for a pair of trousers, and so on.

Traditionally, Peruvian production was destined for the domestic market. From

the late seventies to early nineties, the Peruvian apparel industry was centered in

the capital city of Lima (Ponce (1994)), with sales almost completely concentrated

locally. According to Ponce (1994), in the nineties, the textile-apparel sector was only

competitive in the early stages of production, i.e., yarn spinning and cloth weaving,

due to the superior quality of Peruvian cotton, but not in apparel manufacturing.10

However, in less than 15 years, the Peruvian apparel industry has experienced

9 Exceptions include knitted products or garments made with fur or leather.

10 To put these statistics in context, Peru had a period of economic stagnation from 1975-92, where
income per capita fell by 32% and returned to the 1960 level. Since 1974, inflation has been above
10%, reaching an historical high in 1990 with 7650%. Moreover, Peru was experiencing a time of
terror, due to a civil war against the Shining Path, a terrorist organization. After the 1990 elections,
several measures were taken by the Alberto Fujimori administration. First, trade was liberalized,
lowering import tariffs from an average of 63% in 1985 to 16% in 1994. Moreover, strict tax policies
increased revenues from 1% of GDP in 1989 to 11.1% of GDP in 1994. Furthermore, in 1992, the
head of the Shining Path, Abimael Guzman, was captured, which led to a more secure investment
scenario for Peruvian firms. Finally, the new president reorganized the government and drastically
reduced the public sector and subsidies.
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a large transformation. From 1994 to 2012, annual production has increased 43%

and apparel has become the second largest manufacturing industry in the country.

By 2010, this industry directly accounted for more than 50% of formal manufacture

employment and 7% of the gross domestic product.11 Interestingly, most of the

growth came during the 2000s. Apparel exports have more than doubled in this

period, and currently account for the majority of exports in the textile sector12,

significantly contributing to the overall export dynamic of Peru.13

2.3.2 Quality

As explained in Section 2.3.1, due to the particularities of the apparel production

process, the quality of a garment can be directly associated with the quality of the

materials used on its production. Because fabrics are by far the most important

material in apparel production, final product quality is ultimately defined by fabric

quality.

In this regard, the Peruvian clothing apparel industry differs from others in de-

veloping countries. Peruvian natural fibers, such as Alpaca and Peruvian cotton,

are widely known for their high quality. For instance, Peru’s most important cotton

varieties, Pima and Tangüis, are characterized by extra-long and long staple fibers,

respectively. To put this in context, Pima compares favorably with Egyptian cotton,

while Tangüis rivals Ambard cotton from Sudan, Giza 47 and 68 from Egypt, and

Acala from the United States.

Compared to other cottons and synthetic or man-made fibers, the main advan-

tages of Pima cotton are its superior staple length, remarkable strength, excellent

dyeing properties, and increased durability and lifespan of textile and apparel prod-

11 The total formal employment in the manufacturing sector is 7% of the total formal employment.
The apparel sector represents 4.7% of formal national employment (53,000 workers).

12 The textile sector includes apparel, fabrics, textile fibers and accessories.

13 By 2011, approximately 15% of non-traditional exports corresponded to apparel.
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ucts.14 For instance, its strength and uniformity measurements are considerably

higher than those of upland cotton, the largest cotton crop produced in the United

States and one of the most important in the world.

The largest Pima cotton producers are the United States, Australia and Peru.

However, Pima cotton production only accounts for 8% of worldwide cotton produc-

tion. Thus, apparel production that uses this high-quality input might not be seen

frequently in several countries. Even within mayor cotton consumers such as China,

Pima cotton apparel is rare. In particular, this is because China has established

import quotas on foreign cotton to favor their national farmers, despite the fact that

Chinese national crops are considerably lower in quality.

The fact that output and material quality are directly linked, and that there are

clear differences in material quality in Peru, allows me to categorize high- and low-

quality apparel. Specifically, an apparel product is classified as high-quality if the

garments are made of Pima cotton fabric, and as low-quality if they are produced

with fabrics made out of other cottons, synthetic or man-made fibers. Notably, given

the level of disaggregation of exported products at the 10-digit HTS code level, I am

able to observe these distinctions in my data. For an extensive list of the HTS codes

associated with cotton, synthetic and man-made apparel, see Appendix B.

However, even with this level of detail, the HTS codes will not differentiate among

types of cotton. Thus, a concern arises if Peruvian firms are producing using non-

Pima cottons. In order to correctly classify high-quality goods, I use a particular

trade policy established in 1993. As it happens, from 1995 to the present, Peruvian

exporters entitled to receive a drawback over the net exported FOB value when

using national products as raw materials for their production. This special treatment

14 Pima cotton is classified under extra-long 1-3/8” staple length. Moreover, because of its fineness,
more fibers can be spun into a yarn of a given count, which enhances the feel and softness, dra-
peability and brilliant color of the fabric. It thus provides excellent dyeing properties and assures
the durability of the fabric.
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includes, among others, apparel production with Pima cotton. In the customs data,

given that I can observe duties and reimbursements, I am able to check whether

Peruvian exporters, in fact, used this high-quality input, and thus can effectively

categorize them as either exporting high- or low-quality clothes. In reality, most of

Peruvian firms that export cotton apparel use Peruvian cotton.15

2.3.3 Import Competition

Since China entered the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, the Peruvian

apparel industry has faced a surge of Chinese import competition.16 Figure 2.1 shows

Perus total apparel imports from 1994 to 2012, and confirms how competition has

intensified in the domestic market beginning in early 2000s, mainly due to Chinese

apparel imports.

Apparel imports originating in China have risen steadily, so that they now greatly

exceed apparel imports from any other potential foreign competitor in the Peruvian

market.17 In less than ten years, the value of Chinese imported apparel has quintu-

pled. In addition, on average, Chinese clothes entered the country with prices 50%

lower than Peruvian clothes and clothes from other countries. Consequently, the

domestic market share of Peruvian manufacturers has decreased over time. In terms

of value, Chinese apparel imports accounted for only 12% of the Peruvian market in

2000, while by 2011, their share had risen to 30%. In terms of units, the figure is

15 At this point, I only observe product disaggregation for the export market. However, the EEA
has a module on main products and main inputs used by firms. Unfortunately, this information is
self-reported by the firm and thus their categories are not yet standardized. Future work aims to
merge this data and establish this same categorization for the domestic market as well.

16 Undoubtedly, China’s export growth in the last decade constitutes a striking exogenous increase
in import competition. Since China entered the WTO, it has multiplied its total exports 7.7 times,
and, in particular, has increased its apparel exports by 458%; growth rates that far exceed the
export growth of other large low-wage countries. Not surprisingly, by 2009, China had become
the largest exporter in the world. Moreover, Chinese exports have not only targeted high-income
countries, but also medium and low-income markets, with Peru being no exception.

17 The decrease of Chinese imports in 2004 and 2005, as along with the increase in their prices,
was due to the temporary 200-day tariffs imposed by the Peruvian government in December 2003.
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even more striking. By 2011, China consolidated itself as the main supplier to the

Peruvian market, both in weight units and in the number of clothes, with 50% and

57% of the market, respectively.

The situation is no different from the main export destinations of Peruvian ap-

parel such as the United States. Not only is China’s share of total U.S. apparel

imports crowding out the share of imported apparel from many other countries but,

as occurred in Peru, Chinese clothes exported to the American market are priced

below the unit price offered by most other apparel exporters, including Peruvians.
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Figure 2.1: Apparel Imports from Peru by Origin

This rapid Chinese growth cast doubt on domestic producers and the government

about the future of the industry, and raised the question of whether additional poli-

cies aiming at protecting it from China’s growth were appropriate. Indeed, over the

past decade, domestic producers have promoted several initiatives for protectionism
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without further success.18

Despite these facts and the lack of government intervention, the Peruvian apparel

industry has kept afloat. Figure 2.2 shows Chinese imports of apparel in the primary

axis and Peruvian exports of apparel in the secondary axis, both in millions of US$.

While import competition is significantly increasing in the domestic market during

the 2000s, Peruvian firms have found a way to cope with this negative shock by

exporting. This reaction is significant: exports went from 56% of total Peruvian

apparel sales in 2000 to 71% in 2008. In fact, even though Peruvian manufacturers

have lost a considerable share of their domestic market, Peruvian apparel exporters

have managed to increase their participation in the U.S. market from 0.5% in 1996

to 1.5% by the end of 2011, the largest share of any South American country.

18 For instance, on October 2003, the Peruvian National Society of Industries (SNI) signed a petition
to the Peruvian Antitrust Agency (INDECOPI) requiring the creation of temporary tariffs for
apparel imports originating in China. Responding to this request, on December 2003, the Peruvian
government imposed provisional tariffs for 200 calendar days on Chinese apparel imports appearing
on 106 HTS classifications while it conducted an investigation. Ultimately, the additional tariffs
were eliminated. More recently, the government initiated its own investigation of price dumping
by Chinese apparel importers. As a result, in December 2013, the Peruvian government found
evidence that damage to the domestic industry had taken place between 2009 and2011, and imposed
additional tariffs. Other Latin American countries have raised the same concerns about Chinese
competition. To date, Argentina, Colombia and Venezuela are among the Latin American countries
that adopted definitive tariffs on Chinese apparel imports very early in the century. Noticeably,
none of these countries had a domestic apparel industry as large as the Peruvian one.
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Figure 2.2: Peruvian Exports of Apparel

Most notably, even though there has been an increase in exports of all types of

products, export growth is mostly the result of the increase in exports of Peruvian

high-quality cotton apparel. Figure 2.3 shows that while from 2000 to 2001, export

growth was roughly divided evenly between sales of cotton and sales of synthetic

apparel, since 2001, export growth has been predominantly driven by export growth

of cotton apparel only. With the exception of the period that corresponds to the

financial crisis of 2008, this pattern clearly emerges after China’s accession to the

WTO.
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Figure 2.3: Composition of Export Growth by Product

Additionally, as firms export more of these higher quality products, they also

shifting their product mix towards these goods. On average, 38% of the firms that

do not export any cotton products will likely include at least one over the next

year, whereas 9.8% will shift towards exporting cotton products exclusively. On

the contrary, only 5% of the firms exporting at least one cotton product will stop

exporting cotton altogether and shift towards only synthetic apparel exports.

These results are also consistent with two pieces of anecdotal evidence. On one

hand, the Peruvian government dismissed the generalization of provisional tariffs in

2004, because it found Peruvian firms did not suffer substantial damages from the

increase in Chinese apparel imports. According to INDECOPI, at the same time

that Chinese imports increased to satisfy domestic demand, domestic producers only

slightly increased their domestic sales, while largely increasing exports, especially
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those related to cotton products. Thus, the increase of Chinese imports did not

represent a significant threat to the domestic industry, since it opened a path to

export more and more” (INDECOPI (2004)). However, considering the 2009-2011

period, INDECOPI demonstrated that domestic producers were indeed affected by

Chinese competition (INDECOPI (2012)). The main reason is that during these

years, domestic producers saw the possibility of directing their production to foreign

markets reduced, due to the economic crisis faced by their main trading partners.19

Thus, it seems that both the government and firms recognized that the impact of

import competition depended heavily on the ability of firms to cope with the situation

by producing and exporting Peruvian cotton clothes.

2.4 Empirical Evidence: Quality-Upgrading and Exports Increase

Considering the evidence highlighted in the previous section, the question arises:

did import competition drive the increase in exports and the upgrade in quality.

This section presents empirical evidence of the existence of within-firm responses to

import competition that match the aggregate patterns discussed in Section 2.3. First,

I describe the measure of firm-level Chinese import competition to be used in the

analysis. Second, I estimate the impact of firm-level import competition on several

measures of firm performance in the export market. By examining the reaction of

Peruvian apparel manufacturers to Chinese import competition, I find that import

competition leads exporting Peruvian firms to upgrade quality and increase their

exports in terms of both greater quantities and new products.

19 According to INDECOPI, with the financial crisis of 2008 and 2009, the largest American firms
not only reduced their demand but also required faster delivery times (90 to 45 days), turning their
demand to closer partners in Central America.
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2.4.1 Measuring Firm-Level Exposure to Import Competition

In order to capture responses within the firm to import competition, I first need

to construct a measure of Chinese import competition at the firm-level. Consider

a firm j in year t selling product p P P . Chinese import competition affects firm

j by its import penetration rates in the particular products this firm produces. If

Chinese import penetration is high in all products sold by the firm, firm j will be

largely exposed. Conversely, if Chinese import penetration rates are low for the

products firm j sells, this firm will be considerably less exposed to competition from

Chinese products. Variation in firm-level exposure to import competition exists,

then, because different firms produce different bundles of goods.20

Let Compjt be the firm-level measure of import competition at period t taking

values between 0 and 1. This measure includes the firm-level variation previously

mentioned by aggregating Chinese import penetration rates to the firm level, using

export shares of the products sold by a firm as weights such that,

Compjt “
ÿ

p

xjpt
xjt

ImpPenpt (2.1)

where ImpPenpt refers to Chinese import penetration on apparel product p at the

10-digit HTS level (i.e., the share of Chinese imports on total imports by product),

xjpt denotes exports of firm j of product p, and xjt represents total exports of firm

j; all of them measured at period t.

Two caveats are in order. First, if firms respond to import competition by chang-

ing their product bundle, there is a concern of endogeneity of exported products

or exported market shares. Second, disaggregation at the product level is only ob-

served for the export market. Therefore, this means that the analysis will be done

20 Similar measures have been used in the empirical literature by Iacovone et al. (2013) and Mayer
et al. (2015).
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with exporters only and also implicitly assumes that firms keep the same structure

of production and product shares, whether they sell domestically or abroad.

In order to alleviate the first concern, I follow Mayer et al. (2015) and modify

the measure so that the shares and product bundle will be fixed to those that I

first observe for the firm in the data, whereas the import penetration measure will

move over time. Thus, the competition measure will be redefined as Compjt “
ř

p

xjpt0
xjt0

ImpPenpt, where xjpt0 are now exports of firm j of product p at time t0 and,

xjt corresponds to total exports of firm j in period t0. Even with this adjustment,

xjpt0 and xjt may still be the result of responses to import competition for firms that

appear in the customs data after 2000, and thus endogenous. To account for this,

as a robustness check, I examine whether the main effects hold when I consider only

firms existing in my sample since 2000, for which the initial bundle and export shares

may not have been affected by Chinese import competition. I find that the main

qualitative results are unchanged.21

In regards to the second concern, exporters in my data account for approximately

70% of Peruvian apparel industry sales, making them a representative sample of the

Peruvian industry. However, it is true that import competition might drive some

firms to export and thus, there would be selection in my sample driven by the

variable of interest. In this case, I also follow the previously mentioned strategy,

and ascertain whether the main effects hold for the 2000 panel.22

21 See Appendix C for robustness checks.

22 In addition, it is likely that the set of products offered in the export market is similar or even
smaller than the bundle produced for the domestic one, given the empirical evidence of existing
fixed and iceberg costs of exporting. That is, firms tend to sell most of their production in the
domestic market and only sell their core products abroad, because there are additional per period
costs to export them. However, it is not clear why the products left out would be necessarily more
affected by import competition or, in which way, as these products modify the weights used in the
analysis. If it is the case that the measurement error in the import competition measure Compjt
is random, then coefficients will be biased downwards, and the resulting effect should consider a
lower bound of the true effects of import competition. Nevertheless, to provide additional evidence,
I compare a firm competition index from the 2007-2012 National Economic Survey, where firms
declared their main products, with the index for these firms constructed with the customs data,
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2.4.2 Reduced-Form Evidence

With a firm-level measure of import competition in hand, I am interested in exam-

ining whether it had some impact on firms’ product mix quality and export activity.

This section directly relates the firm-level measure of import competition previously

described to these within-firm responses.

The main specification takes the following form,

yjt “ β0 ` β1Compjt´1 ` δt ` µj ` εjt (2.2)

where yjt denotes the outcome of interest for firm j at time t, Compjt´1 refers to

the firm-level competition measure at t ´ 1, δt represents year fixed effects, and µj

indicates firm fixed effects.23

A potential concern for this estimation is that import penetration from Chinese

apparel is correlated with demand shocks in Peru, and thus, does not represent an

exogenous increase on import competition. Under those circumstances, the OLS co-

efficients might understate the true impact if export performance of Peruvian firms is

positively correlated with unobserved demand shocks in the domestic market. Thus,

in order to uniquely identify the supply-driven component of import competition,

I adopt an instrumental variable (IV) strategy following Autor et al. (2013) and

instrument Chinese import penetration rates in Peru with Chinese import penetra-

tion rates in other similar Latin American countries.24 The main idea behind this

instrument is that the common component between these variables is the result of

Chinese exogenous export growth, rather than the response to specific local demand

and find a high level of correlation. We can therefore expect the index to effectively capture the
relative exposure of these firms to Chinese competition.

23 Given that import penetration and total exports are variables constructed by aggregating daily
observations to the annual level, I use Compj at t ´ 1 instead than t in order to capture only
responses to past increases of import competition, rather than potential misleading correlations
with past and future values.

24 The countries used in the analysis are Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia and Ecuador.
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shocks. Moreover, to account for positively correlated demand shocks between these

countries, I include year fixed effects, so that they control for common unobserved

annual trends.

In specification (2.2), the main focus is on whether higher exposure to import

competition had any effect on exporting and quality upgrading. I estimate these

effects at the intensive margin where yjt will denote firm total exports, firm exports

by product type, average export per product, and number of products exported

by a firm in total and by type. Products are defined at the 10-digit HST level.

Additionally, for the extensive margin, I consider variables such as dummy variables,

taking value 1 if the firm has included a new product, either from high- or low-quality,

and dummy variables taking value 1 if the firm has stopped exporting.

Table 2.1 shows summary statistics for the main outcomes of interest and the

firm-level competition measure. In terms of size and number of products, Peruvian

firms tend to be largely heterogeneous, with a considerably skewed size distribution.

Moreover, on average, Peruvian exporters sell substantially more cotton than syn-

thetic apparel, both in terms of export values and number of products. Finally, there

is ample variation on the firm-level competition measure, from firms that have not

been exposed to import competition to fully exposed exporters.
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Table 2.1: Summary Statistics

Variables Mean SD p1 Median p99 Obs

Firm-level Exports (Thousands of US$):

Total Apparel 1,478.7 6,745.5 21.0 182.4 31,372.2 9,015

Cotton Apparel 1,296.8 6,486.6 0.0 107.1 30,189.5 9,015

Synthetic Apparel 106.5 623.8 0.0 1.3 1,609.5 9,015

Number of Products (sold by a firm):

Total Apparel 13 13 1 10 64 9,015

Cotton Apparel 8 8 0 6 34 9,015

Synthetic Apparel 3 4 0 1 22 9,015

Import Competition 0.45 0.28 0.00 0.51 0.92 9,015

I start by showing the estimates for the intensive margin under the IV strategy

in Table 2.2. All outcome variables are expressed in logs. Three main results emerge

from this analysis. First, firms are, on average, increasing their total exports (10.4%)

and their exported number of products (13%) following an increase of one standard

deviation of Chinese import competition. Second, similar to what is observed at

the aggregate level, this effect is mainly concentrated in cotton apparel. In fact,

as shown in Column (2), both exports of cotton, as well as the number of cotton

products sold, increases by 14% as a result of an increase of a standard deviation

of Chinese import competition. On the contrary, as shown in Columns (3) and (6),

the effect on the level of exports of synthetic clothes is negative and non-significant.

Finally, given this movement in total exports and in the number of products of cotton

and synthetic clothes, it is not surprising that average exports per product are not

significantly impacted.
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Table 2.2: Reduced-Form Evidence: Average Effects on Intensive Margin

Intensive Margin

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Exports Cotton
Exports

Synthetic
Exports

Number
of

Products

Number
of

Cotton
Products

Number
of

Synthetic
Products

Compjt´1 0.372*** 0.494*** 0.160 0.456*** 0.494*** 0.184*
(0.125) (0.157) (0.254) (0.085) (0.090) (0.111)

Firm FE X X X X X X
Year FE X X X X X X

F-Stat 904.94 876.40 578.96 904.04 876.40 578.96
Hansen J-Stat 6.94 4.74 3.54 2.72 2.69 3.36

Obs 5,477 5,004 2,899 5,477 5,004 2,899
R-squared 0.055 0.031 0.081 0.020 0.019 0.020
N. Firms 1,178 1,091 731 1,178 1,091 731

Notes: Clustered standard errors at the firm-level in parentheses. F-Stat refers to the
Cragg-Donald Wald F-statistic and corresponds to a week identification test. Hansen J-
statistics denotes the over-identification test of all instruments. All outcome variables are
expressed in logs.

Additionally, Table 2.3 presents the estimates for the extensive margin following

the same IV strategy. First, Column (7) shows that firms are 7.6% less likely to

quit exporting following an increase in one standard deviation of Chinese import

competition. Second, estimates in Columns (8)-(10) suggest that import competi-

tion encourages firms to introduce products that otherwise would probably not have

been exported, had the competition increase not taken place. The effect remains:

one standard deviation increment in import competition increases the probability of

exporting a new product by 3.5%, but the marginal effect is only significant for the
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introduction of new cotton products (4%).

Table 2.3: Reduced-Form Evidence: Average Effects on Extensive Margin

Extensive Margin

(7) (8) (9) (10)

Exit
Exporting

New
Product

New
Cotton
Product

New
Synthetic
Product

Compjt´1 -0.273*** 0.124*** 0.147*** 0.076
(0.040) (0.045) (0.054) (0.055)

Firm FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X

F-Stat 643.34 904.94 904.94 904.94
Hansen J-Stat 6.94 4.74 3.54 2.72

Obs 4,781 5,477 5,477 5,477
R-squared 0.055 0.031 0.081 0.020
N. Firms 1,059 1,178 1,178 1,178

Notes: Clustered standard errors at the firm-level in parentheses.
F-Stat refers to the Cragg-Donald Wald F-statistic and corresponds
to a week identification test. Hansen J-statistics denotes the over-
identification test of all instruments. All outcome variables are
dummy variables.

In sum, firms respond to domestic Chinese import competition by exporting and

quality upgrading at the intensive and extensive margin, as evidenced by the increases

in total exports and in the number of exported goods, with a particular emphasis

on cotton products, the increase in the probability of survival in the export market

and the introduction of new export products. These results are consistent with

previous empirical findings, such as Liu (2015), Iacovone and Javorcik (2010) and

Iacovone et al. (2013), as well as with estimates for the Peruvian apparel industry on
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simultaneous work by Castellares et al. (2015).25 Considering my estimates, back-

of-the-envelope calculations show that Chinese import competition accounted for

approximately 30% of cumulative exports during the 2000-2012 period. Thus, these

correspond to sizable within-firm responses to import competition.

Moreover, in order to rule out other potential confounding effects, I perform

several robustness checks detailed in Appendix C. Specifically, I examine potential

issues coming from the passage of bilateral trade agreements with major export

partners, as well as biases due to sample selection and endogeneity of first period

bundle. In all of these cases, the main results still hold.

In order to broadly understand what triggers this reaction, three additional facts

are also worth mentioning. Table 2.4 shows the impact of import competition on

factors’ usage, as well as on average unit price at the firm-level. First, overall, firms do

not seem to be altering their number of employees or investment in capital, measured

as imports of machinery, in response to higher exposure to import competition.

Surprisingly, this occurs despite the fact that these firms are selling more to the

export market and increasing their number of products. This can thus be explained

as import competition possibly driving exports and quality upgrades through the

reallocation of productive factors across products within the firm.

Second, import competition might be affecting the firm through their productive

decisions, and therefore it would effect firms’ unit prices. Here, it might seem surpris-

ing that, even when firms switch towards higher quality products, average unit prices

decrease as a consequence of larger exposure to import competition. Similar results

are found regardless of firm size. However, if we consider a reallocation mechanism

of productive factors within the firm, these effects remain consistent with quality

upgrades to the product mix.

25 Recently available working paper by Castellares et al. (2015) shows reduced-form evidence of
how Peruvian apparel firms increase their product quality following exposure to import competition
in their main export market destinations.
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Table 2.4: Reduced-Form Evidence: Additional Facts

Additional Facts

(1) (2) (3)

Labor
Imports of
Machinery Unit Prices

Compjt´1 -0.000 0.262 -0.097**
(0.629) (0.071) (0.048)

Firm FE X X X
Year FE X X X

F-Stat 126.68 579.99 904.94
Hansen J-Stat 1.98 0.61 3.84

Obs 555 507 5,477
R-squared 0.038 0.346 0.198
N. Firms 89 145 1,178

Notes: Unit prices are calculated as the weighted average of unit prices at
the 10-digit HTS code level where weights are given by the export share of
the product. In turn, unit prices at the 10-digit HS code level are calculated
dividing total imports over quantity imported of pieces of clothing. Labor
refers to the number of employees at the firm-level. Both unit prices and
labor are in logs. Labor and imports of machinery estimations use the merge
customs data with EEA database from 2007-2009.

These results indicate the existence and relevance of responses to import com-

petition, such as increases in exporting and quality upgrading of the product mix.

Responses that can account for up to 30% of the exports seen between 2001-2012 in

the Peruvian apparel industry.
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2.5 Conclusion

This paper analyzes the responses of Peruvian apparel firms to the increase on import

competition after the accession of China to the WTO in 2001. Unlike the main

predictions of workhorse models of trade, instead of leaving the market, firms are

coping with the negative effects of import competition by effectively shifting their

production to the export market as well as upgrading the quality of their product

mix.

These responses are happening both at the intensive and extensive margin. Firms

significantly increase both the sales and the number of high-quality goods exported

when exposed to Chinese import competition in the domestic market. On the con-

trary, there is no significant effect for low-quality apparel. The effect is much higher

for incumbents but even new exporters start their sales in the foreign market with

product mixes including considerable larger shares of high-quality goods. From back-

of-the-envelope calculations, these responses alone account for 30% of aggregate Pe-

ruvian apparel exports from 2001-2012.

Future research should consider exploring what are the mechanisms behind these

within-firm responses. Understanding the exact channels through which import com-

petition incentives quality upgrading would shed light on what are the correct policy

measures for a developing country that is worried about unemployment and that

uses tariffs as the current method.
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3

The Role of Quality Upgrading

3.1 Introduction

As shown in Chapter 2, import competition leads to exporting and quality upgrading

at the firm-level. However, even though firms are increasing their production for the

foreign market, they do not change their number of employees neither their capital

stock. Thus, suggesting of a reallocation of productive resources within the firm.

While important, the reduced-form evidence does not provide information of

the specific channels though which import competition changes incentives for firms.

To shed light on the precise mechanism, I have built a theoretical framework that

hinges on the redeployment of less mobile factors towards high-quality products

when firms are exposed to import competition. Consider that some factors are used

in the production of all goods. Intuitively, if import competition is tougher for the

domestic market, it is optimal to reallocate less mobile or specific productive factors

from the local to foreign markets. This generates an increase in exports Moreover,

if the domestic country is a small open economy, it is more profitable to sell high-

quality goods in wealthier foreign markets that have more of a taste for high-quality
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garments. This, in turn, leads firms to upgrade quality.1 Therefore, unlike recent

models of quality upgrading and trade, in my model, within-firm responses are a

direct outcome of competition at the final good level, rather than to easier access to

imported high-quality inputs due to trade liberalizations.2

Next, I have extended the previous literature by structurally estimating a dynamic

model to understand the importance of the mechanism and the effect of several policy

measures. To my knowledge, no other paper has been able to quantify these within-

firm responses. The estimation is done in two stages, where I first solve for firms’

static profits and then estimate the dynamic parameters using conditional choice

probability techniques, and a general equilibrium model is fully solved for the policy

experiments.

It is important to note that the existence of scarce but critical resources, such

as Pima cotton, has been key to Peruvian firm success. In fact, the ability of firms

to switch to more profitable products and markets has proven to have far-reaching

economic and social effects. For example, when I evaluate the impact of increasing

switching costs, by either raising the cost of the high-quality input or the up-front

costs of changing products, I find sizable effects on industry performance. Concretely,

firms’ ability to upgrade quality and sell in the export market can increase average

annual industry sales, firm-level profits and industry employment by as much as 17.5,

16.4 and 17.7 percent. This fact can help explain the varying worldwide responses

of apparel industries to Chinese export growth, assuming that other countries have

1 Specifically, the framework embeds two well-established empirical regularities in the trade liter-
ature into a general equilibrium model of heterogeneous multi-product firms. First, firms do not
consider that markets are segmented when making production decisions. Among other productive
factors, firms use some specialized or less mobile shared factors across products and therefore, the
decision to produce one particular good also depends on the production decisions for all goods sold
by the firm (Bloom et al. (2013), Bloom et al. (2014)). Second, preferences are non-homothetic
across countries, which mean that richer countries spend more on high-quality goods relative to less
wealthy ones, as in Fieler (2011)).

2 Among several, important examples of this in the literature are Amiti and Konings (2007),
Kugler and Verhoogen (2011), and Fieler et al. (2014).
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higher costs to access key inputs or export markets.

This contrasts sharply with the effect of the preferred response of Latin Ameri-

can governments to Chinese growth: raising import tariffs. While additional import

tariffs of 15 percent can help expand the domestic industry’s revenues and employ-

ment by 5 percent, it would do so with an annual 7 percent reduction in consumer

welfare–equivalent to US$ 133 million per year. In contrast, alternative policies that

that cut up-front costs of exporting high-quality goods in half can achieve the same

objectives at no cost to consumers.

The results of this paper stress the importance for governments to reconsider and

redirect the set of trade policies aimed at supporting their industries. In particular,

they propose using policy measures that eliminate market failures that increase firms’

cost of switching products and entering foreign markets, rather than the introduc-

tion of additional inefficiencies. These types of policy measures include initiatives

promoting firm mobility in the product or industry space, such as reducing import

tariffs on high-quality inputs, strengthening supply chain relationships, decreasing

transport costs, and fostering export promotion initiatives. Moreover, in a more gen-

eral sense, the model speaks to the literature on product diversification, the search

for niche markets and even industry diversification as efficient firm-level responses

to import competition.

The remainder of the paper is as follow. The theoretical model is detailed in

Section 3.2. I structurally estimate the model in Section 3.3 and evaluate the impact

of relevant policies in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 concludes.

3.2 The Model

This section develops a general equilibrium model, where heterogeneous firms decide

the bundle of goods to produce, where to sell those goods and at what prices. The

main goal of the model is to shed light on the mechanism by which an exogenous
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increase in import competition in low-quality goods sold domestically encourages

domestic firms to upgrade quality and increase exports.3 The model builds on new

models of trade that highlight the heterogeneity of firms, such as Melitz (2003), but

with two important differences. Unlike those models, it allows for non-homothetic

preferences between countries and, given the existence of shared and less mobile

inputs to the production structure, markets for each product are no longer segmented.

Consider a small open economy, the domestic market (d), with L identical agents.

In this economy, consumers buy domestically or import two vertically differentiated

goods: high- (h) and low-quality (l) goods. For each good, there is a continuum

of varieties, such that domestic and imported varieties are indexed by νk and νkm,

respectively, where k P th, lu. In addition, in this economy, firms can sell domestically

or export to a larger country, the foreign market (x).

3.2.1 Firms

A monopolistically competitive firm j potentially produces variety νh and/or νl in

period t. These varieties can be sold domestically or in the foreign market. Firms

dynamically chose the product mix at every period and, conditional upon it, they

optimize prices.

Timing and Costs

To enter the market, firms need to pay an entry cost wtfe, where wt refers to the wage

in the economy at time t. After paying this cost, they are able to get a productivity

draw ψjt „ Gpψq where Gpψq is common knowledge. Once they enter, firms make

productive decisions. First, they determine their product mix, which consists of

a combination of the product quality types and the geographical market(s) where

3 Appendix D presents the model in a closed economy. The main predictions on quality upgrading
hold. Despite being called closed, this scenario can be used to study the impact of import competi-
tion a country where firms do not have the necessary connections or comparative advantage to be
able to export their products.
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the firm sells. That is, the product mix choice includes the options: {sell the low-

quality good domestically}, {sell the high-quality good domestically}, {export the

low-quality good}, {export the high-quality good}, and all their combinations, plus

the option not to produce. Firms that decide not to produce exit the market and

disappear. Second, conditional on a specific product mix, firms choose optimal prices.

In addition, firms face additional costs. In order to add a new product-market

line to their product mix, firms must incur one-time irrecoverable sunk costs: γck if

including product k sold in country c. Moreover, if the firm exports, it must consider

a standard “iceberg cost”, τkt ą 1, which means that in order to sell qxjkt units abroad,

the firm has to ship τktq
x
jkt units.4

Production

Considering the stylized facts of the apparel industry described in Section 2.3, I model

the production process as follows. At each period t, a producer uses labor (L), a

composite factor (F ) and materials (M) to produce qjt physical units of apparel.

Thus, qjt represents the total count of garments produced by the firm and is defined

as qjt “ qjht ` qjlt.

Firm level production at time t is Leontieff in materials (M) and Cobb-Douglas

in labor (L) and the composite factor (F ) such that,

qjt “ mintψjtL
α
jtFjt

1´α,Mjtu (3.1)

where ψjt is a firm-specific productivity parameter, and α ă 1.

As it is shown, labor and the composite factor are fully interchangeable to produce

both types of apparel. Regarding materials, I do not model directly the specific use

of different materials for each good, but rather treat materials as pieces of cloth. In

4 Based on the empirical regularity that most firms do not export, some authors have suggested
large costs of exporting and, along with other ways, have modeled them as the standard “iceberg”
costs (Bernard et al. (2003)).
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order to adjust for quality in the final product, given the use of different material

qualities, firms pay additional marginal costs per unit of output, mkt, where mht ą

mlt.

All factors are perfectly mobile within and across firms except for the composite

factor, F . F can only be reallocated across products within the firm, and ultimately

reflects reflects any factor that cannot be easily adjusted for, such as specific capital,

long-term contracted inputs, or managerial ability that is used for the production of

both goods. Specifically, in order to produce, firms need to engage in ex ante fixed

investments of the composite factor. That is, all firms contract Fjt “ F̄ , where F̄

is a fixed value and for which firms needs to pay a fixed cost θF̄ commonly known

before entry.5

As mentioned, these assumptions are mainly aimed at meeting the main fea-

tures of the apparel industry and simplifying the estimation of the empirical model.

However, this technology could be easily relaxed to production functions, such as

Cobb-Douglas functions in labor, composite factors and materials without signifi-

cant changes on the main qualitative predictions of the model.6

5 You can think of this as a common requirement for production in this industry, such as production
plant rental, manager hiring, minimum labor and capital quantity to produce (a cutter, a sewer
and a packer, along with their respective machines) or other specific required input for apparel
production. Even though I abstract for the formation process of F̄ , in a more general setting, the
model could incorporate a firm’s decision to invest ex ante in F̄j or allow F̄j to increase over time
with investment on this factor.

6 As will be clearer in Section 3.2.5 that describes the implication of the model, rather than assume
any particular production function, the key assumption of the model is the existence of one factor
that is shared in the production of all the goods and that remains fixed in the period where firms
choose product mixes and prices.
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3.2.2 Demand

Following Fieler (2011), preferences of agents in country c are given by,

U c
t “pαhq

1
σh p

σh
σh ´ 1

q

»

—

–

ż

νhPΩ
c
h

qchtpνhq
p
σh´1

σh
q
dνh

fi

ffi

fl

` pαlq
1
σl p

σl
σl ´ 1

q

»

—

–

ż

νlPΩ
c
l

qcltpνlq
p
σl´1

σl
q
dνl

fi

ffi

fl

(3.2)

where qcktpνkq denotes the quantities of varieties νk of good k P th, lu sold in country

c, Ωc
k corresponds to the set of available domestic and imported varieties of good

k P th, lu in country c, αk ą 0 are weights for each good, and σk ą 1, k P th, lu both

measures the elasticity of substitution within goods and across varieties, as well as

determines the income elasticity of demand. Similar to Fieler (2011), I normalize

α
1
σh
h ` α

1
σl
l “ 1.

The only difference between the two countries is that foreign consumers are richer

than the domestic ones. Given that the ratio of income elasticity of demand for good

h and l is σh
σl

, if we assume σl ă σh as in Fieler (2011), all else equal, richer countries

will consume relatively more high-quality goods than their poor counterparts. That

is,
Xd
ht

Xd
lt
ă

Xx
ht

Xx
lt

where Xc
τt represents the aggregate expenditure of country c in good

k.7 The model therefore includes non-homothetic preferences across countries.8

Every period, consumers in each country take prices as given and choose quan-

tities of varieties νk, k P th, lu, to maximize their utility, subject to their budget

7 As noted in Fieler (2011)’s online appendix, the assumption of σl ă σh does not nec-
essarily mean that the low-income elasticity good has the lower substitution elasticity, given
that it is only a normalization. The demand function in equation (3.2) is generalized by
řκ
k“1tαk

σk
γkpσk´1q r

ş1

0
qpνkq

σk´1

σk dνks
γk with λk ‰

σk
σk´1 , @k. Given this expression, Xht

Xlt
“

λψl´ψhp
α
ψh
h

α
ψl
l

P
φh
ht

P
φl
lt

q where λ is the marginal utility of income, ψk “ ´σk `
σkp1´σkqpγk´1q
σk`γk´σkγk

and

φk “
p1´σkqγk

σk`γk´σkγk
. Notice, the parameters (σk, γk), @k cannot be separately identified. Thus,

the ratio of expenditures in this problem should be seen as if γh and γl were set to 1. Nevertheless,
this is only one possible normalization.

8 See Appendix E for complete details.
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constraints. Demand in country c for each variety k is,

qcktpνkq “
Xc
ktpp

c
ktpνkqq

´σk

P c
kt

1´σk
(3.3)

where pcktpνkq denote prices for available varieties νk in country c, and P c
kt represents

the price index for good k sold in country c. In turn, these price indices are defined

such that,

P c
kt “ r

ż

νkPΩ
c
h

pcktpνkq
1´σkdνks

1
1´σk

(3.4)

3.2.3 Dynamic Problem: Product Mix

Every period, firms choose the product mix, ajt P A, with the highest expected

discounted profit or leave the market. A, the set of all potential product mixes,

corresponds to the sixteen combinations of {selling high-quality good domestically},

{selling low-quality good domestically}, {exporting high-quality good}, {exporting

low-quality good}, plus the option of not producing at all and exiting. Firms take

into account both the existence of sunk costs for including a new product and also

the expectation they have about future productivity, industry-level price indices and

aggregate expenditure.

Let sjt be the vector of state variables including productivity (ψjt), price indices

(P “ tP d
ht, P

d
lt, P

x
ht, P

x
ltu), aggregate expenditures (X “ tXd

ht, X
d
lt, X

x
ht, X

x
ltu), compos-

ite factor level (F̄ ), and a variable summarizing previously paid sunk costs up to

t´ 1 (ht´1).

Firm j’s value function is,

V psjtq “ max
aPA

πjtpa, sjtq ´ Γpa, hjt´1q ` β

ż

V psjt`1qdF psjt`1|hpa, hjt´1q, sjtq

(3.5)
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where πjt is the static profit net of sunk costs defined in equation (3.6), Γp.q repre-

sents the sunk cost function, β is the discount factor, F pSjt`1|Sjtq is the transition

probability of the state space, and A corresponds to the set of all potential product

mixes.

3.2.4 Static Problem: Prices

Conditional on a product mix choice ajt “ t1
d
ht,1

d
lt,1

x
ht,1

x
ltu, where 1ckt are indicator

functions taking value 1 if product k sold in country c is included in the product mix

at time t, a firm j chooses prices maximizing static profits net of sunk costs, πjt, as

in,

max
tpdjht,p

x
jht,p

d
jlt,p

x
jltu

πjt “ 1dhtp
d
jhtq

d
jht ` 1xhtp

x
jhtq

x
jht ` 1dltp

d
jltq

d
jlt ` 1xltp

x
jltq

x
jlt

´ w

ˆ

qjt
ψjtF̄ 1´α

˙
1
α

´mhtp1
d
htq

d
jht ` 1xhtτhtq

x
jhtq ´mltp1

d
ltq

d
jlt ` 1xltτltq

x
jltq ´ θF̄

(3.6)

subject to qjt “ 1dhtq
d
jht ` 1xhtτhtq

x
jht ` 1dltq

d
jlt ` 1xltτltq

x
jlt and demands as specified in

(3.3).

If a product is on ajt, first-order conditions for firm-level prices of good k sold

domestically (pdjkt) and in the export market (pxjkt) are,

pdjkt “

ˆ

σk
σk ´ 1

˙

«

mkt `
w

α

ˆ

1

ψjtF̄ 1´α

˙
1
α

pqjtq
1
α
´1

ff

(3.7)

pxjkt “

ˆ

σkτkt
σk ´ 1

˙

«

mkt `
w

α

ˆ

1

ψjtF̄ 1´α

˙
1
α

pqjtq
1
α
´1

ff

(3.8)

Unlike trade models of monopolistic competition and constant returns to scale,

firm-level prices in this model depend on total quantity produced (qjt). Thus, they

react not only to changes in aggregate consumer expenditures and aggregate prices
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indices happening in the same market, but also to changes in these variables for

all the other products or destination markets included in the firm’s product mix.

Production lines and markets are no longer segmented. However, given this non-

segmentation, firm-level prices are now the result of a non-linear system of equations

and will not have closed-form solutions.

Revenues take the form,

rcjkt “
Xc
ktpp

c
jktq

1´σk

P c
kt

1´σk
(3.9)

Similar to prices, profits do not have a closed-form solution and need to be cal-

culated numerically following equation (3.6). However, more productive firms will

charge lower prices, sell more output, and earn more revenues and profits from their

sales.9

3.2.5 Implications in Partial Equilibrium

This section aims to analyze the effects of an increase of import competition through

the lens of the model. For this purpose, I consider a partial equilibrium setting, where

price indices and aggregate expenditures do not adjust immediately to domestic firms’

reactions.

I begin by describing how we can analyze the effects of the intensification of

import competition in the model. If we consider increases in competition coming

from the exogenous rise of imported varieties at lower prices, the direct consequence

of import competition will be a decrease in market price indices of the affected

products. Specifically, I use the following definition.

Definition 3.2.1. An increase in import competition in good k sold in country c is

defined as a decrease of its price index, such that ∆P c
kt ă 0.

9 See Appendix F for proofs.
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Thus, import competition derived from Chinese export growth, which mainly

impacted low-quality segments, will be modeled as ∆P d
lt ă 0 and ∆P x

lt ă 0. In this

setting, the model gives three main sets of results regarding the effect of an increase

in import competition on within-firm responses. First, firms react to import compe-

tition by decreasing the prices of all their products. Second, quantities and revenues

for low-quality products decrease, while sales increase for high-quality product lines,

which is larger if these products are destined for the foreign market. Third, over

time, it is more likely that firms start exporting and switch to high-quality products.

Formally,

Theorem 3.2.1. Taking price indices and aggregate expenditures as a given, an

increase in import competition in the low-quality segments of the domestic and ex-

port market, and their consequent decreases in P d
lt and P x

lt , results in the following

implications:

i (Prices) Decreases firm-level prices of all goods sold by firms that have low-quality

goods in their product mixes.

ii (Quantities and Revenues) Increases quantities and revenues of the high-quality

goods in all markets for multi-product firms that are already selling high- and

low-quality. However, it has an ambiguous effect on quantities and revenues of

the low-quality goods in both markets. Final effects on the low-quality segments

will ultimately depend on the relative increase in competition between the two

economies and differences in their aggregate expenditures.

iii (Profits) Decreases profits for firms selling low-quality goods.

iv (Product Mix) Induces a shift towards product mixes that include high-quality

goods. However, it has an ambiguous effect on the probability of including low-

quality goods in both markets. As in quantities and revenues, the final effect on the
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low-quality segment will ultimately depend on the relative increase in competition

between the two economies and the differences in their aggregate demand.

Proof. See Appendix G.

The intuition for the mechanism is as follows. To produce, multi-product firms use

some amount of labor and materials, jointly with the fixed composite shared factor.

The total quantity produced is determined by the profitability of the markets the

firm sells to. Given an unanticipated increase in competition in the low-quality good

segment for all markets (e.g., China starts exporting to the world), the profitability

of these segments decreases. For firms, it is optimal to reduce the production of low-

quality goods, freeing up resources. Labor and materials can be effectively reduced,

but the composite shared factor is fixed –they cannot get rid of it. Given that

firms need to pay a fixed cost for the usage of the composite factor, it is efficient to

reallocate these idle resources to other lines of their product mix. Since profitability

has been reduced in the low-quality segments, firms will effectively reallocate the

shared factor to the production of high-quality goods. Because the export market

places more value on higher quality goods, it would be more profitable to reallocate

resources to these types of exports. Thus, the model predicts an upgrade in quality,

and, given differences for tastes in quality, an export boom for the high-quality good.

Moreover, even though mark-ups are not variable, the model allows for changes

in firm-level prices as a response to exogenous changes in environmental parameters

of all the markets. This occurs because firms exhibit increasing marginal costs, given

the fixed factor of production. Marginal costs will decrease, like prices, as the total

amount produced decays due to the increase in import competition.

In addition, firms not affected by import competition do not show this reaction,

as shown in the following corollary from theorem 3.2.1. That is, firms that were not

selling these goods when the exogenous increase in import competition occurred will
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not need to re-optimize, and thus will not be affected at all by the import competition

shock.

Corollary 3.2.2. A decrease in P d
lt and P x

lt does not change firm-level prices, quan-

tities, revenues or profits for firms that do not have low quality goods in their product

mix.

Finally, if the increase in import competition only happens domestically, the

model produces even more stark predictions, as summarized in Theorem 3.2.3.10

Theorem 3.2.3. Taking price indices and aggregate expenditures as given, an in-

crease in import competition in the low-quality segments for the domestic economy

alone has the following implications:

i (Prices) Decreases firm-level prices of all goods sold by firms that have low-quality

goods in their product mixes.

ii (Quantities and Revenues) Increases sales of the high-quality goods in all markets

and low-quality goods in the export market, for multi-product firms producing both

high- and low-quality goods. However, decreases sales of low-quality good in the

domestic market.

iii (Profits) Decreases profits for the firms that include the production of low-quality

goods for the domestic market in their product mix.

Proof. See Appendix H.

In sum, theorem 3.2.1 predicts quality upgrading at the intensive and extensive

margin and is the result of two key elements of the model: a fixed shared factor of

production that cannot be sold and non-homotheticity on preferences. By including

10 It should be noted that this was the case for the Peruvian economy during the 2001-2005 period,
when China was still subject to textile and apparel quotas in the American market due to the
Multi-Fiber Agreement, and thus import competition was particularly felt domestically.
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these, the model significantly departs from previous theoretical frameworks, such

as in Melitz, and allows firms to respond to firm import competition through a

previously unexplored channel.

3.2.6 General Equilibrium

The fundamentals of the model (Σ) correspond to the demand elasticities (σh, σl),

production parameters (α, ρ0, ρ1, σ
2
ξ ), iceberg costs (τht, τlt), aggregate expenditures

(Xd
ht, X

d
lt, X

x
ht, X

x
lt), shared factor (F̄ ), and sunk costs (γdh, γ

x
h , γ

d
l , γ

x
l ). Besides the

optimal choice of product mix and prices, there are additional conditions that should

be balanced.

Free Entry Condition

Ex-ante, expected profits must be equal to entry costs,

wtfe “

ż

ψ

VtsjtupψqdGpψq (3.10)

Factor Market Clearing Condition

Denote the mass of entrants for domestic firms in period t by Mt. In every pe-

riod, total revenue of domestic producers should account for factor payments in the

domestic country such that,

ÿ

k

ÿ

c

ż

ψP1ckt

pcktq
c
ktMtµpψqdψ “ wtL` θF̄ `mhtQht `mltQjt (3.11)

where Qht “
ş

ψP1dht

qdhtMtµpψqdψ`τht
ş

ψP1dlt

qxhtMtµpψqdψ and Qlt “
ş

ψP1xht

qdltMtµpψqdψ`

τlt
ş

ψP1xlt

qxltMtµpψqdψ.
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Trade Balance Condition

Total export revenues should cover the foreign international value of imports such

that,
ż

ψP1xht

pxhtq
x
htMtµpψqdψ `

ż

ψP1xlt

pxltq
x
ltMtµpψqdψ “

“

ż

ψP1hmt

phmtqhmtMmtµ̂pψqdψ `

ż

ψP1lmt

plmtqlmtMmtµ̂pψqdψ

(3.12)

where pkmt and qkmt represent import prices and import quantities of good k P th, lu.

With these conditions, the equilibrium in the model is defined as,

Definition 3.2.2. (Equilibrium) Given the fundamentals (Σ), a sequential compet-

itive equilibrium of the model is a sequence of price indices tP d
ht, P

d
lt, P

x
ht, P

x
ltu

T
t“1 as

defined in equation (3.4) and wages twtu
T
t“1 such that:

(i) Consumers in the domestic and foreign economy maximize their utilities spec-

ified in (3.2),

(ii) Firms maximize their expected profits specified by (3.6) and (3.5) and,

(iii) Equilibrium conditions (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12) are met.11

3.3 Empirical Strategy

This section builds an empirical model consistent with the theoretical model of Sec-

tion 3.2 that will be applied to the Peruvian apparel industry. It first describes the

11 Additionally, in equilibrium, there are zero profit conditions for foreign exporters, where firms
export only if their profits are greater or equal to fixed costs of exporting. For those, I assume they
do not solve a dynamic model, but rather a static period-by-period model.

πhmp
ˆ̄ψhtq “ Fhexp

πlmp
ˆ̄ψltq “ F lexp

(3.13)
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estimation and identification strategies and then discusses the results for each of the

structural parameters and the fit of the model.

3.3.1 Empirical Specification

I present the estimation procedure that provides the structural parameters of the

model described in section 3.2. The model is estimated using the merged firm-level

data spanning the 2007-2012 period, which contains both custom data and firms’

characteristics.12

The full set of parameters to estimate includes demand elasticities (σ1, σ2), tech-

nological parameter (α), productivity process parameters (ρ0, ρ1, σ2
ξ ), price index

processes parameters (ΘP), aggregate expenditure processes parameters (ΘX), sunk

costs (γd, γ1x, γ2x) and entry cost fe.

In order to concretely bring the model to the data, three main comments are in

order. First, the empirical model should account for some of the limitations in my

dataset. In particular, given that I do not observe information on sales or prices by

product in the domestic market, the options to produce low- or high- quality goods in

the domestic market will be collapsed into one choice –selling domestically. Moreover,

I will assume that when producing for the domestic market, firms are constrained

to only selling low-quality goods.13 Thus, for empirical purposes, I restrict the set

of possible product mixes (A) to eight choices resulting from the combinations of

{selling in domestic market}, {exporting high-quality goods}, {exporting low-quality

goods}, plus the possibility of not producing at all and exiting the market.

Second, in the dynamic problem specified in equation (3.5), I allow profits (πpa, sjtq)

12 See Appendix I for a detailed description of the construction of each variable for each stage of
the estimation.

13 Future work would consider two ways that these data limitations could be accounted for. First,
I could use information on the firms that self-reported main products and main inputs in the EEA
to determine choices at the domestic level. Second, the model could potentially be extended by
assuming all firms produce domestically, according to the predictions of the model, and then the
decisions could be aggregated into a single choice of selling domestically.
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to be appended by an action-specific iid error term (ηjtpaq) aiming to reflect unob-

served reasons why a firm will choose a particular product mix. Moreover, ηjt is

assumed to be independently drawn from a Type 1 extreme value distribution. Thus,

the problem in equation (3.5) is equivalent to a multinomial choice model, where the

value function can be expressed by the integrated value function (Rust (1997)) as in,

V̄jtpsjtq “ logp
J
ÿ

a“0

exptπpa, sjtq ´ Γpa, ht´1q ` β
ÿ

sjt`1

V̄ psjt`1qdF psjt`1|a, sjtquq

(3.14)

Third, a full estimation of the model would require solving the full dynamic

general equilibrium model for each potential value of the parameters and grids of

state-space, which is extremely time consuming. To circumvent that problem, for

estimation purposes, I will consider observed price indices (P), aggregate expendi-

tures (X) and wages (w) as equilibrium outcomes and, conditional on their observed

values, estimate the structural parameters of the model.14 Moreover, I estimate the

dynamic problem in two stages. Noticing that the estimation of elasticities, techno-

logical parameters and processes for price indices and aggregate expenditures only

rely on data that does not need to be solved for the full model, I estimate these pa-

rameters separately in a first stage. In a second stage, sunk costs are estimated using

a conditional choice probability approach (CCP) in a multinomial choice probability

model.

3.3.2 First-Stage Estimation

This stage estimates elasticities (σh, σl), productivity and productivity parameters

(ψjt, α, ρ0, ρ1, σψ), price indices and aggregate expenditure processes (ΘP,ΘX).

14 Future work will focus on estimating the full general equilibrium model.
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Elasticities

In order to recover demand elasticities, I use information from the maximization

problem of the firms. Combining the first-order conditions corresponding to firm-

level prices in the export market for high- and low-quality goods, as specified in

equation (3.8), we arrive at the following expression,

ˆ

σh ´ 1

σh

˙ˆ

1

tht

˙

pxjht ´

ˆ

σl ´ 1

σl

˙ˆ

1

tlt

˙

pxjlt “ mht ´mlt (3.15)

Rearranging it, equation (3.15) can be formulated as,

p̂xjht “ β1p̂
x
jlt ` β2pmht ´mltq (3.16)

where β1 “ p
σl´1
σl
qp

σh
σh´1

q, β2 “ p
σh
σh´1

q, and p̂xjkt “ p
1
τkt
qpxjkt, k “ th, lu. Noticeably, in

equation (3.16) all variables are known except for the elasticities.

Based on equation (3.16), I use the following empirical specification to identify

the elasticities,

p̂xjht “ β1p̂
x
jlt ` β2pmht ´mltq ` εjt (3.17)

where εjt corresponds to an iid shock, which aims to reflect any firm-level differences

in the production of cotton relative to synthetic clothes. For example, some firms

might have some unobserved “ability” for producing only one type of product for a

particular market, given their network of consumers or their technology, which can

be observed by the firm but is unobserved by the econometrician.

Importantly, equation (3.17) identifies the elasticities without using data on firm-

level prices by product in the domestic market or the need for a full estimation of

domestic demand for high and low quality apparel. Therefore, this identification

strategy allows me to overcome the limitations of my data in the domestic market,

while taking full advantage of the richness of the customs data.
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However, there might some threats to identification. First, firm-level prices could

have a measurement error. If this is the case, β1 would be biased downwards and β2

would be biased in the direction of covariance between the measurement error and

pmht ´ mltq. If this covariance is negative, this measurement error would, in turn,

bias σh downwards while the effect on σl would be ambiguous. A potential solution

is to instrument p̂xjlt with firm-level prices of domestic firms to other destinations,

under the assumption that the measurement error is the same type for both. Second,

there could be sample selection, even within exporters. Hence, as a robustness check,

I perform the same regression, using all observations in the customs data without

significant changes in the estimated values.

Production Function

Firm-level productivity (ψjt) is defined in equation (3.1) and, in principle, should be

directly estimated from this expression. However, as is common in these types of

data, there are some restrictions that must be accommodated for the estimation.

First, in my data, I only observe a measure of total revenues (rjt) rather than

physical output at the firm-level (qjt). Thus, recovering a measure of productivity

implies being able to relate the observed firm’s revenues to firm productivity and

input usage. In order to do that, I follow De Loecker (2011) and make use of demand

structure to be able to express firm-level revenues in terms of physical production

and, thus, in factors of production.

Second, even though firms in the model are assumed to produce only high- and

low-quality apparel, in reality, these firms produce different types of these products,

including items such as pants, t-shirts and shirts. Thus, empirically, I assume that

firms are not only multi-product but also multi-line, where lines are defined at the

10-digit HTS code and products are defined as cotton and synthetic apparel.15 Given

15 In my dataset, 97% of the firms sell more than one type of apparel and 55% sell both products.
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that I do not observe data on the factor usage at this disaggregated level, I need to

aggregate production from the product line to the firm level, where I observe input

usage. Similar to what has been done in the literature (see De Loecker (2011) and

Foster et al. (2008)), I aggregate the production function by considering identical

production functions for all lines and products. Additionally, I assume inputs are

spread across products in exact proportion to the total number of product lines

produced by the firm, Njt. Importantly, this aggregation is consistent with the

modeling of the production function for the apparel industry, given that the only

difference in the productive process of these goods is the price of high- and low-

quality materials.

Thus, production function for firm j for product line i at time t can be written

as,

qijt “pn
i
jtLjtq

αLpnijtKjtq
αK pnijtF̄ q

αFψjtexppujtq

“N´1
jt qjt

(3.18)

where nijt is the share of product i in firm’s j input usage, nijt “ N´1
jt and ujt refers

to unanticipated productivity component unobserved to the firm and the econome-

trician.

Given the CES structure of preferences, from equation (3.3), the demand system

for line i of product k is given by qijt “
Qktpp

i
jtq
´σk

P
´σk
st

exppηjtq, where ηjt accounts for an

unobserved demand shock for firm j. Using this demand specification, revenues per

product line (rijt “ pijtq
i
jt) can be restated as,

rijt “ pq
i
jtq

1´ 1
σkQ

1
σk
kt Pktexppηjtq

1
σk (3.19)

Including input proportionality and the production function definition stated in
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equation (3.18), revenues at the firm level can be related to input usage such that,

rjt “
ÿ

i

rijt “ pn
i
jtq

1
σk pLαLjt K

αK
jt F̄

αFψjtexppujtqq
1´ 1

σkQ
1
σk
kt Pktexppηjtq

1
σk (3.20)

or in logs,

r̃jt “ βnpnpjt ` βLljt ` βKkjt ` βF̄ `
ÿ

k

βksjktqkt ` ψ
˚
jt ` η

˚
jt ` ujt (3.21)

where r̃jt are logs of deflated revenues, npjt “ lnpNjtq, and the demand shifter qkt

is weighted by the importance of the product in the firm’s total output and aims to

serve as a proxy for different demand conditions firms might face in the high and low

quality segments.

Given the absence of data on output per product to control for demand shifters,

I follow De Loecker (2011) and Klette et al. (1996) to construct total demand for

product k as a market share weighted average of deflated revenue, such that qkt “

Mkt
ř

i“1

msjktr̃jst where Mkt is the number of firms selling product k at time t, msjkt is

the market share of firm j in product k at time t, and r̃jkt is log deflated revenue of

firm j in product k at time t.16

Even with this construction, there are still several issues with equation (3.21). In

order to get consistent estimates, both demand and productivity unobserved shocks

should be accounted for. First, input coefficients might be biased if unobserved

demand factors are driving firm-level prices. In this case, differences in exposure

16 These two terms are also typically not observed and are constructed as,

rjkt “ lnpRjt
njkt
Njt

q (3.22)

msjkt “
Rjkt
ř

j

Rjst (3.23)

See De Loecker (2011) for more discussion.
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to Chinese import competition across firms and over time directly impact a firm’s

residual demand, and thus firm-level prices. Therefore, I follow De Loecker (2011)

and Goldberg (1995), and decompose the demand shock ηjt in an unobservable and

observable component such that,

ηjt “ δCompjt ` η̃jt (3.24)

where Compjt is the exposure to Chinese import competition at the firm level, defined

in Section 2.4, and η̃jt corresponds to a firm-specific iid shock. Hence, controlling for

unobserved demand shocks, the estimation equation is,

r̃jt “ βF̄ ` βnpnpjt ` βLljt ` βKkjt `
ÿ

k

βksjktqkt ` ψ
˚
jt ` δCompjt ` εjt (3.25)

Second, input coefficients might also be biased by simultaneity concerns. Si-

multaneity bias arises because the productivity innovation term is correlated with

labor decisions, if firms are able to observe the productivity innovation term be-

fore they optimize labor. To correct for unobserved productivity shocks, I follow

De Loecker (2011) and Olley and Pakes (1996). Similar to Olley and Pakes, I as-

sume investment in machinery (ijt) is a strictly increasing function of productivity.

Additionally, De Loecker (2011), and assume that it takes time for Chinese im-

port competition to impact productivity due to investment reactions. Therefore,

ijt “ itpkjt, ψjt, Compjtq. Considering Compjt is an exogenous variable with support

from 0 to 1, the invertibility of itp.q is preserved, and thus ψjt “ htpkjt, ijt, Compjtq.
17

Thus, equation (3.25) can be rearranged such as,

r̃jt “ βnpnpjt ` βLljt `
ÿ

k

βksjktqkt ` φtpijt, kjt, Compjtq ` εjt (3.26)

where φtpijt, kjt, Compjtq “ βF ` βKkjt ` δCompjt ` htpkjt, ijt, Compjtq.

17 See De Loecker (2011) for an extensive proof.
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This first stage identifies the coefficients for number of products, labor and de-

mand per product, which are now consistent since φtp.q is controlling for unobserved

productivity shocks. Then, with the estimated coefficients in the first stage and

the fact that ψjt “ gpψjt´1q ` ξjt, coefficients of capital and import competition are

identified, non-parametrically estimating the following expression,

r̃jt ´ β̂npnpjt ´ β̂Lljt ´
ÿ

k

β̂ksjktqkt “

“ βF̄ ` βKkjt ` δCompjt ` gpφ̂t´1, ijt´1, kjt´1, Compjt´1q ` εjt

(3.27)

where g(.) is a non-parametric function of φ̂t´1, ijt´1, kjt´1, and Compjt´1.

Price Indices Processes

The process for price indices (P c
kt) is assumed to follow a non-stationary process as

in,

P c
kt “ ρPi0 ` ρ

Pi
1 P

c
kt´1 ` δ

PiDt ` υit (3.28)

where k P th, lu, c P td, xu, υit is a normally distributed iid shock with mean zero

and variance σ2
Pi

and, Dt refers to a vector of time dummies. Therefore, ΘP “ tρ
Pdt
0 ,

ρPdt1 , δPdt , σPdt , ρ
Pht
0 , ρPht1 , δPht , σPht , ρ

Plt
0 , ρPlt1 , δPlt , σPltu .

Given the short time span of price data, I estimate equation (3.28) as a dynamic

panel on product-year observations at the HS6-digit level, where the working as-

sumption is that all average import prices by product share the same underlying

process.

Aggregate Expenditure Processes

Similarly, I estimate the process of aggregate expenditures (Xc
kt), assuming it follows

a non-stationary process as in,

Xc
kt “ ρXi0 ` ρXi1 Xc

kt´1 ` δ
XiDt ` εit (3.29)
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where k P th, lu, c P td, xu, εit is a normally distributed iid shock with mean zero and

variance σ2
Xi

and, Dt refers to a vector of time dummies. Therefore, ΘX “ tρXdt0 ,

ρXdt1 , δXdt , σXdt , ρ
Xht
0 , ρXht1 , δXht , σXht , ρ

Xlt
0 , ρXlt1 , δXlt , σXltu .

3.3.3 Second Stage: Sunk Costs

In the second stage, I estimate sunk costs (γd, γh, γl) using a conditional choice

probability (CCP) approach. To do this, I rely on the fact that firms can choose to

exit during all time periods. Since exit is a terminal choice for firms, the expectation

term on the conditional choice value functions, vpa|sjtq, can be expressed only as a

function of the probability of exit (p0) and the Euler constant (C) such that,

vpa|sjtq “ πpsjtq ´ Γpajt, ajt´1q ´ β
ÿ

sjt`1

lnpp0psjt`1qfpsjt`1|sjtq ` βC (3.30)

Given the parameters estimated on the first stage, variables such as prices, profits

net of sunk costs, and transition probabilities, fpsjt`1|sjtq, can be calculated outside

the optimization procedure for each possible state space value of the data. Moreover,

the exit probabilities, p0psjt`1q, can also be non-parametrically estimated outside the

optimization process. Therefore, conditional choice probabilities can be constructed

only depending on the value of sunk costs and take the following form,

ppa|sjtq “
exppvpa|sjtq

ř

a1 exppvpa1|sjtqq
(3.31)

Thus, the likelihood function can be expressed as,

Lpγq “ ΠjΠtΠarppa|sjtqfpsjt`1|sjtqs
pdjt“aq (3.32)

where djt are the choices observed in the data, or in logs,

Lpγq “
ÿ

j

ÿ

t

ÿ

a

pdjt “ aqrlnpppa|sjtqq ` lnpfpsjt`1|sjtqqs (3.33)
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This, in turn, is equivalent to maximize,

Lpγq “
ÿ

j

ÿ

t

ÿ

a

pdjt “ aqrlnpppa|sjtqqs (3.34)

3.3.4 Identification

Regarding the elasticities, the intuition behind their identification is that differences

in product specific firm-level prices respond only to changes in differences in material

unit costs and elasticities (mark-ups). Given that elasticities are not moving across

time, and this relationship remains constant for every period for all multi-product

exporters, this will provide the necessary equations to estimate both elasticities.

Note that the combination first order conditions in the domestic market provide us

with the same expression as equation (3.16). That is, one combination is redundant.

Therefore, prices per product on the export market provide the same information as

domestic prices in identifying elasticities, and thus elasticities can be identified even

though prices by product are not observed in the domestic market. Noticeably, this

identification strategy is possible given the specific production process of the apparel

industry, where final quality is effectively determined by material quality, and the

only cost difference is due to material unit price.

On the technology side, αL and αK are identified by variation on value added

related to changes in relative intensity of labor with respect to capital, controlling for

unobserved productivity and demand shocks. For the productivity process, changes

in estimated productivity over time will identify ρ0, ρ1, and σ2
ξ .

Additionally, parameters in ΘP related to the three price indices are identified

with the information on the time series of average import prices of apparel of Peru

and the United States. Similarly, parameters on ΘX are identified with time series of

aggregate import values of apparel of Peru and the United States. The identification

for both assumes values represent equilibrium objects and are exogenous from the
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domestic firms’ point of view.

Finally, sunk costs (γd, γh, γl) are identified by the variation on product mix

switching, and the entry cost fe is determined from the average value of a firm in

the market.

3.3.5 Results

This section presents the main results of the empirical model in both estimation

stages. Table 3.1 summarizes the estimated structural parameters of the model.18

I start by estimating demand elasticities using equation (3.17). Results are shown

in the first row of 3.1. For this specification, I use information on existing multi-

product exporters in my dataset. Consistent with the non-homotheticity assumption

that σh ą σl, the coefficient β1 is positive and less than one (0.82). Moreover, the

coefficient on the difference in material costs, β2 is positive and larger than one

(1.65), a fact also consistent with σh ą 1. Both of these are encouraging results, as

no constrains were imposed of the estimation. With these coefficients, the implied

elasticities are σh “ 2.51 and σl “ 1.98, which, in turn, represent mark-ups of 67%

and 100% for the high- and low-quality goods, respectively. Although these mark-ups

might seem high for a manufacturing industry, there is ample evidence of mark-ups

of up to 200% in the wholesale segment of apparel. Moreover, estimates considering

the entire universe of multi-product exporters produce similar results.19

The production function coefficients are shown in Row 2 of Table 3.1. Output

elasticities in labor (0.72) and capital (0.13) imply reasonable estimates, which are

compatible with a labor intensive industry. Moreover, they are consistent with similar

findings in the literature for apparel and textile industries in the developing world,

18 The complete list of parameters is detailed in Appendix J.

19 When considering the full sample of exporters in the Peruvian apparel industry, σh “ 2.77 and
σl “ 2.18. In turn, these coefficients imply mark-ups of 56% and 84% for high- and low-quality
goods, respectively.
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such as Pavcnik (2002).

Taking into account labor and capital expenditures and the estimated coefficients

in Row 2, a value of productivity for each firm-year observation is predicted. I

rely on those estimates to provide the necessary time series information to obtain

parameters on the AR1 process of productivity. As observed in Row 3 of Table 3.1,

the coefficients on the AR1 process show moderate persistence of productivity over

time, but considerable heterogeneity between firms.

Finally, estimates for sunk costs (γd, γh, γl) are presented in Row 6 of Table 3.1.

The estimates are expressed in millions of US dollars and are in line with the common

empirical fact of substantial sunk costs related to exporting and starting a business.

However, they are relatively large compared to other estimates for developing coun-

tries such as Das et al. (2007). Considering these firms have, on average, total sales

of approximately US$ 10 million, the sunk costs estimates seem reasonable. At first,

it might seem surprising that sunk costs for the domestic market are considerably

higher than the sunk costs for the low-quality goods in the export market. However,

given the assumption that collapses all sales in the domestic market to low-quality

sales, this estimate might be driven upwards because it actually captures a combined

effect of firms that are selling both cotton and synthetic apparel to the domestic mar-

ket.
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Table 3.1: Structural Estimation Parameters

Stage Estimation Parameters Coef. SD Obs.

σh 2.53 (1.53)
First Elasticities

σl 1.98 (0.82)
685

αl 0.72 (0.02)
First Production Function

αk 0.13 (0.03)
511

ρ0 0.25 (0.03)

First Production Process ρ1 0.22 (0.08) 404

σ2
ψ 0.42

γd 6.08 (2.30)

Second Sunk Costs γ1 7.10 (1.27) 222

γ2 3.85 (3.87)

3.3.6 Model Fit

To assess the fit of the model, I use the estimated parameters and fully solve the

model to simulate industry dynamics for 400 firms during the 2001-2012 period. With

the simulated industry, I calculate several relevant criteria that the model should be

able to explain and compare them to what is observed in the data. The model fits

well with both the main qualitative features of the data and also accurately matches

the levels of sales in the industry.

Computing the New Equilibrium

The estimation of the model in Section 3.3 assumed that the observed price indices

were already equilibrium objects. However, given that a change of the fundamentals

in the model would necessarily imply changes in those aggregate price indices due to

firm-level reactions, the model must be fully solved to perform any simulation.
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Table 3.2 presents an outline for the method used to fully solve for the new

equilibrium. The implemented algorithm takes all the fundamental parameters (Σ)

as inputs and the state of the industry at time zero, and returns the equilibrium

states for each period t where t “ t1, ..., T u. This equilibrium outcomes correspond

to the sequence of actions of each firm (tajtu
T
t“1) as well as the industry price indices

for every period (tPuTt“1).

The algorithm starts with an assumption of parameters of the price indices pro-

cesses, where the value function can be computed at every grid of the state-space.

Then, it proceeds to simulate the vector of actions and consistent price indices that

clear the market of goods at each period. At period T , it computes the price indices

processes resulting from the simulated sequence of price indices. The algorithm ends

when all actions, price indices’ sequences, and price indices’ processes parameters are

self-fulfilling and consistent with the equilibrium conditions. Given that the algo-

rithm is based on a simulation of firm decisions, given a set of errors for productivity,

price indices process, and choice specific value functions, this process is repeated S

times.

Two important comments are in order. First, departing from the estimation

procedure, I do not consider non-stationary processes for price indices or aggregate

expenditures when fully solving the model. To keep the simulations tractable, I

instead assume AR1 stationary processes. This allows me to compute the value

functions for each value of the state-space outside the iterative processes that look

for a convergence of price indices and firm-level choices for each period, generating

substantial gains in computing time. The main caveat is that the model will poten-

tially predict effects which are not as sharp as the ones observed in the data. Second,

because of the assumption of a stationary environment, I do not include data for the

year 2004 in my simulations. Because the Peruvian government imposed temporary

tariffs that largely affecting industry performance that year, the observed values for
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Table 3.2: Solution Algorithm

Algorithm:

1. Set parameters Σ “ tσh, σl,mh,ml, θ, F̄ , ρxu.

2. Set errors for productivity, price indices and value functions.

2. Set counter iterar1 “ 0.

3. Guess price indices processes: Θ0.

4. Compute V pSjtq given Θ0 for each value of grid of sjt.

5. For t “ 1 to T :

6. Get Xdt, Xht, Xlt, ψjt:

7. Set counter itera “ 0.

8. Guess actions a0
jt:

9. Set counter iterp “ 0.

10. Guess price indices P 0
dt, P

0
ht, P

0
lt:

11. Compute firm level prices pjt.

12. Compute P 1
dt, P

1
ht, P

1
lt.

13. Stop if |P 1
κt ´ P

0
κt| ă ε @κ;

otherwise update P 0
κt, iterp “ iterp` 1 and repeat (10)-(13).

14. Solve the dynamic decision of firms and compute a1
jt.

15. Stop if |a1
jt ´ a

0
jt| ă ε;

otherwise update a0
jt, itera “ itera` 1 and repeat (8)-(15).

16. End and move to t “ t` 1.

17. Using all sequence tP 0
t , P

0
ht, P

0
ltu

T
t , compute price indices processes Θ1 “ tρdu.

18. Iterate until |Θ1 ´Θ0| ă ε.

price indices as well as for aggregate expenditures will not be consistent with firms

forming expectations under a stationary environment.
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Model Fit Criteria

Even though the estimates are sensible and consistent with key facts in the apparel

industry, the model is useful because it allows us to perform and quantify the effect

of policy experiments. In that sense, the first step is to review how well the model fits

some of the major features of the data. The main criteria for model fit is summarized

in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.1.

In Table 3.3, I calculate the correlation between the observed price indices and

the price indices resulting from aggregation of the firm -level prices in the simulation

of the model. As shown in Row 2 of Table 3.3, for each market, the correlations

are considerably high, as the model is able to precisely capture the dynamics of

the price indices. The same is true for the correlation among the logs of aggregate

expenditures, as shown in Row 3. In addition, the model does a good job of predicting

the patterns of the ratio of export sales of cotton relative to synthetic fiber, a key

feature given that, as seen in Chapter 2 - Section 2.3, most of the export growth was

associated with the growth of cotton clothes rather other types of apparel.

Table 3.3: Model Fit

Criteria Variable Data-Model

P d
t 0.9879

Correlation Price Indices P h
t 0.9995

P l
t 0.9680

Xd
t 0.8653

Correlation Log Aggregate Expenditures Xh
t 0.8228

X l
t 0.9994

Correlation Ratio Synthetic-Cotton
Xh
t

Xl
t

0.9571
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Finally, Figure 3.1 shows how the model accounts for the total size of the apparel

exports of the Peruvian industry. On average, the model is able to explain 86% of

Peruvian total exports.
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Figure 3.1: Exports - Fit of the Model

To sum up, the model is able to capture the critical patterns shown in Chapter

2 - Section 2.3. Thus, the next section proceeds to evaluate specific policies through

the lens of the model.

3.4 Policy Experiments

In this section, I use the general equilibrium model in Section 3.2, as well as the esti-

mated parameters of the model from Section 3.3 to predict welfare and productivity

changes associated with several counter-factual scenarios.
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3.4.1 The Role of Quality Upgrading

The key mechanism for quality upgrading and exporting responses in the model con-

sists of the redeployment of shared less mobile factors across product lines. However,

this mechanism ultimately relies on the fact that firms are able to retain profitability

while switching to other products and destinations. The question thus arises: what

would have happened if firms found it difficult to diversify to high-quality products

or to start exporting.

Empirically, this question may shed light on the heterogeneous responses to Chi-

nese import competition observed across various Latin American countries. In prin-

ciple, Peruvian cotton fabric could have been imported by other Latin American

countries following the expansion of Chinese apparel exports in the early 2000s. The

fact that firms in other countries did not follow this path could have been due to

either existing trade barriers that directly increased the cost of using these high-

quality inputs, or to other differences in their ability to enter a market captured by

higher sunk costs.

In that regard, I follow two approaches to understand what role the comparative

Peruvian advantage played on industry performance. On one hand, supposing that

Peruvian firms would have had to import the high-quality productive factor, I in-

crease the additional marginal price firms pay to produce cotton apparel, mht from 4

to 16 US$. Considering I am using the same aggregate demand for Peruvian goods,

I look at this scenario as a lower bound on the effect of the industry in preventing

firms from switching to high-quality products. On the other hand, to simulate the

situation that firms in other countries would have been subject to additional factors

that could have prevented them from entering new markets, I increase the sunk cost,

so that firms would have a harder time switching to high quality segments and foreign

markets. In reality, this experiment speaks to the difficulty for firms to start export-
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ing and selling a particular product, which relates to the acquisition of a network

of customers, the uncertainty of a new market and, the one-time irrecoverable costs

of becoming an exporter. In an extreme scenario, I effectively prevent firms from

exporting and selling high-quality apparel as a response to import competition. An-

alytically, I increase different combinations of firms’ sunk costs by 10 times, so that

only exceptionally productive firms would find it profitable to include high-quality

products or to export.

For the first experiment, Column 1 of Table 3.4 shows the percent changes in

industry sales, given an increase in unit prices of cotton fabric. During the sample

period, exports are reduced by 7.9 percent on average, while domestic sales increase

by an average of 2.3 percent. Overall, the combined effect results in a reduction of

total industry sales by approximately 4 percent. In monetary terms, these results

imply a cumulative increase in sales for the domestic market of US$ 146 million,

as well as a reduction of cumulative exports of US$ 682 million during the sample

period. From the firms point of view, average annual profits decrease by 4.2 percent

and employment diminishes by 8 percent. However, in terms of total consumer

welfare, utility per capita in the domestic and export markets remains unchanged.

In the second experiment, the predictions are more striking, as Column 2 - 3 of Ta-

ble 3.4 shows. In all of these cases, the Peruvian apparel industry is severely affected.

Even when firms only face higher cost to export high-quality apparel, average annual

industry sales are decreased by 13.2%. If, in addition, firms are also prevented from

exporting any type of apparel, the negative impact rises to 17.5%. Most of these ef-

fects come from a dramatic fall in exports–28% and 38.3%, respectively–that cannot

be offset by the increase in domestic market sales. In monetary terms, the effects are

substantial. Considering the case where firms face higher costs to export and include

high-quality apparel in their product mix, cumulative domestic sales over the sample

period increase by US$ 4.9 million while cumulative cotton apparel exports decrease
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by US$ 2.59 billion and, cumulative synthetic apparel exports are reduced by US$

1.02 billion. Overall, the industry loses US$ 3.12 billion over the 2001-2012period.

Moreover, in terms of firm surplus, the inability to quality upgrade and export costs

firms approximately 16.4 percent of their annual profits. Unemployment also rises

by approximately 18 percent. In particular, this effect is troubling, given the im-

portance of the apparel industry for the dynamics of the manufacturing industry in

Peru. In reality, this would imply significant job cuts to the Peruvian formal em-

ployment sector. Finally, given that firms are prevented from exporting and since

they are only selling low-quality goods in the domestic market, domestic consumer

welfare increases by 0.10 percent.

In sum, both results point to significant industry losses, if due to up-front costs

or high-cost inputs, firms are not capable of changing their product mix in response

to import competition. Broadly, these effects help to explain the contrast between

the Peruvian apparel industry and what has happened in other Latin American

countries. In addition, these experiments highlight the need to think deeply about

the existing frictions that could be preventing firms in other developing countries

from importing the necessary inputs that would allow them to switch production

lines or export. In particular, if the only barrier for other economies was a higher

price for high-quality inputs, due to market frictions such as tariffs, the government

could help their industry by reducing tariffs, so that domestic firms would find it

profitable to switch. Alternatively, if the key barriers for firms to switch to higher

quality products were the up-front costs of exporting or the costs associated with

building reputation and customer network, then policies such as export promotion

agencies or expedited export declarations could have a considerable effect on industry

survival when confronted with import competition.
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Table 3.4: Higher Switching Costs

Criteria

Increase in

(1) (2) (3)

mh γh γh, γl

Annual % Change of Sales:

Exports -7.9% -28.0% -38.3%

Domestic 2.3% 5.9% 6.4%

Industry -3.7% -13.2% -17.5%

Cumulative change 2001-2012
(in millions of US$) -536 -2,160 -3,124

Annual Profits -4.2% -11.8% -16.4%

Men Hours -8% -14.8% -17.7%

Total Consumer welfare 0.02% 0.14% 0.29%

Domestic Consumer welfare 0.02% 0.06% 0.10%

3.4.2 Tariffs

With the rapid expansion of China in the early 2000s, several countries in Latin

America feared the worst and rushed to impose additional tariffs on imported Chi-

nese apparel to protect their domestic industry. In fact, as a consequence of numerous

petitions by domestic firms, in 2004, Peru raised tariffs for 200 calendar days to ex-

amine whether they represented a threat to the domestic industry. Ultimately, as

explained in Section 2.3, these tariffs were repealed and, even without protection, the

industry managed to survive and grow. This section examines what would have hap-

pened, if, in the early 2000s, the Peruvian government had imposed these additional
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tariffs permanently.

Empirically, the counterfactual is implemented as a raise in τ equal to 30 percent

of the price index of Chinese imports to the domestic market, P dm
t . This change

effectively corresponds to the average increase in tariffs established by the Peruvian

government in December 2003, but is imposed here from 2001 to 2012. I perform

this change for an economy with the baseline switching costs estimated in Section

3.3 and assuming firm had higher switching costs, as defined in Section 3.4.1.

The percent change in industry sales under this policy experiment are shown in

Table 3.5. In Column 1, I analyze the effect on tariffs in the Peruvian economy.

As expected, annual domestic sales increase, on average, by 26.3 percent, while

total exports decrease by 3.3 percent. This contraction occurs for both high- and

low-quality exports, which shrink by 3.8 and 2.5 percent, respectively. Combining

these effects, the overall Peruvian industry increases, on average, by 10.4 percent.

In monetary values, this effect implies a cumulative increment in total sales of the

industry of US$ 2.31 billion. Moreover, annual profits increase by 11 percent and

employment performs similarly. However, this result contrasts sharply with the effect

of tariffs on domestic consumer welfare, which is annually cut back by 12 percent

over the sample period. In terms of compensating variation, annual welfare losses

amount to US$ 276 million.

In Column 2, I examine the effects of those tariffs in the case that the Peruvian

apparel industry faced higher switching costs. Comparing these effects with the

ones shown in Table 3.4, it is important to highlight that even though tariffs would

help alleviate the impact of Chinese import competition, in an industry where firms

experience substantial difficulties in exporting or switching to high-quality goods,

this policy would not do a sufficient job fostering industry growth. Not only that,

but it would also still impose substantial welfare costs on consumers.
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Table 3.5: Higher Import Tariffs

Criteria

Increase of Chinese Import Tariffs

(1) (2)

Baseline
Switching

Costs

High-Switching Costs

mh γh, γl

Annual % Change of Sales:

Exports -3.3% -10.9% -40.3%

Domestic 26.4% 28.7% 32.8%

Industry 10.4% 6.9% -6.5%

Cumulative change 2001-2012
(in millions of US$) 2,313 1,804 -676

Annual Profits 10.9% 7.1% -4.7%

Men Hours 10.8% 3.3% -6.2%

Total Consumer welfare -12.0% -11.98% -11.72%

Domestic Consumer welfare -12.0% -11.97% -11.90%

Therefore, while in the short run, industry performance is effectively increased

by protective measures such as tariffs, overall welfare is highly compromised. In

contrast, policies such as the ones described in Section 3.4.1 both promote industry

growth, and also avoid these detrimental effects on welfare.

Moreover, this scenario could also help explain what the Peruvian apparel in-

dustry would have looked like, had China not had the tremendous export growth

it experienced in the in the 2000s. Given that the 2000 temporary tariff increase

effectively eliminated most of Chinese import competition, these counterfactuals can
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also be viewed as a reflection of the situation of the industry had Chinese apparel

exports not grown as much. Importantly, these results are consistent the reduced

form-evidence in Section 2.4 given that the cumulative change in exports in the pe-

riod 2001-2012 is approximately 30% larger in the event of import competition from

China.

3.4.3 Cost-Benefit of Alternative Policies

Considering the policy experiments presented in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, a follow-up

question is what effective policies could be put into place by governments that would

like to boost the domestic industry and increase employment following some target

numbers.

To do so, I calculate the implied tariff for import competition, and the subsidy

needed in switching costs to achieve an average 5 percent growth in both employment

and industry sales, along with associated costs and benefits in terms of firm and

consumer surplus. I found that either an additional import tariff of 15% or a decrease

in up-front costs of exporting high-quality goods by approximately 50% could achieve

these objectives. However, tariffs would entail a domestic consumer welfare cost of

6.6%, while alternative policies would be exerted at no cost. In terms of compensating

variation, this increase in tariffs leads to domestic consumer welfare annual loses of

approximately US$ 133 million.

From a cost-benefit point of view, it is more costly for governments to enact

additional tariffs than decrease the up-front costs of exporting high-quality goods.

Even though tariffs might be considered a revenue source, as opposed to measures

aimed at decreasing switching costs, import taxes do not represent an important

source of government funding.20 Moreover, despite the fact that tariffs might not be

20 All import taxes represent only 10 percent of all income associated with trade duties and 2
percent of total tax collection in the country. Even more, tax collection in Peru corresponds to 15
percent of the GDP.
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seen as having a direct cost, they certainly entail several indirect costs of implemen-

tation in addition to welfare connotations. Most notably, additional tariffs must be

approved by the WTO and be consistent with any bilateral trade agreements that

the country is party to. In contrast, in Latin America, measures that diminish the

up-front costs of switching to higher quality goods and exporting, such as decreases

in transportation costs, strengthening of high-quality input supply chain or export

promotion, could be achieved by policies such as road construction, fostering cluster

activity, and international trade fairs. These policies would be both beneficial for

consumers, as well as consistent with several other existing government objectives.

3.5 Conclusion

Import competition can lead to quality-upgrading of the product mix and export-

ing activity, which is key to understanding the survival of some industries in the

developing world in the face of recent export growth by low-wage countries. This

paper develops and structurally estimates an industry dynamic equilibrium model

to study the response of Peruvian apparel manufacturers to the increase in Chinese

import competition during the 2000s. The model builds on standard general equi-

librium trade models of heterogeneous multi-product firms with the addition of two

important empirical regularities: firms optimize over non-segmented markets, and

preferences are non-homothetic between countries. The estimation is done in two-

stages, where parameters related to static profits are estimated first and parameters

in the dynamic problem are then estimated using a conditional choice probability

approach.

With the estimated parameters of the model, I fully solve the industry general

equilibrium to perform several policy experiments. In particular, I analyze: (1) the

extent of the impact of Chinese import competition on the Peruvian apparel industry

and the role of firms’ ability to escape competition by moving across products and
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destinations, and (2) the effect that commonly used trade policies, such as tariffs,

have on welfare and industry growth. These experiments highlight the importance for

governments to rethink the set of trade policies aimed at protecting their industries,

and to consider initiatives promoting firm mobility in the product and industry

space. For example, revising import tariffs on high-quality inputs, strengthening

supply chain relationships and creating export promotion agencies.

Finally, even though the model is constructed assuming that shared less mobile

factors are used in the production of two goods in the same industry, the takeaway

of the model goes beyond that point. In general, the model emphasizes the ability

of firms to quickly switch to other lines of production, but also to other industries

and sectors. Moreover, while in this case, the factors are used in the production of

goods, it does not rule out a circumstance in which they are used to produce different

outcomes, such as in Bloom et al. (2013), where labor could be used for the produc-

tion of goods or the “production” of innovation. In more general terms, the model

highlights the importance of firms being able to diversify their business in a timely

manner following an increase in import competition, and points to the adoption of

policies aimed at eliminating any frictions that prevent firms from switching.
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4

Customer-Supplier Relationships

4.1 Introduction

Idiosyncratic firm level characteristics such as total factor productivity (TFP) are

widely regarded in the industrial organization literature as key determinants for firm

growth and survival (Jovanovic (1982), Hopenhayn (1992), Melitz (2003)). However,

recent empirical literature emphasizes a separate role for demand, or customer base,

as an additional and even more important dimension of firms’ performance (Foster

et al. (2008)).1 In fact, more often than not, not very productive firms survive thanks

to large demand increases for their products or services. These increases that, rather

than being defined as random and one-time shocks, correspond instead to stable and

persistent processes, highly correlated with revenue productivity.

Customer base, defined as long-lasting relationships with consumers formed through

brand loyalty, reputation, or long-term purchase contracts, correspond to a clear ex-

ample of this demand process.

1 Foster et al. (2008) find that an increase of one standard deviation in the demand measure
implied a decline in the probability of exit by 5%, a significantly higher impact relative to the effect
of prices or physical productivity on firms’ dynamics.
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The aim of the paper is to provide a clear understanding of the determinants for

the formation and dissolution of these customer-supplier relationships.

in order to clarify the channels through which demand could affect a firm’s per-

formance and how different are they from previous idiosyncratic measures.

The importance of this study is twofold. First, if these relationships are a poten-

tial source of firm survival as in Foster et al. (2008), it is of first-order importance to

understand their key determinants and how they could be acting independently from

productivity. Second, given that this demand process is characterized by endogenous

firm decisions, it is paramount to get a better sense of the firms’ objective function

when deciding to create or dissolve business relationships to provide empirical guid-

ance for strategic models of firm interaction.

Despite its potential correspondence with a demand source of selection, customer-

supplier relationships have been only analyzed in the management literature when

trying to assess the importance of the supplier’s characteristics on efficiency and the

organization of the optimal supply chain (Arora et al. (2001), Arora and Bokhari

(2006), Gonzalez et al. (2004),Dyer (1996), Dyer and Chu (2000) and Clark and

Fujimoto (1991)). Even when studied in the economic literature, they have rarely

been modeled as a source of a firm’s size dynamics. Instead, studies considered the

relationship between suppliers’ switching costs and vertical integration (Monteverde

and Teece (1982)), the complementarities of suppliers on production (Novak and

Stern (2008)), Milgrom and Roberts (1990)) and the characterization of the US

production network (Atalay et al. (2011)). So far, the only findings of selection of

firms into a manufacturer’s supplier base have been primarily established with survey

data for specific companies or in the broader context of the whole economy.

Therefore, this paper provides a simple theory that interprets demand, at least

partially, as an outcome of customer-supplier relationships. By using a simple dy-

namic model of how suppliers and customers link, I find that when suppliers are
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differentiated enough, in a sorting Nash Equilibrium demand is endogenously deter-

mined as an exclusive contractual relationship, thus a function of both supplier and

customer characteristics, including TFP.

The model is applied to the US automaker and auto-part industry. Overall, the

automobile industry provides an excellent context to examine the determinants of

customer-supplier relationships since automobile manufacturers are predominantly

assemblers that rely heavily on a large number of suppliers to produce a car. There-

fore, their supplier relationships are more important and tend to be more specialized

compared to other industries in which suppliers have a smaller impact on the final

product (Dyer (1996)).

Moreover, the importance of customer-supplier relationships for the survival of

automotive suppliers is widely acknowledged. First, according to the US Department

of Commerce, there has been reported over 50 bankruptcies and among 150-200 liqui-

dations among US automotive suppliers in 2009, a year in which two out of three US

automakers declared bankruptcy. Second, American and foreign automakers have

sent letters to the US Department of Treasury asking for financial help to the au-

tomotive suppliers affected by General Motors and Chrysler bankruptcies since a

disruption on their productive activity might affect as well the production of the au-

tomakers that share these suppliers2. Third, even the US government has recognized

the importance of customer-supplier relationships for suppliers’ survival by creating

the 2009 Auto Supplier Support Program (ASSP) which was aimed to help automo-

tive suppliers of GM and Chrysler that were at the edge of financial distress given

the poor performance of their clients. Thus, as in Foster et al. (2008), the customer

base appears to be a key determinant of suppliers’ performance in this industry.

For the empirical assessment, the central piece of information is the S&P Compus-

2 Even more, in a secret project called Quark, Ford decided to clean its supplier base in order to
avoid having suppliers that had relationships with GM and Chrysler. In: Inside Ford’s Fight to
Avoid Disaster The Wall Street Journal. March 8th, 2012.
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tat panel data over the period 1977-2007, where accounting and operational variables

from US manufacturing firms are collected. More importantly, by taking advantage

of a fairly under-utilized section of the Compustat database, I observe self-reported

customer-supplier relationships of these publicly listed firms, which is not only cru-

cial for this study, but also probably the main reason why there is little research on

this topic.

Using this dataset, I test the main predictions of the model. My results repre-

sent novel findings and reveal a rich set of determinants for the existence of these

customer-supplier relationships. First, they suggest that formation and dissolution

processes of customer-supplier relationships share a lot of similarities with the firm’s

overall entry/exit processes. In particular, traditional sources of heterogeneity of

firms, namely, total factor productivity, age, size, financial situation, cumulative

physical and knowledge capital as well as capital intensities, correspond to major

determinants for the dynamics of a customer-supplier relationship. Second, the ter-

mination of a customer-supplier relationship is also determined by customers’ status

and exclusivity of the bilateral relationship. Finally, the results ultimately suggest

that demand, here, the customer base, depends on firm networks, instead of being a

stand-alone concept, especially for intermediate good producers.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 4.2 describes the automobile industry and

introduces the data used in the analysis as well as the suppliers and manufacturers

included in the sample. Section 4.4 presents a simple dynamic model of customer

choice. Section 4.6 attempts to explain the relevant factors determining exit, entry,

survival and dependence of firms. Section 4.7 concludes.
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4.2 The Automobile Industry

4.2.1 The Data

The data comes from the S&P North-America Fundamentals Annual Compustat

database, which provides information not only about accounting and operation vari-

ables but, more importantly, about the customer-supplier relationships of publicly

listed firms. According to the Financial Accounting Standards No. 131, Compus-

tat’s firms are required to declare their major customers, i.e., customers that purchase

more than 10% of the reporting seller’s revenue.3 To my knowledge, this dataset is

not only very rare in this aspect but also underutilized for customer-supplier analysis.

This paper focuses on the US Automobile Industry (SIC 371) and on suppliers

that sell to the Detroit Big Three. The final sample consists of an unbalanced panel

of 655 customer-supplier relationships and 4169 observations in a window starting

from 1977 to 2007.

Even though the use of this data is fairly unique, there are three main limitations

worth recognizing. First, Compustat data suffers from a selection problem. Publicly

listed firms must reach certain levels of sales and revenues to be included in the

sample. Therefore, these firms are not small or start-ups. For automakers, this is

not a problem since they are publicly listed firms during the whole period of the

sample. However, it creates a bias on the supplier side. Therefore, the reader must

keep in mind that the results are subject to the caveat that they hold only for

suppliers similar to the ones in the sample.

3 Item 39.“An enterprise shall provide information about the extent of its reliance on its major
customers. If revenues from transactions with a single external customer amount to 10 percent or
more of an enterprise’s revenues, the enterprise shall disclose that fact, the total amount of revenues
from each such customer, and the identity of the segment or segments reporting the revenues. The
enterprise need not disclose the identity of a major customer or the amount of revenues that each
segment reports from that customer. For purposes of this Statement, a group of entities known
to a reporting enterprise to be under common control shall be considered as a single customer,
and the federal government, a state government, a local government (for example, a county or
municipality), or a foreign government each shall be considered as a single customer”. Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards No. 131.
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Second, the required threshold to declare a customer-supplier relationship creates

a truncation problem and might underestimate the degree of connectedness of the

firms in the sample. Even though using the same data, Atalay et al. (2011) do not

find substantial evidence for this to be the case; I present some information about

the nature of the customer-supplier relationships that are lost due to truncation. Al-

though firms are required to list their main customers, they are also given the option

to list additional customers. Therefore, I observe relationships that account for less

than 10% of the suppliers’ revenues for some firms. Figure 4.1 plots the histogram

of customer-supplier relationships in the sample by their transaction revenues. As it

is shown, there are 464 customer-supplier-year relationships that are located below

the threshold, that correspond to 190 customer-supplier relationships (29% of the

sample).

Figure 4.1: Histogram of Customer Supplier Relationship
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Given that there are observations below the threshold, I compare the character-

istics of the suppliers that have a ratio of transaction revenue to total revenue in

the interval [0.05, 0.1) and the interval [0.1, 0.15]. If truncation does not create a

discontinuity, selection will not be considered a problem under the assumption that

the suppliers with small businesses with automakers are similar in their key economic

variables. Table 4.1 provides the main economic characteristics of the sample in these

intervals and a mean test for their differences.

Table 4.1: Characteristics of Suppliers below and above the Truncation Level.

Interval 1 Interval 2 Mean test (p-value)

[0.05, 0.1) [0.1, 0.15] Ho: dif=0

Number of relationships 464 890

Characteristics:

Sales (MM$) 2849.068 2693.854 0.566

Number of employees (Thousands) 16.890 14.435 0.102

Total assets (MM$) 2340.868 2055.013 0.163

Age 21.983 20.408 0.069

Capital Intensity 0.343 0.345 0.793

R&D Intensity 0.025 0.026 0.702

Size growth 0.014 0.014 0.975

Revenue Growth 0.034 0.031 0.805
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As these tests reveal, except for age, suppliers’ characteristics on those two ranges

do not show significant differences. Moreover, this finding is not exclusive to the mean

but holds for percentile statistics. In this sense, truncation at the 10% threshold does

not appear to be a significant concern.

Third, the sample only has information regarding customer-supplier relationships

with American suppliers. This is the result of data constraints since foreign auto-

mobile suppliers are not required to report the same information. If automakers or

suppliers have more customer-supplier relationships abroad or treat their relation-

ships different, the generalization of the results could be questionable. However, there

are some reasons to think neither of these situations is the case. First, according to

industry specialists, automakers’ strategies tend to be adapted in a general basis and

do not discriminate by firm nationality. For instance, the Big Three are looking to

shrink the number of suppliers independently of their nationality. Second, there is no

evidence, US automakers outsource the majority of their production. To see that, I

collect an exhaustive list of 4-digit SIC codes of the suppliers and automakers present

in my Compustat dataset. Then, I merge this data with trade data provided by Peter

Schott, which lists both imports and exports per year at the 4-digit SIC code for US

firms.4 Finally, I calculate the total value of exports for the 4-digit industries of the

automotive suppliers in my Compustat database and the total value of imports for

the car-manufacturing industry. My hypothesis is that if suppliers have a significant

portion of business overseas, this will be reflected in larger levels of exports for their

industries. In a similar way, if automakers import a significant amount of auto-parts,

this will be reflected in the trade figures of their industry.

The statistics show that half of the industries of automotive suppliers only export

up to 18% of their sales over the period of my sample. Moreover, the 75th percentile

corresponds to exports of 36% of total sales. However, there is a still a small fraction

4 The trade data can be located at http://faculty.som.yale.edu/peterschott/sub international.htm.
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of industries that export a considerable amount of their total sales. Although these

industries might represent a problem for the correct interpretation of the coefficients,

they only include one supplier of the sample. Therefore, it is unlikely that this single

supplier accounts for all the exports in the industry and thus depends heavily on

foreign customers. In addition, the automakers import between 10% to 17% of their

products from the same industries as their domestic suppliers. Therefore, I do not

find substantial evidence that this exclusion creates a large bias.

4.2.2 The Automakers

In the sample, the Big Three automakers correspond to the customers. Figure 4.2

summarizes the main economic trends of these firms which might have some influence

on the choice of the number of suppliers and the magnitude of their purchases.

Several facts are worth mentioning. First, from the second half of the eighties

until the early 2000s, the industry was very stable, with sustained increases in sales

and total value of assets. However, automakers experienced clear financial difficulties

as the end of the sample approaches. For the three automakers, stagnant sales and

decreasing employment are observed, a reflection of the massive efforts to reduce

costs. Therefore, a decreasing number of suppliers for each automaker is expected

in this period. Second, R&D expenditure largely decreases relative to total assets.

According to the management literature, in the automobile sector, innovation is

currently being outsourced and made by the suppliers instead of the automaker.

Third, some automakers experienced crucial moments. For instance, a large decrease

in total assets is observed for GM as the end of the sample approaches. This fact

will eventually be followed by the 2009 bankruptcy declaration of the automaker. In

addition, the noticeable shrink on GM’s growth in 1998 is due to the massive lay-

offs and subsequent strikes. Moreover, all the improvements in Chrysler measures in

1998 are due to the merger with Daimler, the Mercedez-Benz producer. As a result
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Figure 4.2: Main Economic Characteristics of US Automakers.

Note: All the monetary variables are expressed in 2005 US dollars. A more detail descrip-
tion of the variables can be found in appendix L.
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of the merger, I observe a pause on production, which precluded the spikes on both

growth measures. It is important to notice that this disruption had an impact on

the supplier base which was almost completely replaced by new firms. Fourth, size

and revenue growth are very volatile, suggesting the existence of idiosyncratic risk

that is ultimately translated to suppliers’ revenues during the relationship.

4.2.3 The Automotive Suppliers

Contrary to automakers, automotive suppliers constitute a highly diverse group of

firms. Figure 4.3 shows their number increased substantially in the eighties and early

nineties to subsequently decrease, consistent with the trends in the main economic

variables of the automakers. The number of suppliers per automaker converged as

the end of the sample approached, coinciding with the adoption of similar specialized

strategies in the supply chain.5

Figure 4.4 shows that suppliers belong to the Transportation and Equipment

Industry (SIC 37) or other specialized and capital intensive industries such as the

Electronic Industry (SIC 36), Industrial Machinery and Equipment Industry (SIC

37), Fabricated Metal Products Industry (SIC 34) and Primary Metal Industry (SIC

33).6

5 This trend could be potentially reflecting (i) a decrease in the total demand of suppliers in the
automobile industry due to specialization, re-organization and the decline of the industry (Klepper
(2002)), (ii) a decrease in the US number of automotive suppliers due to outsourcing to foreign
firms, or (iii) the severity of the truncation of the data as we approach the end of the sample. As
mentioned before, there are some reasons to think that this trend reflects realistic features of the
automobile industry where (i) is true. Moreover, it is worth emphasizing that the large decrease in
Chysler’s suppliers in 1998 is due to the merger and reorganization of the business.

6 Unfortunately, the exact description of the auto-part(s) the suppliers provide is unknown in this
dataset.
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Figure 4.3: Number of Suppliers by Automaker.

Figure 4.4: Suppliers’ Industries.

Table 4.2 provides a brief summary of suppliers’ main economic characteristics.

Compared with the Detroit Big Three, automotive suppliers are small-size firms.
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However, they are not new in the market and exhibit an average life of 18.7 years

as a publicly listed firm. They also appear to be capital intensive but only some

of them spend an important proportion of their assets on R&D. In addition, both

the revenue and growth in size are negative or small for firms below the median.

Therefore, they appear to be economically vulnerable to external shocks. Precisely

for this reason, it is important to know what types of shocks will make them more

likely to leave the customer-supplier relationship and/or the market.

Table 4.2: Main Economic Characteristics for the Automotive Suppliers.

Variables Mean SD p10 Median p90

a) Size

Sales (MM$) 2,148.35 4,697.03 29.47 362.03 5,995.27

No. Employees (Thousands) 12.42 28.12 0.20 2.65 33.10

Total Assets (MM$) 1,641.45 3,556.12 21.36 259.26 5,065.20

b) Age

Age 18.71 13.56 3.00 17.00 38.00

c) Investment

Capital Intensity 0.34 0.14 0.16 0.33 0.51

R&D Intensity 0.03 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.08

d) Growth

Size Growth 0.02 0.27 -0.18 0.01 0.25

Revenue Growth 0.04 0.25 -0.19 0.04 0.27

Note: All the monetary variables are expressed in 2005 US dollars. A more detail descrip-
tion of the variables can be found in appendix L.
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One of those shocks could be originated by the dependency of the supplier on a

business relationship with these automakers. Table 4.3 shows the average percentage

of revenues that a customer-supplier relationship represents for suppliers, both in the

full sample and disaggregated by automaker.

Table 4.3: Ratio of Dependence

Automakers Mean SD Min p10 Median p90 Max

GM 21.5 16.7 0.0 7.0 16.0 43.1 98.9

Ford 24.0 17.9 0.2 6.5 18.9 49.0 99.0

Chrysler 18.4 16.6 0.4 6.6 13.8 34.5 99.3

Total 21.7 17.2 0.0 6.7 16.4 44.0 99.3

Ratio of Dependence is defined as the percentage of revenue from customer-supplier rela-
tionships to total supplier’s revenue.

Undeniably, these percentages are not trivial and, for some firms, represent the

only source of revenue. In addition, the average number of other customers (non-

automakers) is only 1.4 and only 2.6% of the suppliers reported having one other

customer that provides them larger revenues than any of the Big Three.

In sum, the fact that a significant fraction of the suppliers’ revenues comes from

the customer-relationships with the Detroit Three and the lack of other important

source of revenue, is suggestive evidence that the shock associated with this demand

component could play a significant role in the selection of firms in the market, spe-

cially when the automobile industry is trapped in a crisis.
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4.3 Matching the Model to the Data: Characterizing Supplier’s De-
mand in the Automobile Industry

Even though the model is very simple, it provides some insights about the process

of customer selection that suppliers follow. Moreover, some testable predictions can

be inferred from it. These predictions along with empirical evidence from features of

the industry will be the guide for the analysis presented in this and the next section.

1. Total factor productivity (revenue productivity) increases the benefit of having

an extra-customer, keeping everything else constant. Therefore, we will expect

that firms with higher productivity, controlling for every other aspect, have

a higher probability of entering a customer-supplier relationship and a small

probability of exiting one.

2. Controlling for total factor productivity, there are other factors that determine

the creation or dissolution of a customer-supplier relationship. Some of these

factors are idiosyncratic to the firm but other are created with the existence of

at least one customer-supplier relationship.

3. The decrease in the fixed cost with the number of suppliers might be associated

with economies of scale. Therefore, the length of a relationship will provide an

idea about the fixed costs. Empirically, they should imply less fixed costs and,

therefore, a smaller probability of exit.

4. An increase in the matching probabilities with the number of suppliers might

reflect capacity constraints. Given that I do not have information on capacity

utilization, variables that reflect the number of other customers and the size

of the business, such as the ratio of particular customer-supplier sales relative

to total sales, provide some intuition about the matching probabilities. Em-

pirically, if there are some capacity constraints, the probability of exit should
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increase in the number of commitments already acquired and decrease in the

magnitude of the existing commitments.

5. The exogenous destruction parameter is associated with a macroeconomic shock

to the industry. This might be reflected in the automakers’ dummies and con-

trolled for in the year and industry dummies. Additional characteristics at

the supplier level also control for variables that, besides productivity, affect

suppliers’ firm dynamics.

In order to assess some of those testable predictions, I characterize demand by

the three aspects of customer-supplier relationships the model tries to explain: the

stability, persistence, and dependence of suppliers on customer-supplier relationships.

4.3.1 Stability of Demand

To get a better sense of how stable customer-supplier relationships in the industry

are, turnover rates provide a reasonable proxy. Hence, I define entry rate at t as the

number of customer-supplier relationships or number of suppliers not present at t-1

but present at t divided by the total number present at t-1. Similarly, the exit rate

is defined as the number of customer-supplier relationships or number of suppliers

present at t-1 but not present at t divided by the total number present at t-1.7

As seen in figure 4.5, both exit and entry rates are rather stable over time, situated

7 There are some firms that exit and re-enter the subsequent year. If it is the case that these
customer-supplier relationships were not captured in the data given that the exchange did not
pass the threshold required for Compustat, then, counting those episodes as exit or entry might
bring excessive volatility to these measures and exit and entry rates should be redefined. However,
given that the process of selection of suppliers in the US automobile industry relies on constant
bidding per contract, it is also likely that suppliers disappear from the sample because they lost a
bid one year, even though they were the incumbents in that business relationship (Dyer (1996)).
Nevertheless, I consider entry rates as the number of customer-supplier relationships or number of
suppliers neither present at t-1 nor t-2 but present at t divided by the total number present at t-1.
Similarly, the exit rate is defined as the number of customer-supplier relationships or number of
suppliers present at t-1 and t-2 but not present at t divided by the total number present at t-1. I
find no substantial change in the patterns of entry or exit rates. Therefore, I just consider the first
definition.
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Figure 4.5: Entry and Exit Rates from a Business Relationship.
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between 10 and 20% per year. Some spikes though, in specific times, are present.

On the one hand, there is a high entry rate in the earlier eighties, probably as a

result of automobile manufacturers transforming more and more into automobile

assemblers (Klepper (2002)). On the other hand, 1998 represents an important year

for Chrysler since it was absorbed by Daimler. In this year, the company stopped all

its business relationships, resuming them in the following two years. However, the

supplier base was not the same. In fact, most of Chrysler’s old suppliers were gone.

Therefore, unusually high exit rates are observed in 1998 and substantial entry rates

are detected in 1999 and 2000.
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Since these correspond to entry and exit rates for customer-supplier relationships,

it is important to get additional insights into the selection of these processes. Thus,

table 4.4 presents the characteristics of the suppliers who just exited or entered a

business relationship.

Table 4.4: Main Characteristics of Firms Exiting and Entering

Entry Exit Mean Test

Variables Mean SD Mean SD Exit Entry

a) Size

Sales (MM$) 1,824.61 4,480.85 1,551.19 3,825.11 0.30 0.02

Employees (1000s) 9.40 20.44 8.93 22.25 0.11 0.02

Total Assets (MM$) 1,617.77 4,070.49 1,278.28 3,243.92 0.92 0.06

b) Age

Age 19.50 15.08 13.44 13.66 0.39 0.00

c) Investment

Capital Intensity 0.30 0.14 0.31 0.15 0.00 0.00

R&D Intensity 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.97 0.00

d) Growth

Size Growth 0.01 0.46 0.02 0.51 0.61 0.92

Revenue Growth -0.05 0.48 0.15 0.70 0.00 0.00

Note: All the monetary variables are expressed in 2005 US dollars. A more detail descrip-
tion of the variables can be found in appendix L.

From the 406 suppliers that stopped selling to the Big Three, 158 (38.9%) also

left the market while 248 (61.1%) stayed.8

8 At this stage, the existence of mergers between suppliers or vertical integration with automakers
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Firms that stayed in the market are, on average, slightly older, have considerably

smaller sales, employ fewer workers and have a less growth compared to suppliers in

the full sample. Nevertheless, they are not significantly different to the full sample

in terms of size (total assets) and investment measures. Therefore, there is limited

suggestive evidence of negative selection in the market together with the dissolution

of a customer-supplier relationship.

On the other hand, firms that are new to a customer-supplier relationship are,

on average, smaller and younger but posses remarkably higher growth rates than the

suppliers from the full sample. Thus, the descriptive statistics point to a selection

mechanism for engagement in a customer-supplier relationship that is conditional on

how fast a supplier is developing.

All in all, these facts provide preliminary evidence of a differentiated effect of

this dimension of the demand process on suppliers. The nature of those differences

is precisely the aim of section 4.6.

4.3.2 Persistence

An additional feature emphasized by Foster et al. (2008) was the highly persistent

nature of the demand process. Intuitively, this persistence is given to the supplier

by the duration of the relationship maintained with the customer.

For the case of the automobile industry, business relationships tend to be long-

lasting. Their average duration is 6.4 years in the aggregate and 7 years for GM,

followed by Ford and Chrysler with 6.6 and 5 years, respectively. Figure 4.6 provides

a better understanding of the distribution of the duration variable by customer.

could potentially create artificially larger exit rates. In order to handle mergers, I used the infor-
mation about the date of deletion of any company in the sample (variable dldte) and the reason for
its deletion (variable dlrsn). Among others, mergers and acquisitions correspond to an important
category. With this information, I calculated the proportion of suppliers that left both a customer-
supplier relationship and the sample at the same time due to a merger or acquisition. In the sample
of firms that exited a customer-supplier relationship, only 1.7% (7 observations) of the suppliers
left because of a merger. Thus, mergers are unlikely to bias any of the results.
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Note: Duration is expressed in years.

Figure 4.6: Duration of a Customer-Supplier Relationship, by Automaker.

Clearly, all the distributions are very skewed to the left, with half of the relation-

ships accounting for less than the average production time of a car model (5 years).

In addition, although it appears that Chrysler presents a more striking pattern, this

fact may reflect the major disruption of suppliers due to the merger episode. There-

fore, it is likely that the Big Three have quite systematic distributions of duration.

What comes as a surprise and should be an object of further research is the existence

of a significant number of one-year relationships.

Additionally, to get some insights about what types of suppliers tend to last

longer, the main economic characteristics of firms above and below the median du-

ration are shown in table 4.5.

As expected, firms with long-lasting business relationships are bigger (in every
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Table 4.5: Firms Above and Below Customer-Supplier’s Median Duration.

Variables Mean SD p10 Median p90

a) Above Median

Sales (MM$) 2,583.84 5,141.80 51.41 522.81 7.872.25

No. Employees (Thousands) 15.41 31.82 0.31 4.10 42.70

Total Assets (MM$) 1,937.26 3,692.84 33.61 346.45 6,345.24

Age 21.90 13.29 5.00 21.00 41.00

Capital Intensity 0.36 0.13 0.20 0.36 0.52

R&D Intensity 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.08

Size Growth 0.02 0.24 -0.15 0.01 0.23

Revenue Growth 0.04 0.20 -0.16 0.04 0.27

b) Below Median

Sales (MM$) 1,708.55 4,156.45 19.62 268.92 4,715.13

No. Employees (Thousands) 9.32 23.29 0.14 1.69 23.50

Total Assets (MM$) 1,342.71 3,387.89 14.85 202.21 3,359.33

Age 15.49 13.06 2.00 11.00 35.00

Capital Intensity 0.31 0.15 0.14 0.30 0.50

R&D Intensity 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.09

Size Growth 0.02 0.31 -0.22 0.00 0.29

Revenue Growth 0.05 0.30 -0.23 0.04 0.33

Note: All the monetary variables are expressed in 2005 US dollars. A more detail descrip-
tion of the variables can be found in appendix L.
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measure) and older than both the average supplier in the sample, and suppliers

that were hired for a shorter amount of time. Therefore, a selection process on the

sustainability of the relationship is expected.

Finally, if duration matters as a characteristic of the demand process, revenues

of the relationship will likely go up with its duration. This is exactly what is ob-

served in figure 4.7, where firms that remain as automotive suppliers for more years

enjoy, on average, larger payments. Thus, duration is important enough to charac-

terize demand and, more importantly, the persistence of the relationship also implies

differentiated effects on suppliers.
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Figure 4.7: Revenues from Customer-Supplier relationships by Duration.
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4.3.3 Risk diversification

A third reason for selection might be the economic dependence due to the demand

process. In this respect, figure 4.3 already showed the significant fraction of revenues

that these relationships imply for suppliers. Additionally, the number of relationships

the suppliers hold constitutes another source of dependency.

Automotive suppliers tend to be very exclusive. Figure 4.8(b) shows that the

fraction of suppliers that sell exclusively to one automaker remains above 50% over

the entire sample period, yet decreases as we approach 2007, consistent with recent

reviews on the automobile industry that say that, with the financial crisis, exclusive

contracts might no longer be strategically efficient for suppliers.

Moreover, suppliers are not only exclusive within the industry, but also rarely have

other significant customers outside the automobile industry. Note that only 2.6% of

suppliers have another business relationship as important as the one established

with the automakers. In addition, the fact that suppliers rely heavily on these types

of relationships makes them vulnerable to external shocks. Table 4.6 presents the

most important differences between suppliers that are heavily dependent on these

relationships and those suppliers that are more diversified.

The difference in sizes among those groups of firms quickly catches one’s attention.

Suppliers that have diversified the risk are, in fact, strictly bigger.

Finally, there is a larger co-movement of the size dynamics of non-diversified

firms and automakers’ characteristics than the ones created with diversified firms’

variables. In particular, the correlation of suppliers’ size growth with revenue growth

of the Big Three is 0.17 and 0.11 for non-diversified and diversified suppliers, respec-

tively. Moreover, the correlation of revenue growth of suppliers with revenue growth

of the Detroit Three is 0.23 and 0.11 for non-diversified and diversified suppliers,

respectively.
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Table 4.6: Main Characteristics of Suppliers by Diversification Status.

Variables Mean SD p10 Median p90

a) Highly Dependent

Sales (MM$) 1,996.36 4,234.19 30.19 367.68 5,868.42

No. Employees (Thousands) 11.31 24.23 0.20 2.69 30.83

Total Assets (MM$) 1,541.70 3,287.32 22.25 259.39 4,757.19

Age 18.71 13.49 3.00 17.00 38.00

Capital Intensity 0.34 0.14 0.16 0.33 0.51

R&D Intensity 0.03 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.08

Size Growth 0.03 0.25 -0.20 0.01 0.26

Revenue Growth 0.04 0.20 -0.16 0.04 0.28

b) Had Diversified the Risk

Sales (MM$) 6,161.82 10,752.03 9.63 277.30 27,699.63

No. Employees (Thousands) 42.33 73.43 0.05 2.12 185.10

Total Assets (MM$) 4,271.82 7,386.94 11.84 217.44 19,210.30

Age 18.17 15.39 2.00 13.00 42.00

Capital Intensity 0.30 0.15 0.11 0.30 0.46

R&D Intensity 0.05 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.10

Size Growth -0.02 0.20 -0.20 -0.01 0.11

Revenue Growth 0.02 0.16 -0.13 0.03 0.19

Note: All the monetary variables are expressed in 2005 US dollars. A more detail descrip-
tion of the variables can be found in appendix L.
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of Supplier by Exclusivity Relations.

In conclusion, the decision to diversify creates another potential source of selection

in the market through suppliers’ large dependence on customer-supplier relationships.

As in the previous cases, there is also a differentiated effect.
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4.3.4 The Intensive Margin

Entry and exit rates, the duration and the diversification of a relationship provide

an idea about existence of a certain dependent relationship but no guidance on the

importance of this relationship to the firms. To get additional insights into the

importance of the demand process, it is necessary to check the intensive margin or

the degree of correlation between the performance of the suppliers and customers at

different levels of dependence.

As table 4.7 summarizes, the correlation between the revenue growth of the au-

tomakers with size and revenue growth of the suppliers becomes stronger as the

revenues of the customer-supplier relationship grow. Even though this measure is

very broad and does not represent causality, it is a good start to think about ex-

clusivity and specialization as important channels through which customer-supplier

relationships select firms (Monteverde and Teece (1982)).

Table 4.7: Correlations: Supplier Size and Automakers Revenue

CS Revenue
Total Revenue

Employment Growth Revenue Growth N. Obs

0-0.1 0.0872 0.1675 697

0.1-0.2 0.1598 0.2072 1459

0.2-0.3 0.2236 0.3120 622

0.3-0.4 0.1805 0.2551 313

0.4-0.5 0.2510 0.3612 181

0.5-0.6 0.3056 0.4703 101

0.6-0.7 0.3544 0.4661 68

0.7-0.8 0.3115 0.4719 39

0.8-0.9 0.3341 0.2545 23

Given that the revenue of a relationship is an endogenous decision of both parties,
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it is extremely difficult to model. Certainly, some idiosyncratic characteristics could

potentially influence the bargaining power of the agents involved. Thus, in the

empirical specification, I will only focus on what determines demand as measured by

the three characteristics mentioned before.

4.4 The Model

4.4.1 Set Up

There are two suppliers and two automakers that play a simultaneous, three period

game in one of the N markets for auto-parts. Suppliers are looking to get contracts

or match with automakers in order to produce. When new to the market, suppliers

only have an expectation of how good a contractual relationship with a particular

automaker is going to be and only observe the truth if they are hired by that au-

tomaker. To get a contract with the automaker and to maintain the relationship,

suppliers need to exert some effort. Automakers only consider this “promised” effort

to choose between suppliers.

Suppliers

There are two suppliers trying to get a contract for auto-part K. Their possible

actions are: (i) do not try to get a contract, (ii) try to get a contract with automaker

1 only, (iii) try to get a contract with automaker 2 only or, (iv) try to get a contract

with both automaker 1 and 2. To try to get a contract (“match”) with automaker

j, supplier i must exert an effort lij P r0, l̄s that costs l2ij. In their offers suppliers

are capacity constrained: li1 ` li2 ď l̄. For simplicity, l̄ “ 1. To start a contractual

relationship, automaker j will look all l˚j offered to it and pick the highest one.

Once the contract is established, it could be broken with some probability. Sup-

pliers could decrease this rate with their effort since the disruption probability is

δplijq “ 1 ´ ψjlij. Since ψj ą 0, this probability does not go to zero even when
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the supplier exerts the maximum level of lij. Thus, there is always some positive

probability of disruption of the relationship. Without lost of generality, assume that

automaker 1 has a larger exogenous probability or breaking the relationship that

automaker 2 (ψ1 ą ψ2).

Suppliers get the following revenue from the relationship: ziξj, where zi is the

productivity of supplier i (only source of heterogeneity) and ξj represents a matching

term that measures how good the relationship with automaker j turns out. However,

those revenues are only realized ex-post. Ex-ante, the revenue of the relationship is

ziErξjs. The prior distributions of ξj are common to all suppliers and only differ

between automakers on the first moment.

Finally, suppliers face a discount factor of β and, for tractability, the model

ignores the possibility of scale economies of supplying both automakers.

The Automakers

Automakers only care about the “effort” exerted by suppliers. In the automobile

setting, effort should be thought as the price discount offered by the suppliers when

bidding for contracts. Automakers pick the supplier that offers them the highest

effort.

Key Trade-Offs

1. An increase in the effort in turn increases the probability of wining the auction

and the probability of keeping the relationship next period and actually getting

paid at the expense of increasing the cost.

2. Given a binding capacity constraint, trying to win the contract with one au-

tomaker reduces the possibilities of wining with the other automaker.
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4.4.2 Solution to the Model

I solve the game in two stages. First, supplier chooses whether try to get a contract

with automaker 1 (A1), automaker 2 (A2) or both (A1 & A2). Within these scenarios,

however, the choice is continuous since they have to decide a bidding effort (lij) that

goes from 0 to 1.

Using backwards induction, in the second stage suppliers compete a la Bertrand

for a contract taking as given their actions and their competitors’. In the first stage,

suppliers eliminate strategies that are dominated and Nash Equilibria are found.

Without lost of generality assume that supplier 1 is more productive than supplier

2 (z1 ą z2) and that both suppliers perceive A1 as more productive than A2 in

expectation (Epξ1q ą Epξ2q).

Moreover, assume that suppliers are very differentiated: 1
2
ą z2

z1
, capacity con-

straints do not allow suppliers to bid the optimal amount of effort for both au-

tomakers simultaneously: βψ1z2Erξ1s
2

`
βψ2z2Erξ2s

2
ă 1 and that capacity constraints do

not allow neither supplier to bid their maximun possible bid for both automakers

simultaneously: βψ1z2Erξ1s ` βψ2z2Erξ2s ă 1.

Second Stage

Since each supplier has 3 possible relevant actions, there are 9 possible states.

1. Both suppliers go for A1:

The problem for supplier 1 is the following:

max
tl11u

´ l211 ` βrp1´ δ1pl11qqz1Erpxi1qs

max
tl11u

´ l211 ` βrψ1l11z1Erpxi1qs

FOC:

´2l11 ` βψ1z1Erξ1s “ 0
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l˚11 “
βψ1z1Erξ1s

2

In order to earn positive profits, supplier 1 will be willing to bid an effort less

or equal to the minimum between 1 or lmax11 such that π1
1pl

max
11 q “ 0.

´l211 ` βψ1l11z1Erξ1s “ 0

lmax11 “ βψ1z1Erξ1s

Given that supplier 2 is only bidding for A1 and that supplier 1 decided only

to supply A1, the later will offer only l11 P rl
˚
11,mintl

max
11 , 1us, where l˚11 refers

to the optimal level of effort given that supplier 1 only goes for A1 and lmax11

refers to the level of effort that makes profits equal to zero.

Even if supplier 1 can win with the auction with some effort less than l˚11, it will

not be an equilibrium to do so since there is room from improvement increasing

the effort. Similarly, supplier 1 will not bid more than lmax11 since it will obtain

negative profits.

For supplier 2, the problem is symmetric, i.e., the interval of available bids is

l21 P rl
˚
21,mintl

max
21 , 1us. Expressed differently, l21 P rl

˚
21
z2
z1
,mintlmax11

z2
z1
, 1us.

Since 1
2
ą z2

z1
then βψ1z1Erξ1s

2
ą βψ1z2Erξ1s.

In this case, the gap of productivities is so large between the first and second

supplier that there is no possibility for the latter to win the auction. In this case,

the equilibrium strategies correspond to l11 “ l˚11 and l21 P rl
˚
21,mintl

max
21 , 1us.

The outcome is that supplier 1 wins the auction and supplies to A1 while

supplier 2 is left out of the market. The profits for the firms are,

π1
1 “ p

βφ1z1Epξ1q

2
q
2, π1

2 “ 0
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2. Both suppliers go for A2

Similar to case 1, the effort choice set from supplier 1 is l12 P rl
˚
12,mintl

max
12 , 1us

and from supplier 2 is l22 P rl
˚
22,mintl

max
22 , 1us. Again, since 1

2
ą z2

z1
then

βψ2z1Erξ2s
2

ą βψ2z2Erξ2s.

Given that the gap of productivities is large, the equilibrium strategies corre-

spond to l12 “ l˚12 and l22 P rl
˚
22,mintl

max
22 , 1us as in the previous case. The

outcome is that supplier 1 wins the auction and supplies to A1 while supplier

2 is out of the market. The profits for the firms are,

π2
1 “ p

βφ2z1Epξ2q

2
q
2, π2

2 “ 0

3. Supplier 1 goes to A1 and supplier 2 goes to A2

Since there is no threat of losing the auction, both suppliers offer their optimal

effort, i.e. l11 “ l˚11 and l22 “ l˚22 . Supplier 1 gets the contract only with A1

and supplier 2 supplies only to A2.

The profits for both suppliers are:

π1
1 “ p

βφ1z1Epξ1q

2
q
2, π2

2 “ p
βφ2z2Epξ2q

2
q
2

4. Supplier 1 goes to A2 and supplier 2 goes to A1

Similarly to case 3, since there is no threat of losing the auction, both suppliers

offer the optimal effort, i.e. l12 “ l˚12 and l21 “ l˚21 . Supplier 1 gets the contract

only with A2 and supplier 2 supplies only to A2.

The profits for both suppliers are:

π1
1 “ p

βφ2z1Epξ2q

2
q
2, π2

2 “ p
βφ1z2Epξ1q

2
q
2
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5. Supplier 1 goes for A1 and supplier 2 goes for A1 and A2

In this case supplier 1 has as potential bids for A1 the interval l11 P rl
˚
11,mintl

˚
11, 1us.

The strategies of supplier 2 are, however, different. Not only supplier 2 has to

account for the competition with supplier 1 for A1 but also has to realize that

there is a capacity constraint on the bids it can offer since l21 ` l22 ď 1.

If supplier 2 tries to win supplier 1 in the auction for A1, then it will obtain

negative profits in the contract with A1 and less than optimal profits for the

contract with A2. Since this profit is less than the optimal profit coming from

a contract with A2, supplier will optimally pick the resources to bid for A2 and

allocate what is left on A1.

Therefore, the bids will be:

l22 “
βψ2Erξ2sz2

2

l21 “ 1´ l22

l11 “ mint
βψ1Erξ1sz1

2
, 1´

βψ2Erξ2sz2

2
u “

βψ1Erξ1sz1

2

With which supplier 1 wins the auction for A1 and supplier 2 loses against 1

in the auction of A1 but keeps the contract with A2. The profits for the firms

are the following:

π1
1 “ p

βφ1z1Epξ1q

2
q
2, π2

2 “ p
βφ2z2Epξ2q

2
q
2

6. Supplier 1 goes for A2 and supplier 2 goes for A1 and A2

This case is similar to case 5. Supplier 1 has as potential bids for A2 the interval

of bids l12 P rl
˚
12,mintl

˚
12, 1us. On the other hand, the strategies of supplier 2

have to take into account the capacity constraint.
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If supplier 2 tries to win supplier 1 in the auction for A2, then it will obtain

negative profits in that contract and less than optimal profits for the contract

with A1. Since this profit is less than the optimal profit coming from a contract

with A1, supplier 2 will optimally pick the resources to bid for A1 and allocate

what is left on A2.

Therefore, the bids will be:

l21 “
βψ1Erξ1sz2

2

l22 “ 1´ l21

l11 “ mint
βψ2Erξ2sz1

2
, 1´

βψ1Erξ1sz2

2
u “

βψ2Erξ2sz1

2

Implying that supplier 1 wins the auction for A2 against supplier 2, which

keeps the contract with A1. The profits for the firms are the following:

π2
1 “ p

βφ2z1Epξ2q

2
q
2, π1

2 “ p
βφ1z2Epξ1q

2
q
2

7. Supplier 1 goes for A1 and A2 and supplier 2 goes for A1:

In this case, the situation is different because supplier 1 can beat supplier 2

in the contract with automaker 1. Therefore, the optimal strategies for both

players are:

l11 “
βψ1Erξ1sz1

2

amount with which supplier 1 wins the auction for a contract with automaker

1.

l12 “ 1´
βψ1Erξ1sz1

2

l21 “ r
βψ1Erξ1sz2

2
, βψ1Erξ1sz2s
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This imply the following results:

π1
1 “ p

βφ1z1Epξ1q

2
q
2,

π2
1 “ βz1rψ1Erξ1s ` ψ2Erξ2ss´

´ p
βφ1z1Epξ1q

2
q
2
`
ψ2Erξ2ssβ

2z2
1ψ1ψ2Erξ1sErξ2s

2
´ 1

π1,2
1 “ βz1rψ1Erξ1s ` ψ2Erξ2ss `

ψ2Erξ2ssβ
2z2

1ψ1ψ2Erξ1sErξ2s

2
´ 1

π1
2 “ π2

2 “ 0

8. Supplier 1 goes for A1 & A2 and supplier 2 goes for A2

Similarly to subsection 2.1.7, supplier 1 can always win supplier 2 in the bid

for the contract with automaker 2 according to case 2.1.2.

Therefore, the optimal strategies for both players are:

l12 “
βψ2Erξ2sz1

2

amount with which supplier 1 wins the auction for a contract with automaker

2.

l11 “ 1´
βψ2Erξ2sz1

2

l22 “ r
βψ2Erξ2sz2

2
, βψ2Erξ2sz2s

That imply the following results:
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π2
1 “ p

βφ2z1Epξ2q

2
q
2,

π1
1 “ βz1rψ1Erξ1s ` ψ2Erξ2ss´

´ p
βφ2z1Epξ2q

2
q
2
`
ψ2Erξ2ssβ

2z2
1ψ1ψ2Erξ1sErξ2s

2
´ 1

π1,2
1 “ βz1rψ1Erξ1s ` ψ2Erξ2ss `

ψ2Erξ2ssβ
2z2

1ψ1ψ2Erξ1sErξ2s

2
´ 1

π1
2 “ π2

2 “ 0

9. Supplier 1 goes for A1 & A2 and supplier 2 goes for A1 & A2

In this case, supplier 1 (knowing that he is the most productive one) has to

decide how to allocate his resources between the two automakers.

Since the contract with automaker 1 gives strictly higher profitst to supplier 1

than trying to get both, supplier one will make sure to win on it.

Therefore, the strategies are:

l11 “ 1´
βψ1Erξ1sz1

2

l22 “ βψ2Erξ2sx2

With the following results:

π1
1 “ p

βφ2z1Epξ2q

2
q
2, π2

1 “ 0

π1
2 “ π2

2 “ 0

Here, it is important to keep in mind that although supplier 2 wins no positive

benefits, he got the contract with automaker 2.
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p
βφ1z1Epξ1q

2
q2 p

βφ2z1Epξ2q
2

q2 βz1rψ1Erξ1s `

ψ2Erξ2ss `
ψ2Erξ2ssβ2z2

1ψ1ψ2Erξ1sErξ2s

2
´

1

0 p
βφ1z2Epξ1q

2
q2 0

p
βφ1z1Epξ1q

2
q2 p

βφ2z1Epξ2q
2

q2 βz1rψ1Erξ1s `

ψ2Erξ2ss `
ψ2Erξ2ssβ2z2

1ψ1ψ2Erξ1sErξ2s

2
´

1

p
βφ2z2Epξ2q

2
q2 0 0

p
βφ1z1Epξ1q

2
q2 p

βφ2z1Epξ2q
2

q2 p
βφ1z1Epξ1q

2
q2

p
βφ2z2Epξ2q

2
q2 p

βφ1z2Epξ1q
2

q2 0
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Figure 4.9: Payoff Matrix

4.4.3 Second Stage

Now that the supplier know their strategies within all the discrete choice possibilities,

they decide over the payoffs from each possible combination of actions. Since it

is simultaneous game, the second stage could be describe as the following payoff-

strategy matrix.

In sum, accounting for all possible cases, there are only two possible equilibria

in the model: (i) sorting equilibria where supplier 1 (the most productive supplier)

contract with A 1 (the most productive automaker) and supplier 2 contract with A2

and (ii) equilibria where supplier 1 takes-it-all.
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4.5 Second Period

From the first stage, there are two possible equilibria:

1. Supplier 1 takes the contract with automaker 1 and 2.

2. Supplier 1 takes the contract with automaker 1 and supplier 2 takes the contract

with automaker 2.

In t “ 1, ξ1 and ξ2 are revealed to supplier 1 in the first case and ξ1 to supplier

1 and ξ2 to supplier 2 in the second case.

With the new information, firms reoptimize their decision from t “ 1 to t “ 2.

Suppliers leave a relationship that gives them negative profits.

4.6 What Explains Demand?

From the previous two sections, three dimensions have characterized customer-supplier

relationships. The aim of this section is to use those dimensions to empirically test

the hypothesis mentioned in section 4.3.

In that sense, the determinants of an entry or exit decision from a customer-

supplier relationship will be empirically tested with a probit, the persistence of the

relationship with a survival/duration model and the decision to serve to more than

one customer with a multinomial logit.

Regarding the choice of variables, according to the model and the economic

literature on selection, firms’ size dynamics are highly dependent on idiosyncratic

firm profitability factors such as productivity (Jovanovic (1982), Hopenhayn (1992),

Melitz (2003)), age (Dunne et al. (1989), Jovanovic (1982), Thompson (2005)), size

(Dunne et al. (1989)), financial constraints (Cooley and Quadrini (2001), Cabral and

Mata (2003)), cumulative physical capital, (Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2006),

Dyer (1996), Williams (2011)) and cumulative knowledge capital (Aw et al. (2011)).
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Moreover, the management literature includes variables that reflect the specificity

of products such as R&D intensity (Raman and Shahrur (2008)), Holmström and

Roberts (1998), Milgrom and Roberts (1990) and capital intensity or median intangi-

bility ratio (Williams (2011)), the length or the relationship, (Dyer and Chu (2000))

and the dependency on the relationship (Monteverde and Teece (1982), Arora et al.

(2001), Arora and Bokhari (2006), Gonzalez et al. (2004), Dyer (1996), Dyer and

Chu (2000) and Clark and Fujimoto (1991)).

Therefore, I try to balance in my specifications the relative impact of traditional

sources of selection and the impact of factors created by the existence of the rela-

tionship, where the model did not have a clear prediction. My first hypothesis is

that the traditional factors will play an important role on the characterization of

demand, which will provide a large firm-level correlation between the usual mea-

sures of selection and the demand process. Second, I believe factors that proxy for

specialization will also be highly determinant of this process (Monteverde and Teece

(1982)). Finally, I attempt to test the implications of the model mentioned in section

4.3.

A detailed description of the estimation of total factor productivity (TFP) and

the construction of the other variables included in the estimations can be found in

Appendix K and L, respectively.

4.6.1 Entry and Exit

Exit

In order to empirically understand the determinants of exiting a customer-supplier

relationship, a Probit model is used. With the purpose of avoiding simultaneity bias,

the dependent variable corresponds to the probability of exiting the relationship the

following year.

The results for the three most important specifications are presented in table
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4.8. As mentioned, specification (1) contains only the most commonly used firms’

idiosyncratic factors to determine selection, such as tfp, age, size, physical and knowl-

edge cumulative capital, and the degree of leverage of the firm. I consider this my

benchmark specification since it is the one that encompasses the main findings of

the literature up to date. In addition to those variables, specification (2) includes

what the managerial literature suggests are the most important determinants of the

selection of suppliers or the decision to vertically integrate. Variables such as length,

dependence and exclusivity of the relationship are added. Moreover, I also include

dummies for the characteristics of the automakers. Finally, specification (3) adds

the revenue of the relationship as an additional factor. Its purpose is to get a better

sense of the degree the first or second group of variables are a reflection of the size

of the purchase from the suppliers.

Several results are worth discussing. The first interesting finding is the highly

significant impact of tfp on the probability of exit for all the specifications consistent

with the implications of the model. According to the marginal effects estimates,

an increase of one unit of tfp decreases the probability of exit by 5.8, 5.7 and 9%

between specifications (1) to (3), respectively. Therefore, the demand process is

highly correlated with the productivity measure on a firm level basis.

Second, in addition to tfp, the traditional group of variables in the selection

literature is highly significant. For instance, small firms have a higher probability of

exit relative to larger firms of 3.7, 3.4 and 5%. Similarly, an expenditure of one million

2005 US dollars in R&D increases the probability of exit by approximately 0.001%,

whereas the same investment in physical capital decreases the likelihood of leaving by

0.002%. Although very small, the last fact supports the argument of Monteverde and

Teece (1982) and Williams (2011) whereby more specialized firms, namely, the ones

which have devoted significant amounts of money and accumulated specific capital

for the production of inputs relevant to the customer-supplier relationship, are more
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Table 4.8: Exit Decision of a Customer-Supplier Relationship.

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3)

TFP -0.282*** -0.282*** -0.465***
(0.107) (0.109) (0.128)

Age -0.000 -0.001 0.001
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003)

Small Firm 0.180** 0.167** 0.260***
(0.082) (0.082) (0.092)

Accumulated Knowledge Capital 0.000** 0.000* 0.000***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Accumulated Physical Capital -0.000** -0.000* -0.000***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Capital Intensity -0.244 -0.242 -0.318
(0.244) (0.245) (0.270)

R&D Intensity -0.075 0.002 -0.123
(0.578) (0.581) (0.688)

Leverage 0.385*** 0.389*** 0.462***
(0.115) (0.117) (0.137)

Ford 0.015 0.037
(0.062) (0.069)

Chrysler 0.171** 0.159**
(0.071) (0.081)

Previous Experience -0.033 -0.010
(0.085) (0.097)

Length 0.003 0.010
(0.007) (0.007)

Diversification 0.319** 0.280*
(0.161) (0.165)

CS Sales
Total Sales

-1.284***

(0.227)

Industry FE x x x
Year FE x x x

Observations 3,970 3,970 3,358

Standard errors in parenthesis. *** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă 0.1
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likely to remain connected.

Similarly, as argued by some industry specialists, automakers are revising the re-

lationships they hold with suppliers using suppliers’ leverage level as one of the most

important determinants of selection. Consistently, the leverage variable is highly sig-

nificant in all specifications. Particularly, if a company acquires debt in the amount

of its total assets, the probability of exit increases by 7.9%, 7.9% and 8.9%, respec-

tively.

Third, specifications (2) and (3) consider other variables resulting from the exis-

tence of the relationship. For instance, if there exists at least one other customer that

accounts for a larger fraction of revenues compared to automakers, the probability

of exit increases by 6.5 and 5.4%, respectively. This is a particularly novel finding

that might reflect strategically exclusive relationships or capacity constraints of the

suppliers which deserve further attention.

One surprise is that the length of the relationship is not significant in any of

the specifications. A possible explanation for this finding points to the contracting

procedures established by the US automakers whereby bids have to be submitted for

every task and the incumbent has no advantage competing in these auctions.

Specification (2) and (3) also include dummies that account for Ford and Chrysler

characteristics. Only the Chrysler dummy is significant. However, this might re-

flect the disruption effects of the merger on the customer-supplier relationships that

Chrysler maintained before 1998. Additionally, this fact is interesting since it raises

the question of how disruptive mergers may be on the industry’s suppliers. This

topic, though, is left for future research.

Finally, specification (3) includes the fraction of the revenue that the relationship

generates. An increase in the revenues of the relationship by 10% of suppliers’ total

revenue decreases the probability of exit by 2.5%. Moreover, with the addition of this

variable, the coefficient on the Chrysler dummy becomes insignificant. Therefore,
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that dummy is probably not solely measuring the effect of the disruption by the

merger, but rather, in addition to the effect of suppliers depending less on Chrysler

relative to the other two automakers.

Overall, the coefficients on the exit model reflect very reasonable facts and are

highly consistent with the predictions of the model and the findings in the literature of

selection into the market. Moreover, if the data agrees with the model, they suggest

that the decreasing likelihood of getting a new client, given capacity constraints of

the suppliers or the desire to have exclusive suppliers by the automakers, overcome

the savings and economies of scale acquired with a new client.

Entry

For the entry specification, some assumptions had to be made. In order to find the

determinants of entry, suppliers that engage in a customer-supplier relationships must

be compared with potential entrants that decide not to enter or were not matched

with any automaker.

The problem is that I do not know the identities of the potential entrants. There-

fore, the approach I follow is to consider potential entrants as all the suppliers that

have a relationship with any firm in the 2-digit SIC industry of automobile man-

ufacturers, i.e, the Transportation and Equipment Industry. Then, the dependent

variable is defined as the probability of entry in a customer-supplier relationship

with an automobile manufacturer in the following year. It is also worth noticing

that in these regressions I am using a proxy for tfp, namely, deflated revenue per

worker, since the productivity coefficients are not easily extrapolated for this group

of entrants.

Table 4.9 summarizes the results. Specification (1) is presented following the

traditional selection models, and specification (2) includes additional variables that

measure pre-entry experience (Thompson (2005)) and pre-existing relationships such
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as number of other customers, current benefits of other relationships and the exis-

tence of a more important customer.

Table 4.9: Entry Decision of a Customer-Supplier Relationship.

VARIABLES (1) (2)

Revenue per Worker 1.788*** 1.868***
(0.570) (0.617)

Age -0.009** -0.012**
(0.005) (0.005)

Small Firm -0.536*** -0.669***
(0.128) (0.149)

Accumulated Knowledge Capital -0.000 -0.000
(0.001) (0.001)

Accumulated Physical Capital 0.001* 0.001
(0.001) (0.001)

Capital Intensity 1.755*** 1.797***
(0.440) (0.496)

R&D Intensity -0.504 -1.136
(0.808) (0.928)

Leverage - 0.772*** -0.823***
(0.239) (0.273)

Previous Experience -1.148***
(0.162)

Number of Other Customers 0.000
(0.056)

Revenues from Other CS Relationships 0.000
(0.000)

Risk Diversification 0.418

(0.375)

Industry FE x x
Year FE x x

Observations 782 671

Standard errors in parenthesis. *** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă 0.1
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There are several interesting findings that mainly corroborate the importance

of some determinants with the previous analysis. First, the traditional variables

for selection matter as well and, in fact, are more important for the determination

of entry relative to exit. As in the exit case, revenue per worker is consistently

significant throughout all specifications. In particular, a 0.1 increase in this ratio

implies an increase in the probability of entry by 5.4% and 5.2%, respectively.

Furthermore, both age and size are significant sources of selection into customer-

supplier relationships, consistent with the model of Jovanovic (1982). Bigger firms

are 16% and 18.6% more likely to start a relationship with an automaker than their

smaller counterparts. However, older firms slightly decrease the probability of entry

with marginal effects of 0.2 and 0.3%, respectively. On the investment measures,

accumulated physical and knowledge capital do not appear to play an important

role for entry, even though they were significant in the exit model, a fact that might

reflect that investment is made for and inside a relationship.

Additionally, capital-intensive firms are more likely to obtain a contract with the

automakers. More specifically, if the suppliers accumulate the amount of capital

equivalent to 10% of their total assets, the probability of entry increases by approxi-

mately 5%, consistent with the fact that most suppliers come from industries such as

Electronics and Metal Production, among others. On the contrary, R&D intensity

does not appear to matter, suggesting that any customized innovation is made after

the relationship is in place.

Moreover, as expected, the level of leverage is important as a selection mecha-

nism. Firms with high levels of debt are not likely to obtain a relationship with an

automaker and their probability of entry is decreased by 2.2% for each 0.1 increase

in this ratio. Thus, relative to other sub-industries in the Transportation Sector, au-

tomakers are actually prioritizing suppliers without financial distress to create their

supplier base.
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Second, except for previous experience, the traditional variables for selection ac-

count for all the decisions. As observed in specification (2), the existence of previous

experience in the Transportation sector decreases the probability of entry. On the

other hand, it is interesting to notice that variables measuring the degree of de-

pendence on other customers are not significant to predict entry into a business

relationship with the automakers.

Finally, it is worthwhile to mention that although made with different samples,

both entry and exit models reflect the importance of the same traditional variables

of selection in the market on the selection into a customer-supplier relationship.

However, they are largely more relevant when predicting entry whereas exit is signif-

icantly determined by a set of variables inherent to the customer-supplier relationship

or reflecting experience in other similar relationships.

4.6.2 Duration

As a second fact, the demand process is persistent, and the aim of this subsection is

to understand why.

Using a simple non-parametric analysis, figure 4.10 presents the Kaplan-Meier

estimates of the survivor function (Kaplan and Meier (1958)) which accounts for the

probability of survival after a customer-supplier relationship of duration t. As shown,

it is consistently decreasing as longer relationships are considered. In particular, the

first three years appear to be critical for survival. However, even after five years (the

estimated life span of a car model), on average, one of two suppliers will leave the

relationship.
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Figure 4.10: Kaplan-Meier Survival Estimate.

If the estimates are disaggregated by automaker, figure 4.11 shows that the

Chrysler’s Kaplan-Meier estimates are significantly different from the other two. This

fact, as before, is attributed to the disruption episode caused by the 1998 merger

and not to a systematic difference in the contracting schemes by the Big Three.
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Figure 4.11: Kaplan-Meier Survival Estimate by Automaker.

Even though these estimates are somewhat informative, they do not control for

other mechanisms besides time. Therefore, the empirical assessment relies on the

estimation of a semi-parametric hazard model. In the model, the hazard rate refers

to the risk faced by the supplier of exiting the business relationship.

Particularly, I analyze how the hazard rate of exit at each year throughout the

duration of the relationship, h(t), is affected by firm-specific idiosyncratic factors

as well as factors created on the relationship. To avoid specifying a baseline hazard

distribution, a Cox Proportional Hazard Model (Cox (1972)) is used. In this model, I

consider time-invariant and time-varying covariates; therefore, the hazard rate takes

the following form,

ht “ h0ptqexppβ1x1 ` ...` βkxk ` gptqpγ1z1 ` ...` γmzmqq (4.1)

where x and z correspond to the time invariant and time variant covariates, respec-
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tively. The model will provide estimates of the β and γ-coefficients but will not allow

for the estimation of h0.

Table 4.6 summarizes the results of the Cox model with three specifications similar

to the ones presented in the exit model.9

These findings support the main results found in the exit model. Stated another

way, they reveal that the persistence of a customer-supplier relationship is determined

by the same variables that determine the selection of suppliers.

Regarding the first group of variables as before, tfp represents an important

factor in the decrease of the exit hazard rate. Specifically, a point increase in tfp

decreases the hazard rate by 29.2%, 30% and 40% for every specification, respectively.

Similarly, older firms tend to reduce the hazard rate; although their effect dissipates

when the revenue of the relationship is included. It is interesting to note that age

might also be the result of past shocks to the firms’ variables preventing them from

leaving the relationship.

Moreover, both cumulative knowledge and physical capital have an impact on the

hazard rates. On the one hand, an increase in one million 2005 US dollars on R&D

accumulated expenditures increases hazard of failure by approximately 0.01%. On

the other hand, an increase in one million US dollars of 2005 on accumulated capital

expenditures decreases the hazard rate by approximately 0.02%.

In the second specification, surprisingly, the presence of one or more different

important clients increases the hazard by 68% and 61% suggesting that the decrease

in the fixed costs are not enough to recover the decrease in matching probabilities

and exogenous destruction.

9 In all the specifications, the Cox model passed the test of proportional-hazards assumption on all
variables. Moreover, both time invariant models, exponential and Weibull specifications were also
run with qualitative similar results. However, time variant specifications are more realistic given
that I consider a large span of time in my sample. Furthermore, these parametric models are not
shown in the paper since they require a parameterization of the baseline hazard rate about which
there is not much theoretical background.
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Table 4.10: Determinants of Duration: Cox Survival Analysis.

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3)

TFP -0.345** -0.352** -0.508**
(0.166) (0.166) (0.198)

Age -0.010*** -0.011*** -0.007
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Small Firm 0.193 0.160 0.280*
(0.127) (0.128) (0.145)

Accumulated Knowledge Capital 0.000** 0.000** 0.000***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Accumulated Physical Capital -0.000** -0.000** -0.000***
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Capital Intensity -0.395 -0.373 -0.553
(0.387) (0.388) (0.435)

R&D Intensity -0.081 0.072 -0.149
(0.825) (0.832) (0.978)

Leverage 0.572*** 0.492*** 0.541***
(0.167) (0.168) (0.204)

Risk Diversification 0.523** 0.477**
(0.230) (0.235)

Ford 0.117 0.149
(0.101) (0.114)

Chrysler 0.448*** 0.436***
(0.108) (0.123)

CS Sales
Total Sales

-1.841***

(0.406)

Industry FE x x x
Observations 3,921 3,921 3,310

Standard errors in parenthesis. *** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă 0.1
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Finally, as expected, a larger economic dependence on the relationship decreases

the failure rate. Specifically, a 10% increase in the revenue of the relationship relative

to total revenues decreases the hazard rate by 7.4%. These results suggest that there

is some selection of firms into the relationship based on the second group of variables

included in specifications (2) and (3).

In sum, persistence is driven by the same sources of selection throughout the du-

ration of the relationship. However, the more important determinants of persistence

are represented by the variables created by the repetition of the relationship such as

the monetary transfer and the appearance of other big customers.

4.6.3 Risk-diversification

I now turn to the final key characteristic of demand. To fully characterize the demand

process, it is necessary that this process provides a selection mechanism of firms, in

this case, through suppliers’ dependence on customer-supplier relationships.

The empirical strategy in this section relies on two models: a Probit model that

uses the probability of an exclusive relationship as the dependent variable, and a

Multinomial Logit with the dependent variable representing the probability of an

exclusive relationship, a two-customer relationship or a totally shared relationship

with the automakers in the following year. Table 4.11 summarizes the results. Spec-

ification (1) refers to the Probit model whereas specification (2) considers the Multi-

nomial Logit with supplying all the Big Three as the base category.

In the Probit model, maintaining exclusive relationships is highly associated with

the traditional set of idiosyncratic firm level variables. On the one hand, productivity

is a large determinant since a unit increase in this measure causes a 13.8% increase of

the probability of having an exclusive relationship relative to a more diversified one.

On the other hand, older, but smaller, firms tend to engage in exclusive relationships,

adding to the hypothesis of capacity constraints faced by some of the suppliers.
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Table 4.11: Determinants of Exclusive Relationships. Probit and Multinomial Logit.

VARIABLES (1) (2)

I II

TFP 0.425*** 0.570** -0.305
(0.130) (0.290) (0.306)

Age 0.012*** 0.018*** -0.005
(0.003) (0.006) (0.007)

Small Firm 0.171* 0.561** 0.441*
(0.099) (0.225) (0.232)

Accumulated Knowledge Capital 0.000 0.000 -0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Accumulated Physical Capital 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Capital Intensity 0.611** 0.560 -1.112*
(0.293) (0.601) (0.637)

R&D Intensity 1.201** 4.252** 3.324*
(0.598) (1.856) (1.916)

Leverage -0.575*** -1.164*** -0.334
(0.149) (0.302) (0.306)

Risk Diversification 0.682*** 1.749*** 1.018
(0.214) (0.641) (0.718)

Length -0.078*** -0.133*** 0.017
(0.008) (0.018) (0.018)

Previous Experience -0.195* -0.354 -0.014
(0.104) (0.216) (0.232)

Industry FE x x x
Year FE x x x
Observations 1,986 2,011 2,011

Standard errors in parenthesis. *** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă 0.1
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In addition, it is worth highlighting that more capital and R&D intensive firms

are also more likely to engage in exclusive relationships with one automaker. If both

variables are increased by 10% of the value of the company’s assets, the probability

of establishing exclusive relationships with automakers increases by 3.9% and 2%,

respectively. Following the management literature, these results are very sensible

if we consider exclusivity promoted by strategic incentives of the automakers that

aim to avoid leakages of information suppliers acquired through specific investments.

Moreover, the importance of the suppliers’ financial strength to form exclusive rela-

tionships is generally in line with the current strategies of automakers for the selection

of their supplier base.

Less expected is the fact that the longer the relationship, the less likely it is to

stay as an exclusive one. In particular, one extra year decreases the likelihood of

supplying to only one automaker by 2.5 percent points. As it is stated on the model,

this fact might evidence the existence of capacity constraints preventing the suppliers

to contract with numerous clients.

When disaggregating the impact by the number of the Big Three supplied on

the Multinomial Logit, the coefficients reveal even more interesting dynamics. For

instance, tfp only matters to explain the exclusive relationships; however, once the

supplier wants to sell to two or more automakers, tfp is no longer important.

More surprisingly, this pattern is also shared by several other variables excluding

size. For instance, age, leverage, R&D intensity and risk diversification are extremely

valuable for exclusive relationships, but they are not significant for more diversified

relationships. Again, the results may reflect capacity constraints.

4.6.4 Implications of the results

Given the large amount of information, the aim of this subsection is to group the

most important findings and state their relevance. In particular, there are four main
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take-aways for the reader.

First, throughout all the specifications, the empirical evidence is consistent with

the model given that the process of selecting suppliers into customer-supplier rela-

tionships shares several characteristics with the process of selecting firms into the

market. For instance, tfp, capital and knowledge accumulation, financial situation,

age, and size correspond to some of the most important determinants for selection in

customer-supplier relationships. Given that I assumed these relationships were one

possible characterization of a demand process, similar to the one described by Foster

et al. (2008), the results imply a high firm-level correlation between demand and

firm idiosyncratic factors. This fact is particularly true for the entry into customer-

supplier relationships, although it also represents an important determinant of the

exit decision, the survival pattern and the diversification of the customer-supplier

relationships.

Second, in addition to idiosyncratic factors, other important sources of selection

correspond to variables created during the relationship including existence of other

customers and revenue which supports the evidence provided by Monteverde and

Teece (1982) and suggests that although there is a high correlation between factors

that select firms on customer-supplier relationships and into the market, this cor-

relation is not perfect. The demand process, thus, implies one different source of

selection very much in the line of Foster et al. (2008). Moreover, these results find

support in the claims of automakers and the US government, where suppliers are

at or close to bankruptcy despite their own capabilities and mostly due to pause or

decline in the revenues from their customer-supplier relationships.

Third, there is some evidence that either capacity constraints or the desire of

automakers to maintain exclusive customer-supplier relationships provide stronger

incentives to suppliers than the economies of scale of supplying more customers

when deciding to supply one more automaker.
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Finally, these determinants remain highly consistent on all dimensions of the

demand process. The robustness of these results allows me to consider these factors

as significantly driving automakers and suppliers’ strategic and contracting decisions.

In this sense, the document implies a baseline for a careful description of the objective

function of suppliers and automakers when contracting with each other.

4.7 Conclusions

According to recent economic literature on selection, demand might represent a key

source of selection (Foster et al. (2008)). Thus, it is of first-order importance to

understand clearly what are its key determinants in order to get a better sense about

the objective function of firms when they are deciding to create or dissolve business

relationships, as well as the strategic incentives involved. However, no major studies

have developed this further.

In this paper, I consider customer-supplier relationships as a potential interpreta-

tion for this demand process and estimate its determinants in the context of the US

automobile market. By using an understudied portion of the Compustat database,

I characterize demand by the stability, duration, and dependence of suppliers on

customer-supplier relationships.

The results reveal a rich set of variables determining customer-supplier relation-

ships and, moreover, represent novel findings in some areas of the literature. A

first interesting finding describes how the formation and dissolution of customer-

supplier relationships, just like firms’ overall entry/exit processes, depend on tra-

ditional sources of firm heterogeneity such as productivity. However, besides pro-

ductivity, the exit and persistence of the relationships is mostly driven by variables

developed during the relationship such as the length, dependence and degree of

specialization of the relationship. Therefore, it is likely that demand represents a

different mechanism of selection as opposed to productivity. Moreover, the duration
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and risk diversification model provide supportive evidence of capacity constraints or

strategic incentives of automakers to contract exclusively with one supplier.

More importantly, given that the main results are robust throughout the spec-

ifications, the paper provides stable patterns on suppliers’ demand. At this point,

it is also important to recall that these coefficients are estimated in a period before

the recent automobile crisis. In this sense, they are, in some way, “steady-state”

parameters and, thus, can be extrapolated to the current environment to explain

why the automotive suppliers are at the edge or in bankruptcy.

This paper represents a first step in establishing the importance of the formation

of “customer” capital in firms’ size dynamics.

Three lines of further research are worth recognizing. First, even though these

findings relied on variables that are commonly used as determinants of selection

and others that are typically found in the management literature, their inclusion is

based on empirical work. Therefore, a natural extension is the construction of a

theory and structural model that can handle these findings by jointly modeling the

process of productivity and demand where selection of firms in the market and in

customer-supplier relationships can be simultaneously simulated. Second, how this

process compares to other factors that might cause selection in the industry is still

unknown and remains an open question which deserves further study. Third, there

are some other results that deserve further attention despite not being the focus of

this paper: The disruptive effect of a merger and its pernicious impact on suppliers’

size dynamics, the existence of very short-term relationships for projects that tend

to be extensive, and the capacity constraints of suppliers. All in all, I believe this is

a suitable topic for several paths of undoubtedly worthwhile research.

The acquisition of data such as the Economic Census will be a clear improvement

from the current data used in the document since it provides critical information

about quantity and plant’s production activity for the entire universe of establish-
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ments with paid employees. Thus, it will allow the identification of the effects of

physical productivity, exogenous demand shocks and endogenous demand processes

in the decision of the suppliers to engage in customer-supplier relationships. That

said, it is worth noticing that the Census data provides a new set of challenges in

this pursuit. Fundamentally, Census data is only available every five years in years

ending in 2 or 7 and it does not provide a straightforward link between customers

and suppliers.

The former becomes an issue since the definition of exit and entry becomes wider.

If I decide to only include the automobile industry, the 5 year period is problematic

since that is exactly the average time of model change. Therefore, all the customer-

supplier relationships with 5 years or less will be left out of the analysis. According

to the sample of US automotive suppliers in the paper, they correspond to 50% of

the total number of customer-supplier relationships.

A second issue corresponds to the lack of a straightforward link between customers

and suppliers. In this respect, one alternative is the Commodity Flow Survey (CFS)

recently used by Atalay et al. (2012), Hillberry and Hummels (2003), Hillberry and

Hummels (2008) and Holmes and Stevens (2010), Holmes and Stevens (2012) to

study patterns of transactions after vertical integrations and patterns of trade. The

CFS provides data on shipments originating from mining, manufacturing, wholesale

and catalog and mail-order retail establishments. The shipments are defined as “an

individual movement of commodities from an establishment to a customer or to

another location in the originating company”, which corresponds to information on

the supplier’s side. Moreover, there is a link that allows the researchers to merge the

identifier codes of the CFS to the Economic Census.

However, the CFS data only provides the zip code from the customer if it is lo-

cated withing the Unites States and the zip code of the port from which the shipment

was dispatched overseas in case of a foreign customer. In that sense, it is difficult to
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clearly match the suppliers with the customers at the establishment levels. To over-

come this problem, Atalay et al. (2012) work with several specification where they

match by hand the commodity codes with the closest 4-digit SIC code and use the

latter jointly with the zip code information to infer the establishment to which the

shipment was sent. Since they are only interested in intra-firm shipments relative to

outside-the-firm shipments, the match does not need to be made by establishment,

while for the purpose of this paper, it is critical to have a establishment level match.

Thus, the potential use of the CFS combined with the Economic Census depends

crucially on the quality of the match.

In the case of a good match of the CFS and the Economics Census, the exact

nature of the demand process could be modeled as a function of the determinants

specified in section 4.6 in the paper. Specifically, the presence of quantity data will

allow me to disentangle physical productivity from a demand component (endogenous

and exogenous) and transform the paper into a direct extension of Foster et al. (2008)

instead of an interpreting what the demand process could be embedding.
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Appendix A

Data Appendix

1. Firm-level customs data:

Customs data comes from the Peruvian Tax Authority and consist in detailed

information of all the trade transactions made by all firms in Peru. For the

analysis, I consider all the firm-level annual exports of products in Chapters

61 and 62 of the HST code from the 2000-2012 period.

These data contain, among other variables, information on the exporter name

and tax ID, the FOB and CIF values of the transaction, the origin and des-

tination country, as well as the duties paid and a detailed description of the

products and exporters. Products are defined in the 10-digit HS code.

2. Firms’ characteristics:

The main source of firm-level information is the National Economic Survey

(EEA). This consists in a representative survey of the manufacturing industry

in Peru and, effectively, a census of medium and large firms.

The survey spans from 2007 to present and includes firm-level variables such
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as revenues, value added, expenditures and composition of the firms. Most of

these variables are reported in Nuevos Soles, the Peruvian currency. Therefore,

I use the annual exchange rates given by the Peruvian Reserve Bank to convert

these figures to US dollars.
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Appendix B

Quality definition

The high-quality good (h) is defined by apparel made of Peruvian cotton. The low-

quality good (l) is defined as apparel made of synthetic or man-made fibers.

At the 10-digit HS code, cotton clothes are defined by the products belonging to

the following HS codes: “6101200000”, “6102200000”, “6103220000”, “6103320000”,

“6103420000”, “6104192000”, “6104220000”, “6104320000”, “6104420000”, “6104520000”,

“6104620000”, “6105100041”, “6105100042”, “6105100049”, “6105100051”, “6105100052”,

“6105100059”, “6105100080”, “6105100091”, “6105100092”, “6105100099”, “6106100021”,

“6106100022”, “6106100029”, “6106100031”, “6106100032”, “6106100039”, “6106100090”,

“6107110000”, “6107210000”, “6107910000”, “6108210000”, “6108310000”, “6108910000”,

“6109100031”, “6109100032”, “6109100039”, “6109100041”, “6109100042”, “6109100049”,

“6109100050”, “6110201010”, “6110201090”, “6110202000”, “6110203000”, “6110209010”,

“6110209090”, “6111200000”, “6112110000”, “6114200000”, “6115950000”, “6116920000”,

“6201120000”, “6201920000”, “6202120000”, “6202920000”, “6203220000”, “6203320000”,

“6203421010”, “6203421020”, “6203422010”, “6203422020”, “6203429010”, “6203429020”,

“6204120000”, “6204220000”, “6204320000”, “6204420000”, “6204520000”, “6204620000”,
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“6205200000”, “6206300000”, “6207110000”, “6207210000”, “6207910000”, “6208210000”,

“6208910000”, “6209200000”, “6211320000”, “6111420000”, “6213200000”.

Moreover, at the 10-digit HS code, synthetic and man-made clothes are defined

by the products belonging to the following HS codes: “6101300000”, “6102300000”,

“6103102000”, “6103230000”, “6103330000”, “6103430000”, “6104130000”, “6104230000”,

“6104330000”, “6104430000”, “6104530000”, “6104630000”, “6105201000”, “6105209000”,

“6106200000”, “6107120000”, “6107220000”, “6107991000”, “6108110000”, “6108220000”,

“6108320000”, “6108920000”, “6109901000”, “6110301000”, “6110309000”, “6111300000”,

“6112120000”, “6112310000”, “6112410000”, “6114300000”, “6115101000”, “6115109000”,

“6115210000”, “6115220000”, “6115301000”, “6115960000”, “6116930000”, “6117901000”,

“6201130000”, “6201930000”, “6202130000”, “6202930000”, “6203120000”, “6203230000”,

“6203330000”, “6203430000”, “6204130000”, “6204230000”, “6204330000”, “6204430000”,

“6204440000”, “6204530000”, “6204630000”, “6205300000”, “6206400000”, “6207220000”,

“6207991000”, “6208110000”, “6208220000”, “6208920000”, “6209300000”, “6211330000”,

“6211430000”, “6214300000”, “6214400000”, “6215200000”.

Two important qualifications are in order. First, I assume that all cotton apparel

from Peru is high-quality. Given that custom data does not provide information

about the type of cotton used in the analysis, at the firm level, I cannot differentiate

whether they are using Peruvian cotton or not. However, evidence from the National

Survey of Firms from the period 2007-2013 reveals that on average, when using

cotton, 90% of Peruvian apparel manufacturers use varieties such as Pima or Tangüis.

This information is also verified by the results of EFAPREVE, a representative survey

of the Peruvian apparel sector, which shows that when producing clothes with cotton

fabric, 80% of firms claim that their inputs were purchased domestically. Thus, I

consider this assumption to be reasonable approximation of what happens in the

firm production process.

Second, I exclude fibers such as leather, silk, fine animal hair, and wool apparel
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from the analysis, given that their quality comparison with cotton and synthetic

fibers is not apparent. Moreover, the productive process of these clothes might, in

some cases, be significantly different from cotton or synthetic materials. However,

it is important to note that cotton and synthetic or man-made apparel are the two

largest categories of apparel exported by Peruvian firms, and represent, on average,

90% of the total annual apparel exports of Peru during the sample period.
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Appendix C

Robustness Checks

C.1 Endogeneity on t0 bundle - Sample Selection:

Table C.1 presents the reduced-form estimation using only firms that had begun to

export by 2000. Given that import competition in China was not as noteworthy in

2000 as it became later in the sample period, the bundle of these firms at t0, as well

as the likelihood that these firms were exporters is unlikely to have been driven by

the exposure to Chinese import competition.

As shown, the main effects still hold for this sample in both qualitative and

quantitative terms. Importantly, for the intensive margin, the impact of Chinese

import competition is much larger, consistent with the fact that having already

incurred the fixed or sunk costs of exporting, these firms have an easier time selling

to the foreign market, as well as shifting their product mix.

C.2 ATDA, APTDEA, and FTA with the United States

An additional concern about the rapid growth of Peruvian apparel exports is that

this growth could have been driven by special conditions in the foreign market, such
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as free-trade agreements.

In fact, in 1991, Peru, Colombia, Bolivia and Ecuador signed the Andean Trade

Preference Act (ATPA) with the United States, a treaty that allowed the entry of

approximately 5500 tariff-free products to the United States to create incentives for

exporters to substitute for coca leaf production. According to the WTO database,

86 6-digit HS code apparel products were under the exceptions granted by this agree-

ment. The agreement expired in December of 2001, but after three years of nego-

tiations, the Andean Trade Promotion and Drug Eradication Act (ATPDEA) was

signed in August 2002. The ATPDEA renews the benefits for the products previ-

ously included in ATPA, and added additional beneficiaries to the list of tariff-free

apparel list, namely apparel made with regional fibers, up to an equivalent to 2%

of total apparel imports by the United States to the world in 2002, and, in 2005,

up the 5%. It also granted tariff-free status to apparel manufactured with American

inputs, apparel manufactured with fine fiber of alpaca, llama or vicua, among other

products. The aforementioned benefits expired on December of 2006. After that, the

Peruvian government started the negotiations on a Free Trade Agreement with the

United States that would capture the same benefits as the APTDEA and possibly

include more products. This was effectively signed that same year came into force

January 2009 and remains so today.

In order to alleviate those concerns, I present three pieces of evidence supporting

the existence of within-firm effects of import competition explained in Section 2.4.

First, the ATPA was signed signed far before China entered the WTO and subsequent

rapid growth. Therefore, by 2000, the Peruvian export bundle should have already

taken into account any preferential treatment for a specific set of products. Moreover,

according to the WTO tariff database, with the ATPDEA, there is only a decrease in

tariffs for 5 of the 86 apparel products contemplated in the ATPA. Thus, this treaty

cannot, by itself, explain the observed rapid increase in exports and, in particular,
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exports of cotton apparel. However, with the passage of the FTA with the United

States in 2009, there was a substantial increase in the scope of apparel products

with preferential tariffs going from 86 to 219 products at the 6-digit HTS level that

receive preferential treatment. Even when this preferential treatment was given to

both cotton and synthetic apparel, as may be the case in 2010, the effect of import

competition and the FTA can be interrelated.

Thus, to further control for this issue, I run the same specification as Tables 2.2

and 2.3 but consider only the United States as the export market. In this specifica-

tion, any changes over the year in foreign or domestic conditions should be accounted

for by the year fixed effects and therefore, conditional the special treatment was not

specific for a particular set of products but rather general, the effects should be void

of foreign conditions. Table C.3 presents the results. As shown, the main qualitative

effects still hold. However, while firms exporting to the United States respond to

import competition by increasing their exports, the quality upgrade of their prod-

uct mix happens in the adjustment of the number of high-quality products they sell

rather than in the total exports of high quality products.

Finally, in a third robustness check, I consider only exports to destinations other

than the United States, where Peru had no special treatment in any apparel product

and where it did not sign FTAs. Thus, for these destinations, the effect should not be

contaminated by these external forces. Table C.5 presents the results. Similarly, the

main qualitative effects stand at both the extensive and intensive margin and, firms

adjust to import competition by increasing total exports, increasing the number

of products in the high-quality product segment, and including new high-quality

products in their product mix.
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Table C.1: Reduced-Form Evidence: Panel of Firms Exporting by 2000

Intensive Margin

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Exports Cotton
Exports

Synthetic
Exports

Number
of

Products

Number
of

Cotton
Products

Number
of

Synthetic
Products

Compjt´1 1.249*** 1.167*** 0.951* 0.689*** 0.601*** 0.393**
(0.289) (0.331) (0.522) (0.173) (0.198) (0.178)

Firm FE X X X X X X
Year FE X X X X X X

F-Stat 285.59 228.58 150.81 285.59 228.58 150.81
Hansen J-Stat 1.73 1.72 0.86 3.43 1.69 2.81

Obs 2,595 2,177 1,041 2,595 2,177 1,041
R-squared 0.019 0.026 0.097 0.000 0.011 0.017
N. Firms 339 305 176 339 305 176

Notes: Clustered standard errors at the firm-level in parentheses. F-Stat refers to the
Cragg-Donald Wald F-statistic and corresponds to a week identification test. Hansen J-
statistics denotes the over-identification test of all instruments. All outcome variables are
expressed in logs.
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Table C.2: Reduced-Form Evidence: Panel of Firms Exporting by 2000

Extensive Margin

(7) (8) (9) (10)

Exit
Exporting

New
Product

New
Cotton
Product

New
Synthetic
Product

Compjt´1 -0.217*** 0.259*** 0.095 0.161*
(0.067) (0.095) (0.103) (0.094)

Firm FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X

F-Stat 243.96 285.59 285.59 285.59
Hansen J-Stat 5.03 10.15 4.65 7.49

Obs 2,462 2,595 2,595 2,595
R-squared 0.084 0.078 0.100 0.010
N. Firms 338 339 339 339

Notes: Clustered standard errors at the firm-level in parentheses. F-Stat
refers to the Cragg-Donald Wald F-statistic and corresponds to a week
identification test. Hansen J-statistics denotes the over-identification test
of all instruments. All outcome variables are dummy variables.
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Table C.3: Reduced-Form Evidence: Exports to the United States

Intensive Margin

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Exports Cotton
Exports

Synthetic
Exports

Number
of

Products

Number
of

Cotton
Products

Number
of

Synthetic
Products

Compjt´1 0.604** 0.471 1.412** 0.362** 0.489*** -0.020
(0.236) (0.301) (0.649) (0.162) (0.167) (0.208)

Firm FE X X X X X X
Year FE X X X X X X

F-Stat 432.45 375.55 145.19 432.45 375.55 145.19
Hansen J-Stat 1.13 1.48 3.53 1.19 1.25 3.58

Obs 2,990 2,552 993 2,990 2,552 993
R-squared 0.037 0.033 0.064 0.023 0.010 0.023
N. Firms 576 497 232 576 497 232

Notes: Clustered standard errors at the firm-level in parentheses. F-Stat refers to the
Cragg-Donald Wald F-statistic and corresponds to a week identification test. Hansen J-
statistics denotes the over-identification test of all instruments. All outcome variables are
expressed in logs.
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Table C.4: Reduced-Form Evidence: Exports to the United States

Extensive Margin

(7) (8) (9) (10)

Exit
Exporting

New
Product

New
Cotton
Product

New
Synthetic
Product

Compjt´1 -0.293*** -0.046 0.060 -0.038
(0.069) (0.080) (0.086) (0.089)

Firm FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X

F-Stat 432.45 432.45 432.45 432.45
Hansen J-Stat 0.62 1.57 1.39 0.71

Obs 2,990 2,990 2,990 2,990
R-squared 0.553 0.056 0.087 0.007
N. Firms 576 576 576 576

Notes: Clustered standard errors at the firm-level in parentheses. F-Stat
refers to the Cragg-Donald Wald F-statistic and corresponds to a week
identification test. Hansen J-statistics denotes the over-identification test
of all instruments. All outcome variables are dummy variables.
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Table C.5: Reduced-Form Evidence: Exports to other countries (Not United States)

Intensive Margin

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Exports Cotton
Exports

Synthetic
Exports

Number
of

Products

Number
of

Cotton
Products

Number
of

Synthetic
Products

Compjt´1 0.497*** 0.578*** 0.277 0.504*** 0.528*** 0.319***
(0.150) (0.185) (0.267) (0.098) (0.099) (0.123)

Firm FE X X X X X X
Year FE X X X X X X

F-Stat 1,227.04 1,203.05 818.06 1,227.04 1,203.05 818.06
Hansen J-Stat 1.93 2.92 5.00 1.42 3.60 4.77

Obs 4,891 4,392 2,389 4,891 4,392 2,389
R-squared 0.063 0.039 0.083 0.014 0.015 0.022
N. Firms 1,077 985 627 1,077 985 627

Notes: Clustered standard errors at the firm-level in parentheses. F-Stat refers to the
Cragg-Donald Wald F-statistic and corresponds to a week identification test. Hansen J-
statistics denotes the over-identification test of all instruments. All outcome variables are
expressed in logs.
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Table C.6: Reduced-Form Evidence: Exports to other countries (Not United States)

Extensive Margin

(7) (8) (9) (10)

Exit
Exporting

New
Product

New
Cotton
Product

New
Synthetic
Product

Compjt´1 -0.413*** 0.141*** 0.141** 0.124**
(0.054) (0.052) (0.068) (0.062)

Firm FE X X X X
Year FE X X X X

F-Stat 1227.04 1227.04 1227.04 1227.04
Hansen J-Stat 0.07 1.24 0.28 5.65

Obs 4,891 4,891 4,891 4,891
R-squared 0.114 0.062 0.085 0.005
N. Firms 1,077 1,077 1,077 1,077

Notes: Clustered standard errors at the firm-level in parentheses. F-Stat
refers to the Cragg-Donald Wald F-statistic and corresponds to a week
identification test. Hansen J-statistics denotes the over-identification test
of all instruments. All outcome variables are dummy variables.
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Appendix D

Closed Economy

Consider a small economy with L identical agents. In this economy, there are two

differentiated goods: high- (h) and low-quality (l) goods. For each good, there is a

continuum of varieties indexed by νk where k P th, lu.

D.1 Demand

Following Fieler (2011), all consumers in the country have the same utility function

of the form,

Ut “ pαhq
1
σh p

σh
σh ´ 1

q

ż

νhPΩh

qhtpνhq
p
σh´1

σh
q
dνh`pαlq

1
σl p

σl
σl ´ 1

q

ż

νlPΩl

qltpνlq
p
σl´1

σl
q
dνl (D.1)

where qktpνkq represents quantity consumed of variety νK from good k, Ωh and Ωl

represent the available varieties of both goods, ατ ą 0 are weights for each good

and στ ą 1, @τ represents the elasticities of substitution within goods and across

varieties, and also determines the income elasticity of demand. Similar to Fieler

(2011), I normalize α
1
σh
h ` α

1
σl
l “ 1.
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Consumers maximize their utility given by equation (D.1) choosing the quantity

of variety νh and νl at time t subject to their budget constraints.

max
ttqhtu,tqltuu

Ut

subject to:

ż

νhPΩh

phtpνhqqhtpνhqdνh `

ż

νlPΩl

pltpνlqqltpνlqdνl “ It
(D.2)

First-order conditions imply,

Xht

Xlt

“ λσl´σhp
αh
αl

P 1´σh
ht

P 1´σl
lt

q (D.3)

with

Pht “ r

ż

νhPΩh

p1´σh
ht dνhs

1
1´σh

(D.4)

Plt “ r

ż

νlPΩl

p1´σl
lt dνls

1
1´σl

(D.5)

where Pht and Plt are CES aggregate price indices, Xht and Xlt represent total

expenditures in good h and l, and λ is the marginal utility of income.

The main difference with a standard homothetic preferences specification is given

by equation (D.3). Assuming that σh ą σl as in Fieler (2011), the ratio of expendi-

tures described in (3.3) is decreasing in λ, and thus increasing in income. Therefore,

everything else given, richer countries will consume relatively more high-quality goods

than their poor counterparts.

Thus, solving for demanded quantities by variety, it is straightforward to show

that,
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qhtpνhq “
Xhtphtpνhq

´σh

P 1´σh
ht

(D.6)

qltpνlq “
Xltpltpνlq

´σl

P 1´σl
lt

(D.7)

D.2 Production

The competitive environment is monopolistic competition. Firms are potentially

single- or multi-product, (i.e., they can produce one or both goods), and are hetero-

geneous only in their productivity, ψjt.

Firms maximize discounted profits. Every period, after observing their produc-

tivity and characteristics of the market, they choose their product mix (sell only the

low-quality good, only the high-quality good, or both), as well as the corresponding

optimal prices and quantities, or to not produce at all. Firms that decide not to

produce at all exit the market and disappear.

D.2.1 Technology and Costs

I assume that both goods can be produced using the same technology, i.e., inputs

can be used interchangeably under the same production technology to get one unit

of either good.

The production technology uses labor (Ljt) and a bundle of composite productive

inputs (Fjt) complemented by a fixed amount of materials, M . The production

function has the form qjt “ mintψjtL
α
jtFjt

1´α,Mu, where α ă 1 and qjt “ qjht ` qjlt.

In order to account for the differences in materials, there is an additional constant

marginal cost mkt associated with the production of each good, where mht ą mlt.

Firms need to pay the following costs. First, in order to enter the market, firms

must pay an entry cost wfe after which they are able to get a productivity draw
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ψjt „ Gpψq. Second, in order to produce, firms need to engage ex ante in a fixed

investment of the composite productive input. This is captured, assuming that firms

need to contract Fjt “ F̄ , where F̄ is a fixed value and for which firms need to pay

a fixed cost θF̄ , commonly known before entry. Finally, to include a product in the

mix for the first time, the firm must pay a non-recoverable sunk cost, γk, k “ th, lu.

D.2.2 Static Profit Maximization

Conditional on a product mix choice, a “ t1ht,1ltu, a productivity draw ψjt, price

indices, P “ tPht, Pltu, and aggregate expenditures, X “ tXht, Xltu; the general

static maximization problem of every firm is the following,1

max
tpjht,pjhtu

πjt “ 1hppjhtqjhtq ` 1lppjhtqjhtq ´ wp
qjt

ψjtF̄ 1´α
q

1
α

´mhtp1hqjhtq ´mltp1lqjltq ´ θF̄

(D.8)

where qjt “ 1hqjht ` 1lqjlt, w refers to average wages in the sector, and θ is the cost

associated with factor F̄ .

The corresponding first-order conditions are,

pjht “

„

σh
σh ´ 1



«

mht `
w

α

ˆ

1

ψjtF̄ 1´α

˙
1
α

pqjtq
1
α
´1

ff

(D.9)

pjlt “

„

σl
σl ´ 1



«

m2t `
w

α

ˆ

1

ψjtF̄ 1´α

˙
1
α

pqjtq
1
α
´1

ff

(D.10)

1 The cost minimization problem for every firm is,

min
tljtu

TCjt “ wpLjtq `mhqjht `mlqjlt ` θF̄

subject to:

qjt ď ψjtL
α
jtF

1´α

Therefore,

Ljt “ p
qjt

ψjtF̄ 1´α
q

1
α

Thus, the maximization problem of every firm is as stated in equation (D.8).
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Notice that prices react both to changes in consumer expenditures and competi-

tion environment in the same market, as well as to changes in these variables for the

other goods produced by the firm. Thus, even though mark-ups are not variable, the

model does allow for changes in firm-level prices.

Moreover, given prices and the condition of producing that good, firm revenues

are,

rjht “
Xhtp

1´σh
jht

P 1´σh
ht

(D.11)

rjlt “
Xhtp

1´σl
jlt

P 1´σl
lt

(D.12)

Given the assumption of a shared input, a closed-form solution cannot be achieved.

Thus, static profits given values for the competition environment, productivity and

a specific product mix are:

πjt “ 1hrjht ` 1lrjlt ´ wp
qjt

ψjtF̄ 1´α
q

1
α ´mht1hqjht ´mlt1lqjlt ´ θF̄ (D.13)

D.2.3 Dynamic Problem

Firms decide dynamically over their product mix, ajt, considering as state variables

sjt “ tψjt, Pht, Plt, Xht, Xlt, F̄ , hjt´1u, where hjt´1 is a variable summarizing if which

sunk costs the firm has paid up to t´ 1.

Productivity evolves over time as a first-order Markov process, ψjt “ gpψjt´1q`ξjt,

so it depends on previous levels. Particularly, I will assume an AR1 process for the

variable such that,

ψjt “ ρ0 ` ρ1ψjt´1 ` ξjt (D.14)

where ξjt captures the stochastic nature of productivity and is assumed to be an iid

shock with zero mean and variance σ2
ξ . That is, it represents the innovation in the
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productivity process that cannot be anticipated by the firm and therefore, it is not

correlated with ψjt´1.

Similarly, price indices, P , and aggregate expenditures X follow Markov processes

such that,

Pkt “ ppPkt´1q ` µt

Xkt “ xpXkt´1q ` et
(D.15)

where µt and et are iid shocks at the industry level with mean zero and variance σ2
µ

and σ2
e , respectively.

Firm j’s value function is,

V psjtq “ max
aPA

πjtpa, sjtq ´ Γpa, hjt´1, γq ` β

ż

sjt`1

V psjt`1qdF psjt`1|a, sjtq (D.16)

where A “ t1, 2, 3, 4u refers to the complete set of potential product mixes being 1

= {sell only low-quality good}, 2 = {sell only high-quality good}, 3 = {sell both

goods} and, 4 = {do not produce}, Γp.q is the sunk cost function, and F psjt`1|sjtq

represents the transition probabilities of the state space.

D.3 Implications in Partial Equilibrium

The model gives a set of predictions on the impact of an openness to imports that

leads to an increase in import competition. As in the open economy model, define

import competition by the average CES price index of every product (i.e., Pht and

Plt). Thus, an increase in import competition in the low-quality market is defined

as the exogenous increase of import varieties at a lower price such that ∆Plt ă 0.

The analysis of the impact in partial equilibrium, where price indices and aggre-

gate expenditures do not react to changes in firm-level decisions. The predictions

are described as follows.
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Proposition D.3.1. Prices

A decrease in Plt unambiguously decreases prices for all goods of multi-product

firms and firms producing only the low-quality good.

Proof. Using equations (D.9) and (D.10), the impact of a change in Plt in the prices

set by the firms can be described as follows.

For the firm-level unit price of the high-quality good, pjht,

t
σh ´ 1

σh
`
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt r
σhXhtp

´σh´1
jht

P 1´σh
ht

`

`p
σh ´ 1

σh
qp

σl
σl ´ 1

q
σlXltp

´σl´1
jlt

P 1´σl
lt

sudpjht “

w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt

pσl ´ 1qXltp
´σl
jlt

P 2´σl
lt

dPlt

(D.17)

where
dpjht
dPlt

“ A ą 0, where

A “

w
α

1

pψjtF̄
1´αq

1
α
p 1´α
α
qq

1
α´2

jt

pσl´1qXltp
´σl
jlt

P
2´σl
lt

t
σh´1

σh
`w
α

1

pψjtF̄
1´αq

1
α
p 1´α
α
qq

1
α´2

jt r
σhXhtp

´σh´1
jht

P
1´σh
ht

`p
σh´1

σh
qp

σl
σl´1

q
σlXltp

´σl´1
jlt

P
1´σl
lt

su

.

For the firm-level unit price of the low-quality good pjlt,
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t
σl ´ 1

σl
`
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt rp
σh

σh ´ 1
qp
σl ´ 1

σl
q
σhXhtp

´σh´1
jht

P 1´σh
ht

`

`
σlXltp

´σl´1
jlt

P 1´σl
lt

sudpjht “

w

α

1

pψjF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt

pσl ´ 1qXltp
´σl
jlt

P 2´σl
lt

dPlt

(D.18)

where
dpjlt
dPlt

“ B ą 0, where

B “

w
α

1

pψjtF̄
1´αq

1
α
p 1´α
α
qq

1
α´2

jt

pσl´1qXltp
´σl
jlt

P
2´σl
lt

t
σl´1

σl
`w
α

1

pψjtF̄
1´αq

1
α
p 1´α
α
qq

1
α´2

jt rp
σh
σh´1

qp
σl´1

σl
q
σhXhtp

´σh´1
jht

P
1´σh
ht

`
σlXltp

´σl´1
jlt

P
1´σl
lt

su

.

Proposition D.3.2. Quantities and Sales:

A decrease in Plt:

(i) Unambiguously decreases quantities and sales in low-quality goods.

(ii) For multi-product firms, unambiguously increases quantities and sales of the

high-quality good.

(iii) Quantities and sales of firms only producing high-quality goods are not affected.

Proof. The proof is as follows,
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(i) For a multi-product firm, the impact on revenues of the low-quality good, rjlt,

is,

drjlt “
Xltp1´ σlqp

´σl
jlt

P 1´σl
lt

dpjlt `
pσl ´ 1qXltp

1´σl
jlt

P 2´σl
lt

dPlt

drjlt “
pσl ´ 1qXltp

´σl
jlt

P 1´σl
lt

t
pjlt
Plt

´BudPlt

and given that B “
pjlt
Plt
˚ pexpression ă 1q,

drjlt
dPlt

ą 0.

(ii) Revenues of the firm from the high-quality good, rjht, are negatively affected

by its own price.

drjht “
Xhtp1´ σhqp

´σh
jht

P 1´σh
ht

dpjht

Thus, they are positively affected by changes in average prices of the low-quality

good,

drjht “
Xhtp1´ σhqp

´σh
jht

P 1´σh
ht

AdPlt
(D.19)

which means
drjht
Plt

ă 0, i.e., a negative shock in the average price of the low-

quality product reduces the price of the high quality product and raises its

sales.
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(iii) If a firm is only producing the high-quality good, its first-order condition is,

pjht “ r
σh

σh ´ 1
srmht `

w

α
p

1

ψjtF̄ 1´α
q

1
α p
Xhtp

´σh
jht

P 1´σh
ht

q
1
α
´1
s (D.20)

Thus, there is no effect for those firms when Plt changes.

Proposition D.3.3. Dynamics and Product Mix Change:

If P2t decreases, the frequency of the mixes observed will be more likely to include

high-quality goods.

Proof. Follows from the fact that the low-quality good market is now relatively less

profitable, everything else being equal.

The basic mechanism is straightforward. To produce, multi-product firms allocate

labor and the composite factor to production of high- and low-quality goods. A

negative shock in the low-quality market makes it less profitable, and it is optimal

for firms to adjust their use of factors. Given that the composite factor is fixed,

reallocation of this idle factor must take place. High quality is now the most profitable

market. Therefore, idle factors will be reallocated to produce high-quality goods.

Thus, for multi-product firms, there will be an upgrade in quality.

D.4 General Equilibrium

The fundamentals of the model (Σ) correspond to the demand elasticities (σh, σl),

production parameters (α, ρ0, ρ1, σ
2
ξ ), aggregate expenditures (Xht, Xlt), shared factor

(F̄ ), and sunk costs (γh, γl). Moreover, let Mt be the mass of entrants for domestic

firms at period t.

Equilibrium conditions are the following. First, there are indifferent conditions.

Let vpsjt, aq be choice specific value functions. Then, discounted profits of all options
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at each cut-off level of productivity should be equal when evaluated at the minimum

cutoff.

vpsjt, aq “ vpsjt, a
1
q “ vpψ

ta,a1u
jt ,P,X, F̄ , hjt´1, a

1
q (D.21)

for a ‰ a1 where ψ
ta,a1u
jt represents the productivity cutoffs where firms are indifferent

between choosing product mix a and a1, given the state variables.

Second, there is a free-entry condition. That is, ex ante, expected profits must

be equal to entry costs,

wtfe “

ż

ψ

VtsjtupψqdGpψq (D.22)

Third, at every period t, total revenue of domestic producers should account for

factor payments in the country such that,

ż

ψP1ht

phtqhtMtµpψqdψ `

ż

ψP1lt

pltqltMtµpψqdψ “

wL` θF̄ `mht

ż

ψP1ht

qhtMtµpψqdψ `mlt

ż

ψP1lt

qltMtµpψqdψ

(D.23)

Definition D.4.1. (Equilibrium) Given the fundamentals (Σ), a sequential compet-

itive equilibrium of the model is a sequence of price indices tPht, Pltu
T
t“1 as defined

in (D.4) - (D.5), and wages twtu
T
t“1 such that:

(i) Consumers in the domestic economy maximize their utilities specified in (D.2),

(ii) Firms maximize their expected profits specified by (D.8) and (D.16) and,

(iii) They solve equilibrium conditions (D.21), (D.22), and (D.23).2

2 Additionally, in equilibrium, there are zero profit conditions for foreign exporters. For those, I
assume they do not solve a dynamic model, but rather a static period-by-period model.

πhmp
ˆ̄ψhtq “ Fhexp

πlmp
ˆ̄ψltq “ F lexp

(D.24)
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Appendix E

Non-homotheticity across countries

First order conditions for the domestic consumer are such that,

α
1
σh
h qdht

´ 1
σh ´ λpdht “0 (E.1)

α
1
σh
h qdhmt

´ 1
σh ´ λpdhmt “0 (E.2)

α
1
σl
l q

d
lt

´ 1
σl ´ λpdlt “0 (E.3)

α
1
σl
l q

d
lmt

´ 1
σl ´ λpdlmt “0 (E.4)

Therefore, equation (E.1) can be expressed as,

qdht
´ 1
σh “λ´σhpdht

σhαh

pdhtq
d
ht

´ 1
σh “λ´σhpdht

1´σhαh

ż

νPΩh

pdhtq
d
ht

´ 1
σh dνh “λ

´σhαh

ż

νPΩh

pdht
1´σhdνh

Xdd
ht “λ

´σhαhP
dd
ht

1´σh

(E.5)

where P dd
ht refers to the CES price aggregator of firm-level prices of high-quality
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goods of domestic firms selling to the domestic market, and Xdd
ht corresponds to

the aggregate expenditure on high-quality goods by domestic consumers in domestic

firms.

Similarly, equations (E.2) - (E.4) can be expressed as,

Xdm
ht “λ

´σhαhP
dm
ht

1´σh

Xdd
lt “λ

´σlαhP
dd
lt

1´σl

Xdm
lt “λ´σlαhP

dm
lt

1´σl

(E.6)

where P dd
lt refers to the CES price aggregator of firm-level prices of high-quality goods

of domestic firms selling to the domestic market, Xdd
lt corresponds to the aggregate

expenditure on high-quality goods by domestic consumers in domestic firms, P dm
kt

refers to the CES price aggregator of firm-level prices of good k of foreign firms

selling to the domestic market, and Xdm
kt corresponds to the aggregate expenditure

on good k by domestic consumers in foreign firms.

Define, Xd
ht as total domestic expenditure in the high-quality good and Xd

lt as

total domestic expenditure in the low-quality good. Then,

Xd
ht “X

dd
ht `X

dm
ht “ λ´σhαhP

d
ht

1´σh

Xd
lt “X

dd
lt `X

dm
lt “ λ´σlαlP

d
lt

1´σl

(E.7)

Taking the ratio of those,

Xd
ht

Xd
lt

“λσl´σh
αh
αl

P d
ht

1´σh

P d
lt

1´σl
(E.8)

where λ represents the marginal utility of income. Given that the only difference

between the domestic and foreign economy is the fact the foreign economy is richer,

this implies that λd ą λx and thus, conditional on
pP dhtq

1´σh

pP dltq
1´σl

ď
pPxhtq

1´σh

pPxltq
1´σl

,
Xd
ht

Xd
lt
ă

Xx
ht

Xx
lt

.
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Appendix F

Productivity Relations

1. More productive firms sell at lower prices.

Differentiating equation (3.7), we get,

p
σh ´ 1

σh
qdpdjht “

ˆ

´
w

α2
p

1

F̄ 1´α
q

1
αψ

´ 1
α
´1

jt q
1´α
α

jt

˙

dψjt `
w

α
p

1

F̄ 1´α
q

1
α p

1´ α

α
qq

1´α
α
´1

jt ˚

˚
“

´σhX
d
htpP

d
htq

σh´1
ppdjhtq

´σh´1dpdjht ´ σhthtX
x
htpP

x
htq

σh´1
ppxjhtq

´σh´1dpxjht

´ σlX
d
ltpP

d
ltq
σl´1

ppdjltq
´σl´1dpdjlt ´ σltltX

x
ltpP

x
ltq

σl´1
ppxjltq

´σl´1dpxjlt
‰

(F.1)
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Given pσh´1
σh
qdpdjht “ p

σl´1
σl
qdpdjlt, and pσh´1

σh
q 1
tht
dpxjht “ p

σl´1
σl
q 1
tlt
dpxjlt, then,

p
σh ´ 1

σh
qdpdjht “

ˆ

´
w

α2
p

1

F̄ 1´α
q

1
αψ

´ 1
α
´1

jt q
1´α
α

jt

˙

dψjt `
w

α
p

1

F̄ 1´α
q

1
α p

1´ α

α
qq

1´α
α
´1

jt ˚

˚
“

´σhX
d
htpP

d
htq

σh´1
ppdjhtq

´σh´1
´ σht

2
htX

x
htpP

x
htq

σh´1
ppxjhtq

´σh´1

´ σlX
d
ltpP

d
ltq
σl´1

ppdj2tq
´σl´1

p
σl

σl ´ 1
qp
σh ´ 1

σh
q

´ σlt
2
ltX

x
ltpP

x
ltq

σl´1
ppxjltq

´σl´1
p

σl
σl ´ 1

qp
σh ´ 1

σh
q



dpdjht

(F.2)

Therefore,
dpdjht
dψjt

ă 0.

Similarly, using equations (3.7) - (3.8),
dpdjlt
dψjt

ă 0,
dpxjht
dψjt

ă 0, and
dpxjlt
dψjt

ă 0.

2. More productive firms produce more.

dqdjht “ ´σhX
d
htpP

d
htq

σh´1
ppdjhtq

σh´1dpdjht (F.3)

Thus,
dqdjht
dpdjht

ă 0. Then,
dqdjht
dψjt

“
dqdjht
dpdjht

dpdjht
dψjt

ą 0.

Similarly,
dqdjlt
dψjt

ą 0,
dqxjht
dψjt

ą 0, and
dqxjlt
dψjt

ą 0.

3. More productive firms sell more.

drdjht “ p´σh ` 1qXd
htpP

d
htq

σh´1
ppdjhtq

σhdpdjht (F.4)

Thus,
drdjht
dpdjht

ă 0. Then,
drdjht
dψjt

“
drdjht
dpdjht

dpdjht
dψjt

ą 0.

Similarly,
drdjlt
dψjt

ą 0,
drxjht
dψjt

ą 0, and
drxjlt
dψjt

ą 0.
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4. More productive firms have higher profits.

dπjt “
Xd
htpP

d
htq

σh´1

ppdjhtq
σh

«

p1´ σhq `
w

α
p

1

ψjtF̄ 1´α
q

1
α q

1´α
α

jt

σ1

pdjht
`mht

σh
pdjht

ff

dpdjht

`
Xd
ltpP

d
ltq
σl´1

ppdjltq
σl

«

p1´ σlq `
w

α
p

1

ψjtF̄ 1´α
q

1
α q

1´α
α

jt

σl
pdjlt

`mlt
σl
pdjlt

ff

dpdjlt

`
thtX

x
htpP

x
htq

σh´1

ppxjhtq
σh

«

p1´ σhq

tht
`
w

α
p

1

ψjtF̄ 1´α
q

1
α q

1´α
α

jt

σh
pxjht

`mht
σh
pxjht

ff

dpxjht

`
tltX

x
ltpP

d
ltx

σl´1

ppxjltq
σl

«

p1´ σlq

tlt
`
w

α
p

1

ψjtF̄ 1´α
q

1
α q

1´α
α

jt

σl
pxjlt

`mlt
σl
pxjlt

ff

dpxjlt

`
w

α2
p

1

F̄ 1´α
q

1
αψ

´ 1
α
´1

jt dψjt

(F.5)

Given all terms in brackets are 0 by FOCs, dπjt “
w
α2 p

1
F̄ 1´α q

1
αψ

´ 1
α
´1

jt dψjt. Thus,

dπjt
dψjt

ą 0.
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Appendix G

Theorem 3.2.1

Proof. The proof is as follows.

i Prices:

Using first order conditions (3.7) - (3.8), the impact of a decrease in P d
lt and P x

lt

in the prices set by the firms can be described as follows.

For the firm-level price of the high-quality good in the domestic market, pdjht,

total differentiation of equation (3.7) yields,

t
σh ´ 1

σh
`
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt rσhr
qdjht

pdjht
` t2ht

qxjht
pxjht

s`

`σlp
σh ´ 1

σ1
qp

σl
σl ´ 1

qr
qdjlt

pdjlt
` t2lt

qxjlt
pxjlt
sudpdjht “

w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´l

jt pσl ´ 1qp
qdjlt

P dlt
dP dlt `

qxjlt
P xlt

tltdP
x
ltq

(G.1)
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where
dpdjht

∆
ą 0 given dP d

lt ă 0 and dP x
lt ă 0.

Similarly, for the firm-level price of the high-quality good in the export market,

pxjht, total differentiation of equation (3.8) yields,

t
σh ´ 1

σh

1

tht
`
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt rσhr
qdjht

pdjht

1

tht
` tht

qxjht
pxjht

s`

`σl
1

tht
p
σh ´ 1

σh
qp

σl
σl ´ 1

qr
qdjlt

pdjlt
` t2lt

qxjlt
pxjlt
sudpxjht “

w

α

1

pψjF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt pσl ´ 1qp
qdjlt

P dlt
dP dlt `

qxjlt
P xlt

tltdP
x
ltq

(G.2)

where
dpxjht

∆
ą 0 given dP d

lt ă 0 and dP x
lt ă 0.

Likewise, for the firm-level price of the low-quality good in the domestic market,

pdjlt, total differentiation of equation (3.7) yields,
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t
σl ´ 1

σl
`
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt rσhp
σh

σh ´ 1
qp
σl ´ 1

σl
qr
qdjht

pdjht
` t2ht

qxjht
pxjht

s`

`σlr
qdjlt

pdjlt
` t2lt

qxjlt
pxjlt
sudpdjlt

“
w

α

1

pψjF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt pσl ´ 1qp
qdjlt

P dlt
dP dlt `

qxjlt
P xlt

tltdP
x
ltq

(G.3)

where
dpdjlt

∆
ą 0 given dP d

lt ă 0 and dP x
lt ă 0.

Finally, for the firm-level price of the low-quality good in the export market, pxjlt,

total differentiation of equation (3.8) yields,

t
σl ´ 1

σl

1

tlt
`
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt rσhp
σ1

σh ´ 1
qp
σl ´ 1

σl
q

1

tlt
r
qdjht

pdjht
` t2ht

qxjht
pxjht

s`

`σlr
qdjlt

pdjlt

1

tlt
` tlt

qxjlt
pxjlt
sudpxjlt

“
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt pσl ´ 1qp
qdjlt

P dlt
dP dlt `

qxjlt
P xlt

tltdP
x
ltq

(G.4)
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where
dpxjlt

∆
ą 0 given dP d

lt ă 0 and dP x
lt ă 0.

ii Quantities and Revenues:

Using the demand systems given by equations (3.3), and the reaction of prices

to changes in P d
lt and P x

lt established before, the following can be shown.

(a) If a firm is producing low- and high-quality goods, for quantities produced

of the high-quality good in the domestic market,

dqdjht “ ´σ1

qdjht
pdjht

dpdjht (G.5)

and since
dpdjht

∆
ą 0,

dqdjht
∆

ă 0, i.e., when both P d
lt and P x

lt decrease, the firm

increases the quantity produced of the high-quality good for the domestic

market.

For quantities produced of the high-quality good for the export market,

dqxjht “ ´σ1

qxjht
pxjht

dpxjht (G.6)

and since
dpxjht

∆
ą 0,

dqxjht
∆

ă 0, i.e., when both P d
lt and P x

lt decrease, the

firm increases the quantity produced of the high-quality good for the export

market.

For the revenues of firm from the high-quality good in the domestic market,

rdjht,

drdjht “ p1´ σhqq
d
jhtdp

d
jht (G.7)

and since by point (i) it is shown that
dpdjht

∆
ą 0; therefore,

drdjht
∆

ă 0. That

is, a joint decrease in P d
lt and P x

lt increases revenues of the high-quality good

in the domestic market.
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Moreover, for export revenues of the firm from the high-quality good, rxjht,

drxjht “ p1´ σhqq
x
jhtdp

x
jht (G.8)

and since point (i) it is shown that
dpxjht

∆
ą 0; therefore,

drxjht
∆

ă 0. That is,

a joint decrease in P d
lt and P x

lt increases revenues of the high-quality good in

the export market.

(b) For quantities produced of the low-quality good in the domestic market,

dqdjlt “ qdjltt
´σl
pdjlt

dpdjlt `
pσl ´ 1q

P d
lt

dP d
ltu

“ qdjlt
pσl ´ 1q

P d
lt

tAdP d
lt ´BdP

x
ltu

(G.9)

where

A “ 1´

´

w
α

1

pψj F̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt pσlq

qdjlt
pdjlt

t
σl´1
σl

` w
α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt rσ1p

σh
σh´1 qp

σl´1
σl
qr
qdjht
pdjht

` t2ht
qxjht
pxjht

s ` σlr
qdjlt
pdjlt

` t2lt
qxjlt
pxjlt
su

(G.10)

B “

w
α

1

pψj F̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt pσlqtlt

qxjlt
pxjlt

Pdlt
Pxlt

t
σl´1
σl

` w
α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt rσhp

σh
σh´1 qp

σl´1
σl
qr
qdjht
pdjht

` t2ht
qxjht
pxjht

s ` σlr
qdjlt
pdjlt

` t2lt
qxjlt
pxjlt
su

(G.11)

with 0 ă A ă 1 and 0 ă B
Pxlt
P dlt
ă 1. Therefore,

dpdjlt
∆

depends.

However, if
dP dlt
P dlt

ą
dPxlt
Pxlt

(i.e., import competition is fiercer in the domestic

market in percentage terms), it is a sufficient condition for
dqdjlt

∆
ą 0, i.e., the

decrease in P d
lt and P x

lt induces firms to decrease quantity of the low-quality

good in the domestic market.
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Moreover, for quantities produced of the low-quality good in the export mar-

ket,

dqxjlt “ qxjltt
´σl
pxjlt

dpxjlt `
pσl ´ 1q

P x
lt

dP x
ltu

“ qxjlt
pσl ´ 1q

P x
lt

tA1dP x
lt ´B

1dP d
ltu

(G.12)

where

A1 “ 1´

w
α

1

pψj F̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´l
jt pσlq

qxjlt
pxjlt

tlt

t
σl´1
σl

1
tlt
` w

α
1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt rσhp

σh
σh´1 qp

σl´1
σl
q 1
tlt
r
qdjht
pdjht

` t2ht
qxjht
pxjht

s ` σlr
qdjlt
pdjlt

1
tlt
` tlt

qxjlt
pxjlt
su

(G.13)

B1 “

w
α

1

pψj F̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt pσ2q

qdjlt
pdjlt

1
tlt

Pxlt
Pdlt

t
σl´1
σl

1
tlt
` w

α
1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt rσ1p

σ1

σ1´1 qp
σl´1
σl
q 1
tlt
r
qdjht
pdjht

` t2ht
qxjht
pxjht

s ` σlr
qdjlt
pdjlt

1
tlt
` tlt

qxjlt
pxjlt
su

(G.14)

with 0 ă A1 ă 1 and 0 ă B1
P dlt
Pxlt
ă 1. Therefore,

dpxjlt
∆

depends.

However, if
dP dlt
P dlt
ă

dPxlt
Pxlt

(import competition is fiercer in the export market in

percentage terms), it is a sufficient condition for
dqxjlt

∆
ą 0, i.e., the decrease

in P d
lt and P x

lt induces firms to decrease the quantity of the low-quality good

in the export market. Otherwise, it depends on the relative size of the shocks

and the parameters of the market.

In addition, the change in the revenues of the low-quality good in the domestic
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country, rdjlt, is,

drdjlt “ qdjlttp´σl ` 1qdpdjlt ` pσl ´ 1q
pdjlt
P d
lt

dP d
ltu

drdjlt “ qdjltpσl ´ 1q
pdjlt
P d
lt

tA2dP d
lt ´B

2dP x
ltu

where

A2 “ 1´

w
α

1

pψj F̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt pσ2 ´ 1q

qdjlt
pdjlt

t
σl´1
σl

` w
α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt rσhp

σh
σh´1 qp

σl´1
σl
qr
qdjht
pdjht

` t2ht
qxjht
pxjht

s ` σlr
qdjlt
pdjlt

` t2lt
qxjlt
pxjlt
su

(G.15)

B2 “

w
α

1

pψj F̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt pσl ´ 1qt2lt

qxjlt
pxjlt

Pdlt
Pxlt

t
σl´1
σl

` w
α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt rσhp

σh
σh´1 qp

σl´1
σl
qr
qdjht
pdjht

` t2ht
qxjht
pxjht

s ` σlr
qdjlt
pdjlt

` t2lt
qxjlt
pxjlt
su

(G.16)

with 0 ă A2 ă 1 and 0 ă B2
Pxlt
P dlt
ă 1. Therefore,

drdjlt
∆

is ambiguous.

However, if
dP dlt
P dlt

ą
dPxlt
Pxlt

(i.e., import competition is fiercer in the domestic

market in percentage terms), it is a sufficient condition for
drdjlt

∆
ą 0, i.e., the

decrease in P d
lt and P x

lt induces firms to decrease sales of the low-quality good

in the domestic market.

Moreover, the effect on the export revenues of the firm from the low-quality

good, rxjlt, is the following,
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drxjlt “ qxjlttp´σl ` 1qdpxjlt ` pσl ´ 1q
pxjlt
P x
lt

dP x
ltu

drxjlt “ qxjltpσl ´ 1q
pxjlt
P x
lt

tA3dP x
lt ´B

3dP d
ltu

(G.17)

where

A3 “ 1´

w
α

1

pψj F̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt pσl ´ 1q

qxjlt
pxjlt

tlt

t
σl´1
σl

1
tlt
` w

α
1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt rσhp

σh
σh´1 qp

σl´1
σl
q 1
tlt
r
qdjht
pdjht

` t2ht
qxjht
pxjht

s ` σlr
qdjlt
pdjlt

1
tlt
` tlt

qxjlt
pxjlt
su

(G.18)

B3 “

w
α

1

pψj F̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt pσl ´ 1q

qdjlt
pdjlt

1
tlt

Pxlt
Pdlt

t
σl´1
σl

1
tlt
` w

α
1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt rσhp

σh
σh´1 qp

σl´1
σl
q 1
tlt
r
qdjht
pdj1t

` t2ht
qxjht
pxjht

s ` σlr
qdjlt
pdjlt

1
tlt
` tlt

qxjlt
pxjlt
su

(G.19)

with 0 ă A3 ă 1 and 0 ă B3
P d2t
Px2t
ă 1. Therefore,

drxj2t
∆

is ambiguous.

However, if
dP dlt
P dlt
ă

dPxlt
Pxlt

(i.e., import competition is fiercer in the export market

in percentage terms), it is a sufficient condition for
drxjlt

∆
ą 0, i.e., the decrease

in P d
lt and P x

lt induces firms to decrease sales of the low-quality good in the

export market.

iii Profits:

Differentiating equation (3.6) and using the first-order conditions, it can be shown

that,
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dπjt “
pσl ´ 1q

σl
t
rdjlt
P d
lt

dP d
lt `

rxjlt
P x
lt

dP x
ltu (G.20)

Therefore, if the changes in dP d
lt and dP x

lt are in the same direction,
dπxjt
∆
ą 0, i.e.,

a decrease in both price indices decreases the firm-level profits of firms.

iv Product Mix:

The proof comes straight from the fact that relative to high-quality products,

low-quality ones are less profitable when their price indices decrease, everything

else constant.
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Appendix H

Corollary 3.2.3

Proof. The proof is as follows,

(i) First note that by totally differentiating equations (3.7) - (3.8), the impact of

a change in P d
lt in the prices set by the firms can be described as follows.

For the firm-level price of the high-quality good, pdjht,

t
σh ´ 1

σh
`
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt rσhr
qdjht

pdjht
` t2ht

qxjht
pxjht

s`

`σlp
σh ´ 1

σh
qp

σl
σl ´ 1

qr
qdjlt

pdjlt
` t2lt

qxjlt
pxjlt
sudpdjht “

w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt pσl ´ 1q
qdjlt

P dlt
dP dlt

(H.1)

thus,
dpdjht
dP dlt

ą 0.
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For the firm-level price of the high-quality good in the export market, pxjht,

t
σh ´ 1

σh

1

tht
`
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt rσhr
qdjht

pdjht

1

tht
` tht

qxjht
pxjht

s`

`
σl
tht
p
σh ´ 1

σh
qp

σl
σl ´ 1

qr
qdjlt

pdjlt
` t2lt

qxjlt
pxjlt
sudpxjht “

w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt pσl ´ 1q
qdjlt

P dlt
dP dlt

(H.2)

thus,
dpxjht
dP dlt

ą 0.

For the price of the low-quality good in the domestic market, pdjlt,

t
σl ´ 1

σl
`
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt rσhp
σh

σh ´ 1
qp
σl ´ 1

σl
qr
qdjht

pdjht
` t2ht

qxjht
pxjht

s`

`σlr
qdjlt

pdjlt
` t2lt

qxjlt
pxjlt
sudpdjlt “

w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt pσl ´ 1q
qdjlt

P dlt
dP dlt

(H.3)

where
dpdjlt
dP dlt

ą 0.
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For the price of the low-quality good in the export market, pxjlt,

t
σl ´ 1

σl

1

tlt
`
w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt r
σh
tlt
p

σh
σh ´ 1

qp
σl ´ 1

σl
qr
qdjht

pdjht
` t2ht

qxjht
pxjht

s`

`σlr
qdjlt

pdjlt

1

tlt
` tlt

qxjlt
pxjlt
sudpxjlt “

w

α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α

p
1´ α

α
qq

1
α
´2

jt pσl ´ 1q
qxjlt

P dlt
dP dlt

(H.4)

where
dpxjlt
dP dlt

ą 0.

(ii) If the firm is multi-product, quantities of the high-quality good in both markets

change as follow,

For the high-quality good in the domestic market,

dqxjht “ ´σh
qdjht
pdjht

dpdjht (H.5)

and given results in the previous item where
dpdjht
dP dlt

ą 0, then
dqdjht
dP dlt

ă 0.

For the high-quality good in the export market,

dqxjht “ ´σh
qxjht
pxjht

dpxjht (H.6)

and given results in the previous item where
dpxjht
dP dlt

ą 0, then
dqxjht
dP dlt

ă 0.
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For the low-quality good in the domestic market,

dqdjlt “q
d
jlt

pσl ´ 1q

P d
lt

tdP d
lt ´

σl
pσl ´ 1q

P d
lt

pdjlt
dpdjltu

“ qdjlt
pσl ´ 1q

P d
lt

pCqdP d
lt

(H.7)

with

C “1´

w
α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt σl

qdjlt
pdjlt

t
σl´1
σl

` w
α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt rσhp

σh
σh´1 qp

σl´1
σl
qr
qdjht
pdjht

` t2ht
qxjht
pxjht

s ` σlr
qdjlt
pdjlt

` t2lt
qxjlt
pxjlt
su

ą 0

(H.8)

then
dqdjlt
dP dlt

ą 0.

For the low-quality good in the export market,

dqxjlt “ ´σl
qxjlt
pxjlt

dpxjlt (H.9)

and given results in the previous item, where
dpxjlt
dP dlt

ą 0, then
dqxjlt
dP dlt

ă 0.

(iii) If the firm is multi-product, revenues from the high-quality segment change as

follows.

For revenues of the firm from the high-quality good in the domestic market,

rdjht,

dr“jhtp1´ σhqq
d
jhtdp

d
jht

(H.10)

and given results in the previous item, where
dpxjht
dP dlt

ą 0, then
drdjht
dP dlt

ă 0. Thus,

drdjht
P dlt

ă 0.
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For revenues of the firm from the high-quality good in the export market, rxjht,

drxjht “ p1´ σhqq
x
jhtdp

x
jht

(H.11)

and given results in the previous item, where
dpxjht
dP dlt

ą 0, then
drxjht
dP dlt

ă 0.

(iv) The change in revenues of the low-quality good in the domestic country, rdjlt, is,

drdjlt “ qdjltpσl ´ 1q
pdjlt
P d
lt

DdP d
lt (H.12)

with

D “1´

w
α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt pσl ´ 1q

qdjlt
pdjlt

t
σl´1
σl

` w
α

1

pψjtF̄ 1´αq
1
α
p 1´α
α qq

1
α´2
jt rσhp

σh
σh´1 qp

σl´1
σl
qr
qdjht
pdjht

` t2ht
qxjht
pxjht

s ` σlr
qdjlt
pdjlt

` t2lt
qxjlt
pxjlt
su

ą 0

(H.13)

then
drdjlt
dP dlt

ą 0.

(v) The change in revenues of the low-quality good in the export market, rdjltx, is

drxjlt “ p1´ σlqq
x
jltdp

x
jlt (H.14)

and given results in the previous item, where
dpxjlt
dP dlt

ą 0, then
drxjlt
dP dlt

ă 0.

(vi) The change in profits is equal to,

dπjt “
pσl ´ 1q

σl

rdjlt
P d
lt

dP d
lt (H.15)

Therefore,
dπjt
dP dlt

ą 0, i.e., a decrease in price index of the low-quality good in

the domestic market decreases the firm-level profits of firms.
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Appendix I

Definitions for Structural Estimation

1. Elasticities Estimation:

(a) Firm-level prices (pjht, pjlt):

Firm-level prices are defined as firm-level unit values of cotton and syn-

thetic apparel. First, unit values for each transaction at the 10-digit HS

code are calculated as the division of transaction value over quantity in

unit of apparel. Second, these unit values are aggregated at the 10-digit

HS code-firm-year level using a weighted average of the transaction unit

values where the weights correspond to the export share of each trans-

action in the annual exports for each 10-digit HS category. Third, unit

values at the 10-digit HS code are aggregated at the product-firm-year

level, where product is defined as cotton and synthetic apparel follow-

ing the procedure explained in Appendix B. Thus, unit prices for cotton

products at the firm-level, pjht, correspond to the weighted average of unit

values at the 10-digit HS code-firm-year level, where the weights are given

by the export shares of each HS category on annual exports of cotton
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apparel. Similarly, unit prices for synthetic products at the firm-level,

pjlt, correspond to the weighted average of unit values at the 10-digit HS

code-firm-year level, where the weights are given by the export shares of

each HS category in annual exports of synthetic apparel.

(b) Materials’ Prices (mht, mlt):

High- and low-quality materials correspond to cotton and synthetic fab-

rics, respectively. Cotton fabrics are defined by 4-digit HS codes 5208 to

5212. Synthetics fabrics are defined by 4-digit HS codes 5407, 5408, and

5512 to 5516. Material prices were constructed as the weighted average

import price existing within these categories, where the weights refer to

import shares of the product over the annual imports of materials.

(c) Iceberg Costs (τht, τlt):

Iceberg costs are proxied by tariff data from the United States to apparel

imports from Peru, defined at the 6-digit HS code. This publicly available

data is collected by the WTO.

2. Productivity Estimation:

(a) r̃jt is defined as log of deflated value added, where the deflator refers to

the price index in apparel in the domestic economy.

(b) ljt is defined as log expenditure in labor at the firm level.

(c) kjt is defined as log capital stock of machinery at the end of the period.

(d) ijt is defined as the log of the change in capital stock the next period net

of depreciation.

(e) Compjt is defined as in Section 2.4. However, to construct a measure of

import competition when the firm only sold to the domestic market, I
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assume that the most competitive environment for the firms took place

during the sample period. Results are robust if I use the mean or the

lowest competition level.

(f) npjt is defined as the log of the number of products a firm sells at the

6-digit HS code. For firms that sell only to the domestic market, I assume

firms sell only synthetic products and that they sell the maximum number

of products sold by the firm in the sample period.

3. Price Indices Processes:

For the price index of the domestic market, P d
t , I construct a weighted unit price

of Peruvian apparel imports originating in China, where the weights correspond

to the share of sales of that product on the total imported bundle for each year.

For the price index of the foreign market on cotton apparel, P x
ht, and synthetic

apparel, P x
lt , I rely on information given by OTEXA and construct a weighted

unit price of U.S. apparel imports, where the weights correspond to the share

of sales of that product on the total import bundle for each year.

4. Aggregate Expenditure Processes:

For aggregate expenditures in the domestic market, Xd
t , I add up the total

annual sales in the domestic market of Peruvian firms and the total annual

Peruvian apparel imports, both collected by the Peruvian Tax Authority.

For aggregate expenditure in the U.S. market for cotton clothes, Xx
ht, and

synthetic clothes, Xx
lt, I use information provided by OTEXA and construct

a measure of total annual imports of cotton and synthetic apparel to the US

where the definitions of cotton and synthetic are as defined in Appendix B.

5. Sunk Costs Estimation:
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(a) Wage w corresponds to the average hourly salary of a worker in the apparel

industry and is expressed in U.S. dollars.

(b) Rental rate r is assumed to be 10%, which is the average interest rate for

corporate loans.

(c) Material Prices mh and ml are assumed fixed during the sample period

and correspond to average prices of a square meter of cotton and synthetic

fabric, respectively.

(d) Fixed shared factor F̄ and its cost θ correspond to the average capital

stock of buildings in the sample and the mortgage rate, respectively.
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Appendix J

Full Set of Estimated Parameters

Alternative specifications have also been attempted for the estimation of prices in-

dices processes in which the level of aggregation is changed such as using data of

weighted average unit prices at the 10 and 6 digit HTS-code level and trimester, at

the 10 HTS-code product level and year, without significantly different results. As

in the case of the price indices, alternative specifications have also been attempted in

which the level of aggregation is changed such as using data of weighted average unit

prices at the 10 and 6 digit HTS-code level and trimester, at the 10 digit HTS-code

product level and year. Results have proved considerably less reliable.
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Table J.1: Structural Estimation Parameters

Stage Estimation Param. Coef. Std. Dev No. Obs.

σh 2.53 (1.53)
First Elasticities

σl 1.98 (0.82)
685

αl 0.72 (0.02)
First Production Function

αk 0.13 (0.03)
511

ρ0 0.25 (0.03)

First Production Process ρ1 0.22 (0.08) 404

σ2
ψ 0.41

ρPd0 6.36 (0.84)

ρPd1 0.27 (0.06) 339

σ2
Pd

3.35

ρP1
0 4.89 (0.47)

First Price Index ρP1
1 0.54 (0.03) 1240

σ2
P1

2.90

ρP2
0 5.58 (0.55)

ρP2
1 0.46 (0.02) 1630

σ2
P2

3.92

ρXd0 16 (8)

ρXd1 0.39 (0.19) 48

σ2
Xd

16

ρX1
0 40.83 (508.93)

First Aggregate Expenditure ρX1
1 0.87 (0.13 ) 25

σ2
X1

62.73 ( 8.35)

ρX2
0 ´17.13 (17.81)

ρX2
1 0.88 (0.11) 25

σ2
X2

7.22 (1.41)

γd 6.08 (2.30)

Second Sunk Costs γ1 7.10 (1.27) 222

γ2 3.85 (3.87)
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Appendix K

Productivity Estimation

In the economic literature, total factor productivity (TFP) is the most widely used

proxy for firm-level productivity. Given that Compustat does not have data on

quantities and I do not posses information about a major exogenous shock in the

industry as De Loecker (2011), TFP in this document refers to revenue TFP instead

of physical productivity.

K.1 Methodology

To estimate TFP, several factors must be considered. Among the most important

flaws that must be overcome to get consistent estimates for labor and capital coef-

ficients are the endogeneity of inputs, unobserved firm heterogeneity, selection bias,

and measurement error.

Early works tend to use ordinary least square (OLS) estimation. However, this

approach cannot deal with any of the issues mentioned above. With OLS, both the

coefficients of labor and capital will be inconsistent. Due to the simultaneity of the

labor decision and the productivity shock, unobserved to the econometrician but
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observed to the firm at the beginning of the period, the coefficient of labor is biased

upwards. The capital coefficient bias, on the other hand, comes from the correlation

of capital stock with the productivity shock through past productivity and selection.

Therefore, up to date, this methodology is hardly used when estimating productivity.

To overcome those problems, Blundell and Bond (2000) and Arellano and Bond

(1991) stated that the use of fixed-effects panel data will allow for the computation

of an unbiased estimation of capital and labor coefficients only if one is willing to

assume that the productivity shock remains constant over time. Not only is the

latter a strong assumption, but the problem of selection is not addressed in any of

these methodologies.

Techniques that can account for most of the biases are presented in Olley and

Pakes (1996), Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) and Ackerberg et al. (2006). Here, I use

Olley and Pakes (1996) since Compustat data provides sufficiently good investment

measures at the firm level, but does not possess similar information about material

or energy expenses.

In the paper, I estimate the production function based on labor and physical

capital as the only inputs. Thus, I assume the production function relates output to

inputs and productivity such that:

yit “ β0 ` βkkit ` βllit ` ωit ` ηit (K.1)

where i denotes firm, t refers to year, yit refers to log output, kit is log capital

stock, lit is log labor, ωit is the productivity term and ηit correspond to an unobserved

error term.

Since ωit is observed before the labor decision, a simultaneity problem emerges.

On the contrary, kit is assumed to be a fixed input in t but it is the result of an

investment decision in t-1, correlated with ωit´1. Then,
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iit “ ipωit, kitq (K.2)

where iit is a strictly increasing function on ωit. With a smart inversion, produc-

tivity can be expressed as,

ωit “ ωpiit, kitq (K.3)

Defining

φit “ β0 ` βllit ` hpiit, kitq (K.4)

the production function can be expressed as

yit “ βllit ` φit ` ηit (K.5)

In the first stage of the estimation, Olley and Pakes (1996) recover the βl coeffi-

cient, using as a proxy for ωit a second order polynomial on capital and investment.

The estimate is consistent since the simultaneity bias is controlled with the inclusion

of φit.

In the second stage, a consistent estimate of βk is obtained. The methodology

also corrects for the selection of the firm calculating the probability of survival and

including it as an exogenous variable in the second stage.

Consider

Etpyit`1 ´ βllit`1q “ β0 ` βkkit`1 ` Etpωit`1|ωit, survivalq (K.6)

“ β0 ` βkkit`1 ` gpωit, Psurvival,tq (K.7)
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where Psurvival,t is the probability of survival of a firm from t to t+1, which is

estimated in a separate probit as a function of lagged investment and capital, their

squares and cross-products.

With these estimates in hand, the following equation is fit by non-linear least

squares:

yit`1 ´ βllit`1 “ βkkit`1 ` gpωit, Psurvival,tq ` ηit`1 (K.8)

where gpωit, Psurvival,tq is approximated by a second-order polynomial.

Finally, a clustered-by-firm boostrap procedure is needed to get the standard

errors.

K.2 Variable Definitions

1. Labor: Given that Compustat does not have information about hours worked,

the numbers of employees in a firm is used (EMP).

2. Output: To avoid complications, value added is used instead of sales or rev-

enues. This is better since material and other expenses are not counted. As

highly documented, materials could also be correlated with unobserved pro-

ductivity and cause simultaneity bias (Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), Ackerberg

et al. (2006), Dhawan (2001)).

There are several definitions of value added considered:

a) Value added 1: Define value added as sales (SALE) minus cost of goods sold

(COGS) plus labor expenses, deflated by GDP deflator (Dhawan (2001)).

b) Value added 2: Define value added as operating income before depreciation

(operating revenue operating expenses) (OIBFD) plus labor costs, deflated by

GDP deflator (Bottazzi and Plotnikova (2010)).
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Here, it is important to note how labor expenses are calculated. In the paper,

labor expenses are constructed as the number of employees multiplied by an

average labor cost per person. For the latter, average labor cost per person

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics1 and average annual wages from the Social

Security Administration are used.2 Labor expenses with both measures are

highly correlated (0.9), therefore, labor expenses using the second measure of

wages is utilized since it covers the whole sample period.

Since the first definition is more straightforward in the way it eliminates ma-

terials and input expenses, that is the one considered in the final estimation.

3. Capital stock: For the capital stock, I considered Property, plant and equip-

ment and intangibles measured as the total value of assets (AT) minus current

assets (ACT), deflated by Producer Price Index (PPI) (Dhawan (2001)).

4. Investment: This is defined as capital expenses (CAPX) deflated by PPI.

K.3 Results

Table K.1 shows the results. All the coefficients are in the expected range for an

industry such as as the automobile. As we used methods such as fixed effects or

Olley and Pakes, the coefficient on labor decreases, which is a sign of the correction

on simultaneity bias. Based on these coefficients, TFP is calculated as the difference

between predicted value added and observed value added. This residual is the proxy

variable for productivity used throughout the document.

1 Refer to ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/cew/SIC/history/national/ntaa8800.zip

2 Refer to http://www.ssa.gov/oact/cola/AWI.html
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Table K.1: TFP estimation.

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3)

OLS FE Olley - Pakes

Labor 0.790*** 0.752*** 0.752***
(0.010) (0.013) (0.032)

Capital Stock 0.166*** 0.112*** 0.134***
(0.009) (0.011) (0.055)

Industry FE x x x
Year FE x x x

Observations 2,348 2,348 2,346
R-Squared 0.989 0.859

Standard errors in parenthesis. *** pă0.01, ** pă0.05, * pă 0.1
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Appendix L

Variable Definition

For the demand regressions, numerous variables are used and correspond to firm-

specific idiosyncratic factors and factors inherent to the customer-supplier relation-

ships.

1. Firm-specific idiosyncratic factors:

(a) Size

a.1. Size as number of employers (Jovanovic (1982)).

a.2. Size as total value of assets (Dhawan (2001)) defined as a dummy

name small ass where 1 stands for small firm defined when average assets

are below the median (50.8 million dollars in the sample).

a.3. Size as annual sales.

(b) Age of firm (Jovanovic (1982), Thompson (2005)) defined as the difference

between the current year and the year where it first appeared in Compu-

stat. This is the only proxy possible for age since Compustat data does

not provide information on real age of a firm.
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(c) Accumulation of human specific capital (Rossi-Hansberg and Wright (2007),

Dyer (1996)). Although this variable is important, there is no information

about human capital in Compustat database. Therefore, we use accumu-

lation of physical capital instead.

(d) Accumulation of physical specific capital (cumcapexp) (Rossi-Hansberg

and Wright (2007), Dyer (1996), Williams (2011)) defined as the cumula-

tive sum of deflated capital expenditures.

(e) Accumulation of knowledge capital (cumknowexp) (Aw et al. (2011)) de-

fined as the cumulative sum of deflated R&D expenditures.

(f) R&D intensity (rdint ass) (Raman and Shahrur (2008), Holmström and

Roberts (1998), Milgrom and Roberts (1990)) defined as the ratio of R&D

expenditure over the total value of assets. The ratio is replaced with 0

if there is no information about the R&D expenses. According to the

literature mentioned above, this ratio represents a proxy for relationship-

specific investments.

(g) Capital intensity (capint) or median intangibility ratio (Williams (2011))

defined as the value of net property, plant and equipment divided by the

total value of assets. This ratio represents a proxy for vertical integration

costs since large capital intensive firms are more likely to integrate.

(h) Profit rate (Dhawan (2001)) defined as the ratio operating income after

depreciation and total value of assets.

(i) Leverage (Williams (2011)) defined as the total debt (DLC + DLTT) over

the total value of assets.

(j) Revenue per worker and revenue per capital.

(k) Ratio of capital over labor.
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(l) Growth:

l.1 Sales growth (Williams (2011)).

l.2 Growth rate of employment (Rossi-Hansberg and Wright (2007)).

2. Customer-supplier related factors:

(a) Length of relationship (Dyer and Chu (2000)) defined as the number of

years the customer-supplier relationship is in place.

(b) Distance (Williams (2011)) defined as the dummy close being 1 if the

supplier and automaker’s headquarter is in the same state. However, this

variable is not very informative at that level.

(c) Pre-entry experience (Thompson (2005)) defined as a dummy with value

1 if the firm had some experience with the other 37 SIC customers (not

automobile) prior to the year of analysis.

(d) Ncust defined as the number of other customers in total for the particular

supplier, in the automobile industry and outside.

(e) Ncust nobig3 is the number of customers outside the automobile manu-

facturers.

(f) Csalet nobig3 is the accumulated sum of what they supply to non-automobile

customers.

(g) Div risk is a dummy variable indicating if the supplier has a bigger client

than any of the Big Three. The value one means it has a larger client, so

the company has diversified the risk.
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